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While Contemporary Music production still seems to have difficulties to ac- 
cept new technologies and production modes, Computer Music seems to be 
now a fully consolidated domain whose effects and benefits can be assessed in 
a large nulnber of fields, ranging from contemporary or industrial music pro- 
duction to automotive applications, mobile telecommunications, or ecological 
acoustics. 

The Colloquio di Informatics IVIusicale (CII\II), held in Firenze from May 8 
to May 10 2003, has now reached its fourteen edition. The CIM has become 
an event of international relevance since several years now and this edition 
is keeping up with the previous ones, as these proceedings demonstrate. 

While consolidation needs work and dedication, the passage of time brings 
with itself high prices. Since the last edition of the CIM, two much-beloved 
and respected pioneers of Electro-acoustic and Computer Music, Teresa Ram- 
pazzi and Pietro Grossi, have left us - mixing our sorrow to the mandatory 
obligation of perpetuating the memory of their work (which coincides with 
the origins of Computer Music in Italy). This Colloquium and these proceed- 
ings are dedicated to the memory of Teresa Rampazzi and Pietro Grossi. 

Therefore, a focus on the historical aspects which are starting to emerge in 
the Italian and international scene of Computer Music (and the analyses of 
their continuities and discontinuities) seemed to be the ]nost obvious choice 
as a central theme. Of course, loolting back at history does not nlalte sense if 
it is not directly connected with our future, if it does not provide the direction 
for future evolution. This is why the central theme of the XIV CIM is in 
fact: Past and Future. We are convinced that Teresa Rampazzi and Pietro 
Grossi would have approved the choice. 

The organization of an event like CIM tales quite a lot of energy and re- 
sources: I wish to thank the organizing Committee, the Scientific Conlmittee 
and the Music Conl~nittee for their invaluable contribution to the organiza- 
tion and success of this Colloquium. 

Kicola Bernardini 

Firenze, May 2003 
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A Contribution to a (Pre)History of Comnputer Music Research in Rome: 
froin Evangelisti and Guaccero to Centro Ricerche Musicali 

Alessandro Mastropietro 
PhD in "History and Analysis of Musical Cultures" - "La Sapienza" University, Rome 

ale mastro~ietro~l~otmail .com 

0. Introduction. The vicissitudes of 
computer music research and production date 
back, in the Rome area, to the second half of the 
Seventies. In 1974 the Frosinone Conservatory, 
whose director was at that tune Daniele Paris 
(an outstanding figure in Roman neo-avant- 
garde music, both as conductor and as a moving 
force), instituted one of the fnst chairs of 
electronic music in Italy. The professor at that 
time was (and still is) Giorgio Nottoli, formerly 
a pupil of Walter Branclu at Pesaro 
Conservatory and a prominent personality with 
both musical and scientific competence 
(particularly in the field of electronic 
engineering). 

Nottoli's activity as researcher, musical 
hardware producer and composer, as well as 
teacher of several pupils with similar profile, 
was pursued in a context which was neither 
neutral nor unresponsive to this research. A 
receptive ambience was created, as the years 
went by, by the Roman musical neo-avant- 
garde, and especially by Guaccero and 
Evangelisti who were its most representative 
figures, also from the cultural and aesthetic 
standpoint, and were able to consider and 
formulate, in an interdisciplinary way, questions 
concerning the relations between musical and 
scientific research as well as to the combined 
results of the two disciplines. 

The depth and richness of this cultural 
humus is testified by the variety and longevity 
of the structures which were created by those 
trained in this school. In the particular field of 
computer-music research, besides that camed 
out in industries, the CRM (Centro Ricerche 
Musicali) is still active in Rome; this centre was 
founded at the end of the 80's thanks to the 
initiative of inembers of SIM (Societi di 
lnformatica Musicale), in its turn founded at the 
beginning of the same decade. Parallel to these 
two and dedicated essentially (but not only) to 
research, the activity of other Roman 
institutions has continued in the specific field of 

computer music diffusion. "Musica Verticale" 
has been active for the last 25 years in the 
electronic music field, together with other 
Roman institutions (both "generic" and 
dedicated to contemporary music). The creative 
path of such figures and institutions will be 
discussed in terms of digitalimusical tools, 
worlts and philosophy starting from its 
historical and aesthetic background. This will 
be done by pinpointing questions, themes and 
operative courses up to the more recent and 
incisive developments in computer-music 
research and production camed out by CRM 
until today in the Rome area. 

1. Prehistory: ante-digital. In the musical 
theorizing and praxis of Franco Evangelisti 
(1924-1980) and Domenico Guaccero (1927- 
1984), it is possible to point out some relevant 
points concerning the matters discussed above: 

1) Consciousness of the complexitv of 
aesthetic experience and message, that arises 
both from "internal" (the opus itself, the 
musical language) and from "external" relations 
(social and cultural context, means and 
technologies of production.. .). The concept that 
aesthetic experience is a combination of 
interrelated "orders" was the basis for the new 
homonymous review (Ordini, Orders), whose 
editorial committee consisted of Guaccero, 
Evangelisti, Egisto Macchi, Daniele Paris and 
Antonino Titone. Only the first number of 
Orchi  was published (in 1959) - the second, 
although ready, never saw the light of day 
owing to the death of the publisher. Among the 
"orders" investigated was that of musical 
technique and technology dealt with in the 
editorial by Adorno (Mzrsica e tec17ica oggi) and 
in the articles of Evangelisti (Verso ii17a 
con1posizio17e elettro17ica, pp. 48-53) and Aldo 
Masullo (La "str-zrttzr~-a " nell 'evolzcione dei 
linpmggi scient~fici, pp. 54-75). 

2) The com~ositional confrontation with 
electronic technoloeies and in eeneral with 



in the Frosinone Conservatory; Del 

Evangelisti's Spaz 

cnscmhlc of voices is amplilicd and processed widr range of musical tcchnologies, both on 
electronically in analog, the sole mcdium t h ; t ~  commission for industrics and private or public 
could then makc ocrceiv;tble the timbrical oanics as well as for comoositional rcscarch 
details of differ 



3. CRM (Centro Ricerche Musicali). In 
1988 Michelangelo Lupone and Laura 
Bianchini (who had earlier joined SIM together 
with Nicola Bemardini) left the SIM and 
founded CRM (Centro Ricerche Musicali - 
Centre for Music Research). According to 
Lupone, the reason for this decision lay in the 
tendency, not of the SIM itself but of the 
marlcet, to demand always more computer 
products which were limited to a conservative 
musical language, totally unrelated to the 
musical philosophy that could be developed 
through utilization of the new technologies. 

Lupone and Bianchini developed the Fly30 
System, together with Antonio Pellecchia, with 
the specific aim of re-conceiving the traditional 
algorithms for digital coinputation by running 
thein on a floating-point DSP (TMS320c30), an 
ideal apparatus for digital filtering. Realized in 
1990, Fly30 is an object-oriented system, 
capable of furnishing high precision 
calculations for real-time analysis, synthesis and 
sound processing. The system's gaphics editor, 
permitting the interconnection of the 
prograinme modules, provided it with a 
considerable binding and flexibility capacities 
and it can be considered an extreme evolution 
of the module connection by matrix present in 
the VCS3. 

In addition to musical production, Fly30 has 
been used for research and experimentation in 
psychoacoustic and organological applications, 
for example: in the simulation of physical 
models, in the design of virtual spaces 
(Flyspace), and in a European research project 
on noise coordinated by Centro Ricerche Fiat. 
The musical productions realized at CRM are 
for the most part the work of Michelangelo 
Lupone and Laura Bianchini and aim at 
utilizing above all the real-time abilities of the 
system. Consequently they are often works with 
live instrumental and vocal performers, as well 
as designs of a "teatro dell'ascolto" - that is, a 
theatre in which the sound itself determines, or 
re-invents, the dramaturgy and the acoustic 
space. It can be given either without any live 
gestures or with the performers' gesture- 
movements; in the latter case. the "teatro 
dell'ascolto" concept can be extended to other 
domains (visual, choreographic, vocal) that are 
traditional in music theatre. Works of this kind 
include: Corztrofiato and Contropasso by 

Lupone, performances based respectively on the 
breathing and steps of dancers, the sound of 
which is electronically processed 
(choreographies by Massimo Moricone); the 
"radio-scenes" 117 trrz grattacielo (text by Enrico 
Palandri, music by Lupone) and Irizn~obile e 
doppio (text by Susanna Tamaro, music by 
Bianchini), conceived as "teatro dell'ascolto" 
but also staged as musical multimedia theatre in 
Frankfurt am Mein in 1996; ballets N 
Loreizzaccio and La Rorzde by Matteo D'Amico 
(both for Teatro Comunale, Florence, 1994 and 
1995); electronic excerpts from Sehn-Sucht by 
Alessandro Sbordoni; the theatrical action 
Corize rosse joglie di lurza (texts by Guido 
Barbieri and Sandro Cappelletto, music by 
Emanuele Pappalardo, Laura Bianchini, Luigi 
Ceccarelli, Michelangelo Lupone). 

Other productions by authors not part of the 
CRM staff include, among others: Lucia 
Ronchetti's Q~mderno gotico (1991) and L 'Ape 
apatica (2000), Teo Usuelli's Sirzite (1992), 
Dieter Schnebel's Stzrdierz (2nd version, 1993) 
and Woerte, Tones, Scritte (1997), Nicola 
Sani's 117 stiller- ewiger Klarlzeit (1995), 
Michele Dall'Ongaro's 1995-Post Scriptlrm 
(1996), Maria Cristina De Amicis' IST-La rzota 
d'arresto (1997), Guido Baggiani's Ka-ha1 
(1999). 

A "teatro dell'ascolto", but also a theatre of 
borderline creativity, has been the leitmotif of 
the "Musica Scienza" events, a series of 
initiatives originating in 1993. By means of 
concerts and conferences (often in the fonn of 
performances), "Musica Scienza" has tried to 
focus special attention on the branch of 
contemporary philosophy that develops a 
comprehensive re-thinldng of the various ways 
for approaching Science and the Arts: 
"Complex Thought". The titles of the ten 
editions of the festival held to date are 
indicative of the themes dealt with: I~n>en-' rto~ze e 
ricerca ri7lrsicule (1993); Caso Caos Necessiti. 
I1 pensiero corizplesso e la riiigrazio~ze dei 
corzcetti (1994); La tranza delle conzplessitci 
(1995); Asculture lo spazio (1996); Poliforzie 
~i~trltiet~ziche. Mzrsica e teozologie per trrza 
clrltlrra estesa (1997); Rlrnzori. Ordine e 
~lisordiirze, lingzmggio ~izzrsicale e innoimaz' ,tone 
tecrzologica (1998); Parola ilerszrs Slrono. 
Corizrmicaziune, tecnologiu ed espr-essiorze della 
m~rsicu co~zte~izpor-anea (1999); Mtrsica Irfir~ita. 
ScztNlrre di stroizi, imn~agini, parole (2000); I1 





PIETRO GROSSI'S MUSICAL UTOPIA ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC MUSIC IN FLORENCE IN 
THE SIXTIES AND SEVENTIES 

Albert hfayr 

ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to outline a critical evaluation ofPietro Grossi's 
early electro-acoustic works, from the pieces created in his private 
studio up to the first experiments at CNUCE-CNR in Pisa. I shall 
also try to recapture the socio-cultural and aesthetic atmosphere of 
the sixties and early seventies which, I believe, is crucial for the 

- 
widespread concerns have not been accepted, let alone taken up 
consistently by the musical world, his pioneering work deserves to 
be better known and discussed in depth as it offers, next to very 
special kinds of aesthetic enjoyment, important stimuli for reflec- 
tion on what music is -o r  ought to be. 

1. SOME BRIEF HISTORICAL DATA 

Pieho Grossi (Venice 191 7 - Florence 2002) succeeded in com- 
bining the carrier as the first cellist in the orchestra of the Maggio 
Musicale Fiorentino with that of composer. Up to the late fifties 
he had written moderately modem pieces for orchestra and various 
chamber goups. Several of his compositions met witli consider- 
able success on the side of colleagues, critics and public. ' 

Then, suddenly, a drastic change took place in his way of 
thinking about music and of composing it. This manifested itself 
in an extreme reduction of material and in formal developments 
that werz based exclusively on the successions and goupiogs de- 
rived from the combinatorial analysis o f a  limited set of elements. 

In the early sixties Grossi discovered electronic music; after 
having spent some time in the Studio di Fonologia Musicale at 
RAI in Milan he decided to set up his own private studio. That's 
how in 1963 thc S 2F M (Studio di Fonologia Musicalc di Firenze) 
came into existence. Initially its location was at Grossi's home, 
hvo yearslater it was moved to the Conservatory of Florence where 
Grossi held the first course in electronic music in an Italian Con- 
servatory. In these same years he found out that computers could 
produce sounds and immediately set out to explore this new oppor- 

Grossi was appointed as its director; a position he held until the 
early eighties when he started working with the system at the IROE 
(Istituto di Ricerca sulla Onde Elettromagnetiche) in Florence. In 
the following years his interest shifted more and more towards 
graphic work that he could carry out on the personal computer at 
home and to which he devoted himself until his death. 

2. T H E S Z F M  

..... ivlre,? yorr gel r.i~il1 dollor lo it, o ronlposer is 
sinrpfj, so,neo,re ii,ho tells oilrerpeople ivhar to do. I 
find lhrs UII lmattmdiee wojr ofgerlinp things done ' 

As should be remembered, in the early sixties electronic music 
was a very elitist affair. Professional and even semi-professional 
studio equipment was very expensive, not easy to find and could 
only be afforded by institutions such as universities or broadcast- 
ing corporations. Access to those hieratic places (beyond the occa- 
sional short visit) w;ts rather difficult if you did not belong to one 
of the contemporary music 'Churches' that were influential at the 
time. This led several composers -who  were not among the cho- 
sen Few - to do 'their own thing', i.e. assemble a private studio. In 
doing so they usually replaced financial resources witli the ability 
of rummaging through surplus stores of electronic equipment and 
the co-operation of adventurous and sympathetic technicians. 

Beside these - and other - practical aspects there was also an- 
other reason for wanting to have one's own studio. The XXth cen- 
tury has often been called the century of ideologies. If this was - 
hue for the socio-political arena, it was also true for the European 
art world. One of the neriods in which the artistic climate was 
heavily influenced by conflicting ideologies were the first decades 
after World War 11, and thus the newcomer, electronic music, could 
not escape that climate. This also had to do, of course, with the 
strong tendency toward ideological theorizing that had character- 
ized the European musical tradition since Antiquity. ' While in 
the USA the ~ractitioners of the so-called "tape music" adopted a 

Milan) interested in his proposal and beyan his first experiments. centres prafessed its specific aesthetic credo. 
- 

In 1968 he organized, in the context of the well-known festival 
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, the first international conference of Now, if you as an electro-acoustic composer happened to have 
electronic music centres. your very own brand of musical aesthetics which had little or noth- 

ing to do with that of the influential Churches. you were cenainly 
In 1969 the CNUCE (Ceotro Nazionale Universitario di Cal- 

colo Elettronico) decided to open a Musicological Division and "31 p. ix. 
'see. for instance, Carl Dnlhaus' statement: "Musikthrorie ist immcr 

'Fora detailed dcscripiiun ofGrossi's anistic cuniculum 2nd the list of schon Dognniik prwescn", in C. Dni~lhaus. Iiern~o,~n Heli~~holc rind der 
his \vorks scc [I] and [ 2 ] .  IlTsrcnsd,a/isci~~ri?kfer drr. illzrrikf-rheorir in [.I] pp. 44-58, 
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Mayr, Nannucci 

3. PISA 

If Grossi certainly was an unusual figure in the analog electronic 
music scene, he was in many ways unique among the practitioners 
of digital sound. His attitude toward sound materials acquired a 
new, almost perturbing mdicality. 

In the early experiments at General Elccmc he had adopted a 
system that mnde ;he computzr generate directly audible oscilla- 
tions. In veni simnle terms it worked like this: the machine was . . 
made to perform an operation that would last, say, lllOOO of a sec- 
ond at a certain voltage, then to repeat it at another voltage; when 
all this then was repeated many times you would obtain an audio 
frequency of500 H;. o f  coursk the repdrtoirc of available frequen- 
cies had certain limits - altlioueh those of the well-temoered svs- - 
tem were all present - and furthermore you could only obtain one 
wave form, the square wave and II constant intensity. But Grossi 
did not mind. He continued with this system also at the CNUCE 
in Pisa for many years, until the arrival of the TAUMUS system 
which allowed a certain varictv of timbres and intensities. Durine u 
the 'square wave period' he would often say, with even a slight 
trace of pride, that he had decided to devote his efforts only to the 
parameters of pitch and duration and if listeners got annoyed by 
the never ever changing timbre, too bad for them. If I may add a 
personal anecdote here: being among tliose who were not so  fond 
of working only with square waves I wrote a little proeram which 
modified the s & n e G b e t w e e n  the two portions of the wave, re- 
sulting in a limited. but workable timbrical variation (the so-called - 
duty cycle, or pulse width modulation). But Grossi was not in- 

In contrast to his belief in the supremacy of processes over re- 
sults he was convinced that comnuters could and should success- 
fully replace human instrumentalists in the performance of pieces 
of the haditional, notated repertoire. ~ n d i o  he untiringl; tran- 
scribed an enormous body ofivorks, ranging from Bacli to Stock- 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Let me conclude with a personal remark. As for some time now I 
have looked at the contemporary music scene more from the out- 
side than from the inside, my view rnav be partial and biased. It . . 
appears, however, that in tile last decades contemporary music has 
retired in safer. less nerilous waters and lost the adventurous drive 
that was present up to the seventies of the last century. One may 
regret this, or one may not. But regardless of personal preferences 
I believe that Pietro Grossi's work and example is well worth m- 
membering and discussing. One may not be attracted by the sonic 
fabric of some of his works - altlioueh there are manv from which 
one derives not only intellectual. but also sensory pleaure; one 
may, also, be doubtful regarding his firm trust in the power of ma- 
chines in bringing forth a new, unlimited creativity. 

But every discipline benefits from rethinking - at least occa- 
sionally - its substantial aims, possibilities and limits and to this 
undertaking Grossi's lesson gives an essential contribution. 

5. REFERENCES 
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Firenzc, 1999. 
What fascinated him most in the digital world were not the rich ,21 Jacob. M,, Pietro Grossi: un percorso Novecento, (Tesi 

and - finally - controllable sounds, but automation, i.e. the possi- di laurea) Universita di Firenze - Facolti di scienze della for- 
bility of obtaining complex sonic structures that could be easily m..7innr 1007 ...-. " ..-, . , , , . 
modified. Ri&t from the beginning lie directed his efforts toward 
real-time operations, at a time when in other computer music cen- [31 Case J., A Year from Monday. London: Marion Bo~ars .  

hes long waits for sonic results were part of the daily routine of 1975 (repr.). p. ix. 

composers. [4] Zaminer, F.(ed.). "Uber Musiktheorie", Amo Volk Verlag, 
K61n. 1970. 

He became even more outspoken and relativistic in his work- 
[5] AAVV. lpotesi linguistiche intersoggettive (catalogue), in-progress aesthetics: because of the easiness with which one 

Firenze: Cenho Proposte, n.d. could continuously obtain new results, any sonic event created at 
a given moment was to be considered as essentially ephimeral. to 
be replaced by new events. If you happened to particularly like 

~ ~ 

one of them, you were of course free to save it or put it on tape, 
but, lie maintained, this was of little relevance since the aesthetic 
substance resided in the process, not the rcsults 

A concept he created and was very fond of was "Artificial 
Phantasy"; by that he meant that the computer, thanks to its speed 
was able to come up with events and structures the human mind 
would not be able to think of. In fact, he often included random 
procedures in the opcrations hc set up and eagerly waited to be sur- 
prised by what the machine would produce. To him, being a com- 
poser did not mean so much "telling other people - or a machine, 
in ltis case - what to do". but creating opportunities for making 
music happen, oppomnities for himself and for others. 





or hvo tracks) ? were st111 there. Many of them werc not collec- 
tioned: 1 completed the inventoly by assiping the marker FON, 
in ordcr to avoid sovrapposition behveen my catalogation and the 
orig~nal one by Berio. Maderna and Zuccheri. 

Since then, thanks to research both in the paper archive and 
through the consulting ofthe Radioconicre and of the central Rome's 
archive, were added 123 copies on DAT of works produced at the 

I founded drama such as Ahvie di lT+~llej~sfeir~, Sohiri, So,lin 
Gio~onnn with Berio's music, or Mmi, ilsl,elto hlo!ilde, Lm1r.e 
persrclrtr with Madema's music. I catalogued the new tapes with 
a neutral mark, different from the original numeration of the Stu- 
dio, using the Z letter, while the authentic catalogation used A for 
rehearsal materials and i n s m e n t a l  music, E for electronic mu- 
sic, Q for four tracks tapes, R for effects and materials for radio 
dramas. 

The inventoly that I began in 1996 is stored now in a com- 
puter databwe which contains 745 cards with photopaplls of the 
contents of all the archives of  the Studio and all the contents ofthc 
spools were digitaliscd. 
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TERESA RAMPAZZI: PIONEER OF ITALIAN ELECTRONIC MUSIC 

Dottorato in Scienze della Musica 
Universita di Trento 

laura - zattrac3yahoo.i'~ 

ABSTRACT 

Teresa Rampazzi (1914-2001), pianist and compos- 
er, is onc of the pioneers of electronic music in Italy 
and the first Italian woman to produce and promote it. 

She started her career as a pianist; in the 50s she 
attended the Darmstadt's Ferie~ililo:~, she played in 
the Bartok Trio and was a member of the Circolo 
Pozeffo. She was decply convinced of the necessity to 
develop Avant-Garde Music to prepare people for the 
Neue hl~rsiK and new electronic paradigm. 

In 1965, Teresa created the N.P.S. (Nuove Proposte 
Sonore) Group, in collaboration with Ennio Chiggio 
and they started to produce experiments with analogue 
equipment. After some disagreement, she continued 
her activity with young engineers and musicians. 

From 1972 to 1979, she taught electronic music at 
the Paduan Conservatory and began to learn and 
produce computer music at the CSC (Ccntro di Sono- 
logia Computazionalc), obtaining numerous prizes. In 
1984 she retired to Bassano (VI), where she continued 
her musical activity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Two key words characterize contemporary culture: 
overcoming and flexibility, that is the desire of rapidly 
overcoming each result with another, better and more 
functional product. and that flexibility needed to react 
to this velocity. Teresa Rampmi ,  piano performer, 
composer and pioneer of computer music in Italy, is a 
good example of these two rules. In 1969 she wrote: 
"not only are generations forced to assimilate each 
transformation every ten year, but everyone must 
chaoae ideas and attitude once or twice during his 
 who^ life" [I]. Well, T. Rampazzi's career shows 
numerous esthetical and musical tums which 
demonstrate, a posteriori, a clear artistic will. Before 
dedicating herself to elech-o-acoustic music, she 
became an assiduous promoter of Avant-Garde music: 
she played, for the first time in Italy. the Schonberg 
Suite op. 25 for piano; in her lounge, she often met 
Bruno Madema, Heinz Klaus Metzger, Sylvan0 
Bussotti, etc. When she was 50 years old, she took up 
analogue music composition. Finally, aged 60 and with 

electronic music landed in Padova. Thanks to T. 
Rampazzi, some composers and cngineers got together 
and founded the N.P.S. (Gruppo Nuove Proposte 
Sonorc) and the CSC (Centro di Sonologia Computa- 
zionale). Knowing her activity mcans to analyze Pa- 
dova's lively but sometimes conhadictoly musical life, 
ovcr the last 50 years. 

1.1. Teresa Rampazzi performing activity 
T. Rossi (this was her maiden name) was born in 

Vicenza in 1914. She had been interested in music 
since her childhood so, "as a typical good family 
daughter, I played the piano" [3, p.321. She started 
studying music with a local teacher (Tonolli), but lier 
father soon sent her to the Milan conservatory where 
she studied with Arrigo Pedrollo. Here she got to know 
Bruno Madema and began to receive friends in her 
living room, people who would become very important 
in the contemporary music scene: Franco Donatoni, 
Ren.6 Laibowitz, Severino Gazzelloni and Madema. 

In 1952 and 1954, Teresa Rampazzi attended the 
Internafionule Ferienlarrse fiir Netre hf~rsili in 
Darmstadt and listened to electronic experiments made 
by Eimert. She had understood that that was the only 
way to completely reject tonal music. But in Veneto, 
the pcople were not ready to know electronic 
experimental music or Avant-Garde music. That's why 
in 1956 Teresa began to play with the Bart6k Trio 
(Elio Peruzzi: clarinet, Edda Pitton: violin, Tcresa 
Rampazzi: piano), and decided to promote the Avant- 
Garde music by Anton Webem and Alban Berg. In a 
city where Mahlcr's music was not known yet, this 
activity was not so easy. It was therefore crucial to 
prepare and open the public's mind to the Nerrc Afrisih 
and to electronic music. 

her usual Fea t  enthusiasm, shc began to study and 
produce computer music. Fig.1. The Bartot Trio in 1959 (from the left  E.lio 

Nevertheless, T. Rampazzi is especially known for Peruzzi, Edda Pittoo, Teresa Rampazzi). 
lier electro-acoustic activity. She first encountered the 
ncrv electronic paradigm exactly at its birth, "listening During this period, Teresa became a member of 
to its cries in the large Marienhijhc concert hall, in another group named Cirrolo Po~zetto. The cultural 
Darmstadt" [2, p.1221. Thanks to this discovery, and political circumstances of this merit a little 
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avoid the recording of a slammed door, during the so- 
called composition Ricerca 4" [2, p.1231. 

The manifesto was extremely rigid: "the inshument 
has no possibilities anymore, it has been raped, 
destroyed, it can no longer communicate ..." [XI. This 
reflected the deep desire to conduct authentic research 
without thinking of a potential audience. 

In 1965 two types of sound research started: lpotesi 
(Hipotl~esis) and Ricerche (Research). Both categories 
were works from about 3' to 7' minutes, signed by 
Rampazzi, Chiggio, Alfonsi, Marega and Gianni 
Meiners. Ipotesi 1 and Iporesi 2 consisted in a 
opposition of square waves streams and sinusoidal 
glissandi streams based on the Fletcher studies. In 
Ricerrlre, N.P.S. members studied tlie effect of close 
frequencies which diverge in time reaching tlie two 
extremes of the spectrum range. One year later they 
realized some sound objects - Operotivi (Operational) 
- with coloured noise, square waves and beatings. 
F~rrlrioni is a research of tlie glissando's effect. In 1967 
N.P.S. produced the works Ritrrli (rhythmical study) 
and bloduli (impulse and its attack) and, in 1968, 
lnrerferenze (lrztei@r.ences), Dinomiche (Djmanlics) 
and Musse (Mosses) 171, [8]. 

Nevertheless, in 1967 members' ideas started to 
divergc. Teresa's musical instinct led her to aspire to 
greater artistic freedom, which was in contrast with 
Chiggio's motivation. For this reason. Chiggio 
preferred to leave the goup .  He once said: "Teresa was 
like that, she loved and hated to excess, she had 
enormous enthusiasm and was very stubborn. At that 
moment we could not reach a conlpromise so we did 
not meet for years, even if towards the end our 
friendship and mutual admiration permitted us to 
overcome all misunderstandings" (personal commu- 
nication). In Chiggio's interpretation. "initially, N.P.S. 
Group had all the ingenuousness and force which 
characterize Avant-Garde movements. It aimed at 
"new" proposals, forgetting that from the Middle Ages, 
many musical trends had employed this term. Its 
manifesto anniliilates every expressive quality of the 
traditional instruments, but in the end the group would 
deny all that" [7]. 

During tlie sccond period of the N.P.S.. Teresa 
opened her laboratory to young engineers and 
musicians and startcd a new epoch dedicating herself 
to teaching. In November 1968 she bcgan to give free 
musical instruction. The students, who became new 
N.P.S. members, were Giovanni De Poli (bom in 1946, 
enginecr), Patrizia Gracis (1947, plulosopher), Luciano 
Menini (1948, engineer), Sercna Vivi (1945, mathcma- 
tician) and, from December, Alvise Vidolin (1949, 
enginecr). In a mutual exchange, they spoke about their 
teclmology knowledge, whereas Teresa offered her 
humanistic and musical experience. 

At this moment musical equipment was arranged 
thus: six oscillators with manual control, six oscillators 
for frequency modulation, a white noise generator, an 
octave filter, a filter with changeable band. an 
amplitude modulator, a note switch, a reverb, a 10- 
channel mixer, an audio signal switchboard, four tapes, 
a stereo amplifier and a frequency meter [lo]. 

Pieces crcatcd by N.P.S. members were now signed. 
This happened particularly for Tcrcsa's compositions. 
Freq.nlod 2 (or Frernod 2). for example, is based on 
"fast glissandi in high frequencies, thick exploding 
glissandi, short explosions of filtered sounds. bands of 
frequency modulation as a chorus" [XI. It's interesting 
to noticc that even the terminology is experimental and 
tries to classify sounds objects not definable with 
traditional terms. In July and September 1970, Teresa 
Rampazzi was invited by the Washington Catholic 
University of America and later by tlie Warsaw 
Experimental Studio were she exhibited the piece 
fnsimrri. In January 1972 the Festival International de 
Musique Electroacoustique in Paris performed her 
music during a concert. 

The initial attention on the term s o ~ m d  object 
changed now in rrl~rsical object. This meant that the 
electronic instruments' analysis aimed at tlie 'musical' 
syntl~esis of the different electronic techniques. More- 
over, "in our group cooperation continues to be crucial, 
but we pay attention to tlie individual proposals" [XI. In 
fact, from 1970 N.P.S. members did not produce 
research products anymore, but single works which 
combined all analytical results with more freedom. 
Tbey also realized some soundtracks for films and 
documentaries: La cittd_ 1971 (Studio Bignardi): 
I/adenlecltrn. 1971 (Max Gamier); La cirtifeticcio and 
Lo sollrte in ,fubhrico, 1972 (Giuseppe Ferrara), 
Ei~doscopia, 1972 (Domenico Osclladore) [XI. 

In 1972. N.P.S. members bought a Synthi A Ems, 
which permitted better musical results. The Computer 
music trend started to seem attractive and considered 
necessary to develop Teresa's musical ideas. 

In October 1972 tlie conservatory of Padova 
instituted a new electronic music course and assigned it 
to Tcresa (this was tlie third course in ltalv). She . , 

Fig. 2. N.P.S. members during the first period (1965- brought with her the whole musical equipment and, 

1967): from the left Chiggio and Alfonsi, behind Ram- consequentially, she ended N.P.S. Group. Howcver, 

pazzi, Marega, Meincrs [7]. she continued to produce works with the synthesizer: 
La cattedrale (1973) based on the set tlicorv. 
Glassrequiern (1973),'Breatl1 (1974) and Corzti pEr 
Cllecco (1975) rcalized with tlie voice of her daughter 
Francesca. 





placed around me to enable me to work all night. My 
eyes are burning; at times I feel 1 cannot see how 
everything should be: the entire immense vault covered 
with figures and a strange type of flowers. Nothing 
howcvcr will be still. 1 have predisposed things so that 
everything movcs and dances as elegant a manner as 
possible" [12b]. 

In 1979 she realized Flrr.~us, (Disk LP EDI-PAN 
PRC S 20-16, Rome, 1984)_ based on a fragment by 
Heraclitus; in 1980 Atmeri !loch which won the Second 
Price at VIlI Concorrrs Ir~fernationnle de il411siqrre 
Elect,vaoustique de Bourges (1980, first price not 
awarded). Among the other pieces we mention Re- 
quiem pel. Arrandu (1982): which combine some phu- 
nemes taken from the Requiem Mass by Louis da 
Victoria (1 548-161 1) with digitals signals. 

In 1984 her husband died and this experience 
sharpcncd even morc her refusal towards the past. She 
sold her home, gave all her musical property to 
conservatory and musical institutions (now these 
materials - disks. books, scores, tapes, sketches - may 
be found at Padova's Music Department) and decided 
to retire. She first went to Assisi for some years and 
later she settled in Bassano (Vicenza) where she lived 
until December 2001. Here she created a little home 
studio where, hclped by the technician Tonino Delfino, 
she continued to compose (espccially with the Yamaha 
DX7) ad listen to music, faithful to her desire to put 
music before her personal achievement. 

Fig. 4. Tcresa Rampazzi's works from 1973 to 2001 

3. CONCLUSlONS 
Throughout her career, Tercsa Rampazzi played an 

important role in the promotion of contemporary and 
electronic music. Her cultural and artistic 
independence pemitted her to be sensitove to any 
intellectual stimulus and to change hcr ideas without 
contradiction. She studied in depth every new 

esthetical choice with obstinacy and determination, 
forcing herself to forget completely each precedent 
experience. 

Finally, in order to understand her activity as a 
musician, it is important to underline her dedication to 
teaching and 11cr perspective as a woman. Never- 
theless, she was not a feminist and she did not 
recriminate sexual differences in the artistic world. She 
once said: 'ijust as there are many women who have a 
demanding profession, the same is true in music [...I. 
Unwittingly 1 risked compromising nly musical 
interests when I got married. But they were much too 
important for me" [3, p.661. As a woman, she 
sometimes seemed an eccentric composcr, but she 
rcfused to be considered a woman composer whose 
gender dominated her music. If someone asked her if 
there was a feminine way to make music. shc 
answered: "absolutely not. There is neither male nor 
femalc music. There are pieces composed by men 
which seem to be composed by a woman and vice 
versa, if by 'feminine' you think of something sweet, 
elegant, delicate. But a woman can be as vigorous as a 
man, or even more!" [3, p.721. 

Fig. 3. T. Rampazzi in her home studio in Bassano. 
Viccnza (late '90s). 
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ABSTRACT 

The nresent oaner describes hledea. a full-scale musical work . . 
by Italian composer Adriano Guamieri whose performance l ~ a s  re- 
auired a considerable amount of l~uman and technical resources. 
It is to be intended as a performance report to witness the current 
state-of-the-art in real-world Live Electronics music endeavors. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Meden is a large musical work by Adriano Guarnieri for soli, or- 
chesha, choir and Live Electronics which has been described by 
its author as a Video-Opera. This term should not be intended ex- 
clusively as a specification of  visual requirements or visual tecb- 
nologics implied by this work. Rather, i; is the author's indication 
of the underlvinrr musical vision which includes metanhorical ref- . - 
erences to video mechanisms such as zooming, edited sequences, 
etc. 

2. WORK METHOD 

The collaboration behveen Adriano Guamieri and the Centro Tcmpo 
Reale has spanned well over ten years. During this period of time, 
we have established with the comnoser a work method that has 
allowed us to define the role of Live Electronics (and electronics 
in general) in his music with a precision that can be compared to 
that used for vocal and instrumental pan scorine. Usually, this 
work stans well before the layout of the instrumental pan with an 
approximate definition of the Live Electronics performance envi- 
ronment of the piece1 related to the role and function of electronics 
desired by the composcr for a given compositional work. 

Once this approximate definition is ageed upon, Adriano Guar- 
nieri starts writing the music keeping margin notes on each page 
about soecific electronic nerformancc reauiremcnts. When the in- 
shumental scorc 1s ready, some nlcehnes arc orean~zed to wrlte 
another scorc which details the comple~e Live Rectronics setup 
and each and everv action which will lvavc to be ncrformed bv the 
Live Electronics players. 

A brief example of  the operational data which may be included 
in this second "score" may include: 

the accurate position of soloists and instrumental players on 
the stage or in the hall according to the prescriptions of the 
composer and to the fentures of the concert venuc 

e the louds~eaker disoosition surroundinn the ~ u b l i c  (the dis- - .  
position designed for hledea is describcd in Fig. I as an ex- 
ample; this disposition must then bc mapped into the real- 

for a definiiion of L i w  l~ l~cr~o~~icspu~/~rn~uncece er,ebanntesr cf. [ I ]  

Figure I: hfedea - Loudspeaker disposition 

world context of each venuc; the achlal location of in the 
context of the PalaFcnice in Venice is outlined in Fig.2). 

the patl~s that sounds will have to follow with speeds and 
accelerations that will be rclatcd to music itsclf 

e the soundprocessing that \\,ill cany some instrumental sounds 
in the register of others or else in other completely abstract 
dimensions 

Almost inevitably. a numberofmetaphoric abstract terms (such 
as "celluloid" movement, "thin metal moans" etc.) me created by 
the composcr during the definition of the Live Electronics scorc 
to express the intcndcd results. Most of these terms will be men- 
tioned (in quotes) in this papcr because thcir interpretation proved 
to be vcry significant in working out the appropriate related pro- 
cessing. 

3. hlEDW'S LIVE ELECTRONICS 

Live Electronics arc a very important musical component ofhlerlea. 
As such, they arc described here with the greatest detail allowed 
by the length of the papcr. A description of the roles and functions 
intended by the composer precedes the technical outline, because 
it is important to understand the opriori musical requirements be- 
fore delving into implementation details. 





g. 2 TC-Electronics reverb units (global reverb, local reverb) 

h. 2 G4 machines (one devoted to sound spatialization, the 
other devotcd to digital signal processing) 

i. 1 Emu 6400 sampler + mini-keyboard and MIDI faders de- 
voted to sampled choirs and their dynamic control 

j. I Kyma Capybara 320 Digital Signal Processing worksta 
tion devoted to digital signal processing 

The G4 machines are both featuring a MadMSP environment, 
one devoted to sound spatialization through the spilAce program 
designed by Alvise Mdolin and Andrea Belladonna (cf.[4, 51) and 
the other with odi~oc digital signal processing programs. 

Figure 7: Akdea - Remote mixing location 

sound reinforcement applied to the solo singerr;, sound spatializa- 
tion processing plays an important role throughout the work. There 
are several kind of spatialization patterns applied constantly to 
some solo instrument o r  instrumenial families, as if specific sound 
movement patterns were to acquire the function of ieit-rrrurives and 
were an integral part of a given instrumental expression. 

Different spatial movements are applied Lo: 

Figure 5: hiedm - Live Eleeh-anics setup (I) 

Fig.5 and 6 show the Live Elechonics setup on the sound engi- 
neering location, while Fig.7 shows the setup of the remote mixing 

Figure 6 :  ~Wedea - Live Electronics setup ( I )  

the solo contrabass flute: in the first Act, the contrabass flute plays 
on stage and its sound is simply reinforced: however, in the 
second and third Act the conhabass flute is physically lo- 
cated behind the public, and the sound is moved back and 
forth with several different movement modes 

trumpets: hvo trumpet sections are located in the hall to the sides 
of the oublic: their sounds are moved across and above the 
public with positions that are dynamically proportional to 
the amplitude of the emitted sound (cf.Fig8) 

Figure 8: hledea - Trumpet Spatialization 

trombones: four solo trombones are located among the public; 
their sounds follow different oaths at different times: a new 
form of "expressive spatialization" has been cx~eriniented 
with them (described k anot~ ic rpa~er~ub l i s l i cd~n  the same 
proceedings, cf.[6])' 

location. 
'This crpcriment is the result a f a  crcntive collsborntion between thc 

Centro Tempo !<ale and thc Ccntio di Sonolofia Camputuionalr (CSC) 
3.3. Sound Spatialization of tllr Padova University which has kindly allowed m lo u a  some Rrst- 

hand rapcrirnents produced in the context of the innovative EC-funded 
Besidcs the transparent sound reinforcement applied to most of the Drdect l v l E G ~  (IST-1999-20410) un multi-modal exprcssivs interfaces 
orchestval body of Medea (described in Sec.3.1) and some static (cf ( \ s m a l l h t t p :  / / w w w . m e g a p r a j e c t  .erg)). 





Figure 12: Medea - "Metal" Trumpets patch 

Figure 13: A4rlea - "Tliin Metal" Trumpets patch 

trombones. Pierangelo Conte (assistant production manager for the ~~~~~ ~ ~ 

Teatro La Fenice) who has solved countless problems of all sorts 
during rehearsals and performance, Anna Meo (organization direc- 
tor, Centro Tempo Reale) who managed to get us to the Palafenice 
and back without too many losses, conductors Pieh.0 Borgonovo 
and Guillaumc Toumaire who have patiently sat through many 
Live Electronics pre-production and production stages, and the 
technicians of the Teatro La Fenice which have recorded on 24 
tracks the complete production filling up a considerable quantity 
of audio DVDs. Last but not least, our warmest acknowled_eement 
goes to composer Adriano Guamieri, without whose vision, cre- Figure 14: hieden - "Vocal" Trombones patch 
ativity and work Medeo would have never seen the lisht. 
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format (i.e. mp3. WMA. mp3PRO. AAC etc.). thanks 
to which it is also possible to listen to archive musical 
pieces and to retrieve them in remote. The low quality 
of compressed sound, especially if considered in 
relation to the phonic richness of much contemporary 
music, imposes the rigorous avoidance of any mixture 
behveen the acquisition of documents for conservative 
aims (preservative copies) and the archiving for 
common use (access copies). These are, of course, 
topics wliich open up new frontiers for on-line research 
on music documents and on the study of the alterations 
of auditory sensitivity produced by the new 
technologies. 
Within the project for the global reorganization of its 
archives, thc ASAC of the Venice la Biennale has 
entrusted the MIRAGE labontory of the DAMS 
course at the University of Udine and the CSC of the 
University of Padua with the planning and crcation of 
tlie ASAC audio archive. 
The project for its preservation and digitization 
assigned to MIRAGE represents a first step toward an 
online access to the most prestigious Italian archive of 
contemporary music. The ASAC patrimony, which is 
made up of a serics of analogue tape sound recordings 
produced in the span of 40 years, documents the 
various cultural and artistic initiatives accomplished by 
this Venetian institute. The enormous amount of these 
mostly unpublished sound documents, which have an 
extraordinary musicological and documcntary 
importance, urgently had to be saved from the natural 
degradation of their analogue carricrs. 
The ASAC contains material of great interest for the 
historical reconstruction of the Vcnetian institute's 
congresses and administrative life, as well as 
documents relevant to the history of Italian and 
international contemporary music. For example, 
recordings of concerts by the Orchestra della Fenice 
conducted by F. Donatoni, B. Madema, Z. Peskoo_ and 
K. Stockhausen, by the Ensemble 'die reihe' conducted 
by F. Cerha, and by the London Pl~ilharmonia 
Orchestra conducted by Giuseppe Sinopoli can be 
found there. Concerts by Maurizio Pollini and 
Sviatoslav Richter, a piano recital by S. Strawinsky 
(music by I. Strawinsky) and performances by t l~e  
Arditti Quartct havc also been recordcd there. 
Furthermore it holds recordings of G. Manzoni's 
ilfodrrlor, and Stockhausen's H~irtrrren (conducted 
technically and artistically by the composer himself), 
as well as tapes on avant-guard music congresses, such 
as thc 1961 International Congrcss on Experimental 
Music, which was attended by thc most prcstigious 
centres for music research (i.e. Pans. Koln, Columbia 
University - New York, Fonologia di Milano, Utrecht, 
Philips - Eindlioven, Tokyo and Warsaw) and hosted 
interventions and music by Berio, Pousseur, Nono, 
Schaeffer and Ussachevsky. There is also good 
evidence of the cxperimcntatinn of the Laboratorio di 
lnformatica Musicale (LIMB), coordinated by A. 
Vidolin at the time. 

2. CARRYING OUT OF THE PROJECT 

2.1. Preservative Re-recording 
The methodology of preservative re-recording is 
inspircd by the ethical criterion of the histor.ical!,,- 
.faitlrfirI rrprodtrction a f t l ~ e  docurtrent. which wishes to 
preserve the sound contcnt of the original recording 
exactly as it has come down to us. 
The indications of tlie international archive community 
have been respected in the making of the preservative 
copy: I) the re-recording is transferred from the 
original carrier; 2) if necessary, the carrier is cleaned 
and restored so as to repair any climactic degradations 
which may compromise the quality of the signal; 3) re- 
recording equipment is chosen among the current 
professional equipment available in order not to 
introduce further distortions due to the equipment of 
tlie time; 4) intentional alterations are compensated for 
through a correct equalization of  the re-recording 
system and the decoding of any possible intentional 
noise reduction interventions; 5 )  unintentional 
alterations, such as defects introduced by misalignment 
in the azimuth angle of the recording head, are 
compensated for. 
The project for the digitization of the ASAC has been 
developed at the MIRAGE laboratory according to the 
re-recording protocol coherent wit11 this approach. The 
operational phases of the re-recording are: 1) analysis 
of the document; 2) optimal signal retrieval from 
analogue carriers; 3) creation of the preservative copy. 

2.2. Analysis of the Document 
During this phase the state of the document's 
preservation is evaluated and the physical 
cllaracteristics of the canier and its format are 
individuated. also on the basis of historical research 
carried out on the technologies in use at thc time of the 
recording. This knowledge is an indispensable premise 
for a historically faithful reproduction of the document. 
2.2.1. Analysis of tlte Carrier. and Restor.atiiv 
Irlten~entiotls 
The bulk of recordings from the ASAC Audio Archive, 
which our laboratory has been entrusted wit11 for the 
re-recording operations and thc crcation of prescrvativc 
copies, consists of 90 reels containing analoguc 
recordings on magnetic tapc (114"). for a total of 100 
hours. Tlic reels werc selected on tlic basis of tlicir 
state of preservation and tlicir musicological and 
documentary value. The recordings date back to tlie 
following years: 1961, 1969-72. 1974-75, 1979, 1982- 
83. 
The magnctic tapes have undergone all the ordinary 
preservation state checks: winding check, spooling, 
splice check; where missing, leader tapes have been 
added at the head and tail (respectively red and green). 
The cinching, popped strands and pack slip havc been 
documented through digital photngrdphs, which have 
been enclosed in the preservative copy. If we set aside 
carriers subject to hydrolysis, tlic examination of the 
ASAC documents has not revcaled cases of great 



source of knowledge which cannot be ignored wh 
defining methods and procedures for the surve 
formats and replay parameters (speed, trdck 
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differences in low-frequcncy. The presence of hums is 
important for the purposes of our research: thc study of 
its frequency content (dccaying, etc.) is therefore 
another useful element for the determining of 
equalization. 
The same signal samples have bcen evaluated through 
perceptive listening based on the following aspects: 
presence of broadband noise, hiss, high-frequency 
emphasis, low-frequency emphasis, overall sonority 
balance, naturalness of the instrumental and vocal 
timbre. 

Figure 2. exemplifies the analysis (FFT) of a segment 
talien from the beginning of the recording of ivlahler's 
Syn~phony n. 9 conducted by G. Sinopoli and 
performed at the 1983 Festival. We can observe that 
the NAB equalization alters the normal low-frequency 
noise levels (hums). The effects of these differences 
can be appreciated during the perceptive listening. The 
orchestral sound balance is greatly altered by the NAB 
owing to low and high frequency reduction: the loss of 
brilliance is followed by the disappcarance of the 
intensity of cello and double bass pizzicnfo, which are 
necessary to sustain the melody they express at the 
opening of thc symphony's first movement 'Andante 
comodo'. Instead, with the CCIR equalization, the 
greater naturalness of the string timbre gives sound the 
weight necessary to make the orchestral passage fluid. 
Since the ASAC laboratory owned a CCIR recorder in 
1981, the analyses and perceptive listening confirm the 
hypothesis that the recording was indeed carried out 
with the REVOX B77 and that the correct equalization 
is thus the CCIR. 
Tlic survey camed out on the tapes produced by thc 
ASAC audio laboratory l ~ a s  given homogeneous results 
for thc comparison between points a-b and d-e of the 
above-stated criteria. 
Intentional alterations: in order to single out the 
presence of noise-reduction systems (dbx, Dolby), a 
methodology similar to equalization lias been adopted. 
In the recordings examined. no noise reduction system 
was found. 
Sienal: the ASAC collection prcscrves monophonic - 
and stereophonic recordings. The analysis of thc 
stereophonic signal (correlation and dynamic 
difference among the channels) has excluded the 
prcsence of cascs of voluntary signal splitting (pscudo- 
stereophony). 

2.3. Optimal signal retrieval from analogue carriers 
On the basis of the information gathercd in the first 
phase, the playback analoguc equipment is chosen and 
the standards for signal digitization are defined. 
2.3.1. Pansfir- tech~zologies 
In the methodology adopted by the MIRAGE 
laboratory, the playback equipment is chosen among 
the current professional technology available, so as to 

avoid introducing further distortions and to collect 
more information than tllat offered by the equipincnt of 
thc time. The technico-functional analysis canicd out 
on the ASAC tapc-recorders confirms the importance 
of this choice and reveals their inadequacy: low signal- 
to-noisc-ratio and the unreliability of the tape transport 
system in guaranteeing the physical integrity of the 
orignal document. Besides assuring standards apt for 
archiving needs. the equipment used by the MIRAGE 
lahoratory is compatible with the historical formats of 
the documents. 
2.3.2. Ii!fori~ratiofz Trailsfer 
The transfcr from the old to the new format has been 
camed out without subjective alterations or 
'improvements' such as dc-noising, etc., in line with 
the observation that thc unintended and undesirable 
artefacts (noise, clicks, distortions) are also part of the 
sound document, cven if they have been subsequently 
added to the original signal by mishandling or poor 
storage. Both have to be preserved with the utmost 
accuracy. 
2.3.3. A/D Corz1,ersion 
The technological conversion from the analogue to the 
digital domain is a delicate aspect of the re-recording 
procedure. Since original caniers may contain 
secondary information (i. e. bias frequency) which falls 
outside the frequency range of the primary information 
(signal) and which may assist in correcting 
inaccuracies in the original recording, the transfer must 
be canied out to the highest standard possible. The 
choice must also assure the compatibility with fuhlre 
standards (192 kHz). In agreement with the directors of 
the Venetian institute, the audio signal has been 
acquired at 48 kHz124 bit and temporarily saved on 
Hard Disk as an AIFF format file. 
2.3.4. Re-recording System 
The system has been set up on the basis of the 
following needs: thc saving of the digital data in an 
audio workstation apt for the operational creation of 
the preservative copy; the creation of a DTRS digital 
backup copy; and the alignment level between 
analogue and digital equipment: 0 W Meter (+4 dBu) 
= -14 dBFS. Great care has hcen dedicated to checking 
tlie signal flux and to guaranteeing sound monitoring 
before leaving the workstation. In fact, every sound 
document presents original teclmical aspects. It is 
precisely because of this ainstahility)) inherent in the 
document that it is impossible to carry out automatic 
rc-recordings with the simultaneous use of several 
systems. 
2.3.5. Sigrzol Qlrolih: Notes 
Types of distortions found: 
-local noise: clicks, pops, signal dropout due to joints 
(rare); 
-global noise: hums, homogeneous and irrelevant 
background noise; 
-distortions produced during the sound recording 
phase: electrical noises (clicks, ripples), microphone 
distortions, blows on the microphone, induction noise. 
2.3.6. Descriptive File 
The re-recording file contains all the elemcnts gathered 
in tlie first two operational phases. The technical 
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up to about 40 minutes long (stereo) at a 48 kHd24 bit 'school' in many other areas of documentntion and 
resolution has been chosen. restoration. 
2.4.6. Cren~ion of llie archii~e cop! 
Bearing in mind the principle according to which the REFERENCES 
audio heritage is made up of primary information -the 
signal - and secondary or ancillary information - such 
as handwritten notes, etc. -we have tried to maintain a 
close continuity with the original carrier and the 
associated material when creating the CD-Rom copy. 
For this reason, the ASAC collocation of the original 
document has been maintained in the identification 
code of the CD-Rom, with the addition of an indication 
of the number N of new carriers into which the contcnt 
of the reel has bccn dividcd (i.e., ASAC collocation: A 
5600024; new collocation A 5600024 CD nh'). 
Moreover, the general index-card containing 
preservation metadata about storcd recording, 
photographs of the carriers and cases, archiving 
modalities and notes have also been inserted in every 
CD. A track index-card containing musicological 
information on the piece has been attached to every 
audio file. A document containing details on the AlFF 
format has also been inserted. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

The security of sound documents, the restoration and 
re-recording of their audio content from analogue to 
digital carriers, the cataloguing of the technical and 
artistic contents of the preservative copy, and finally 
the creation of rapid and satisfactory information 
retrieval and processing systems require an 
interdisciplinary coordination of numerous abilities: 
from archiving, music history and the history of 
musical technology to audio signal processing and 
carrier chemistry. In the specific field of audio 
restoration, the formation of specialized personnel is 
even morc necessary, since the removal of impulsive 
noise and the reduction of broad-band noise is 
nowadays carried nut with noise reduction algorithms 
which, however refined they may be, inevitably 
interfere with the quality ofthe signal. 
The influence of the development of means of audio 
re-rccording on taste and aesthetic sensibility affects 
the cntire realm of art and can also be seen in the 
debate on preservation of audio documents. Although 
it has its own specificity. audio restoration fits into the 
morc gcncral question which is common to all 
preservative interventions in the fields of art and which 
can bc summarized in the interrogative alrcady poised 
by art historians: whether restoration constitutes a 
moment of pure preservation of the works handed 
down to us or whether it should rather be orientcd 
toward their adaptation to the new uses and tastes of an 
ever-growing public, to different cultural policies and 
to new technological scenarios. The methodological 
approach adopted by the MIRAGE university 
laboratory aims precisely at laying solid foundations 
for a higher professional formation, which will be 
adjustcd to the values already achicvcd by the Italian 
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starting sounds that were manipulated through adapted 
tools in order to obtain related sounds which were 
variations of the initial sources. Investigations were 
strongly oriented so as to understand the principles that 
assured coherence and possible combination of sounds 
with a musical intention. In fact, the main question 
was: what arc the conditions that permit or assure that 
a combination of sounds is perceived as a structure and 
not as a set of isolated items'? Further on, the question 
would be: what makes a combination of sounds be 
musical. 

In the mean time, a new set of concepts and words 
was slowly being developed in order to permit a 
common vocabulary to describe sounds from this new 
point of view, between science and musical practice. 
This concept definition was mainly done through 
sound experience: this is listening and understanding 
the functioning of perception, Througli a period of 15 
years this word led to a major book: the Poit i  de,s 
Objets il.1r1sicotr.r [3], published in 1966, in which 
Schaeffer exposes his major ideas on music and 
perception and proposes an efficient and complete set 
of terms for a sound classification based on their 
h p o l o g ~  (what kind of sound it is, to which category 
they belong) and their ororpholog, (what is their 
evolution through time). 

The first musical conclusions were that it was 
efficient to work with sounds that had a low anecdotal 
reference. Since modifying sounds was the principal 
method to obtain large homogeneous sets of sounds, it 
was interesting to work with complex sounds, this is, 
sounds with rich spectra and complex internal activity 
that would easily tolerate modifications without the 
source being recognised. Some implicit rules began to 
circulate during the first years of Mr~sique ConcrJte. 
Sounds should not be anecdotal, and complex sounds 
seemed well adapted for composition. A very small set 
of sounds should be used, the ideal would be to use one 
only sound as an origin because you could then follow, 
study and understand the mechanisms of perception 
and the proceedings of the composers. These implicit 
rules or recommendations, would later be abolished 
through musical experience and through works that 
proved that music could be donc and made good, even 
if these rules were not followcd (one of the major 
examples is the work H6t6roqlgote composed by Luc 
Ferrari in 1964 which freely uses anecdotal sounds) 
[31. 

modifying sounds, as the Phonogitle or  the 
A4orphophotle [5]. These were the instruments that 
permitted composers to explore sound and look for 
unexpected sound results that would always keep a 
family kind of relation to an original reference sound. 
During the first years, it was very usual to name the 
musical works "studies", often composed from a 
unique sound or exploring the behaviour of a sound. 

The use of sounds didn't exclude synthesis or  any 
other kind of sound: the surrounding world was the 
largest virtual orchestra a composer could find, in 
which he could pick any sound and make it become 
music. The limitations were in the method and not in 
the sources. il.1lrsiqrre CorrcrtVe was mainly 
experimental; decisions were made after listening and 
not through pre-conceived schemes: these could exist 
but needed validation through listening (hhrsiqrre 
Co~lcrJte ideas were radically opposed to the serial 
approacli to composition). 

This ensemble of implicit and sometimes explicit 
rules, set the framework for future developments. 
Focus was given on sounds and their intrinsic capacity 
to provide musical material through their processing. 
As said before, after a first period in which certain 
sounds were favoured, composers addressed the 
general domain of sound. It was finally up to them to 
find the compositional solutions that would permit the 
good integration of any sound in an esthetical context. 
However, this open universe of possible sounds was 
used with great caution, works wcre never chaotic in 
their sources (as sometimes caricatured) and the great 
tendency was (and still is) to have a reduced typology 
of sounds and a large number of morphological 
variations. Even in the case of a large set of very 
different sounds, the homogeneity was obtained 
through morphology; different sounds doing similar 
things or having similar profiles. 

2.1 What is a sound 
This essential question to all listening experiences is 

the definition of the initial object we deal with. 
Traditionally, music was made with instruments, which 
produce sounds that are rather limited in their duration 
and seem to have a beginning and an end. They can be 
represented through notes on a score. The sound of 
music is the combination of those unitary items either 
in an organised sequence or  in a timbral combination: 
thus, there is a strong tendency to associate in our - 
imagination notes with objects [6]. 

2 Trends and techniques 
The same approach was used with il.It~.sique 

The main trends that initiated the ((concrEte(( Cotlo-ire: rather short, formally clearly designed 
adventure were: no visual references to sounds, and objects wcre used in the first ycars, and their abstract 
using sound as a material that could be modified in mani~ulation (kind of scores that describe their 
order to fit to musical intentions. combination) or their definition. were verv obiect . - 

In order to attain both, tools were necessary; and oriented. Sound objects replaced notes and composing 
tools appeared at the very beginning of the A'll~siqr~e was conceived as their combination. This conception 
Concr2te. Either existing tools, as microphones, of sounds in music was also quickly modified, since 
turntables and tape-recorders as well as adapted and the sound production was not depending on physical 
completely new tools for exploring, manipulating and actions on matter, sounds could be extremely long and 
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3.2 The essence of  sound processing This is a summarised dcscription of the possible 
steps to obtain a musical work_ the method in itself is In this long and technological changing evolution, 
largely inspired in thc way time dependent media are there has remained an essential concept: there is a 
made (radio and cinema). and it is a consequence of potential amount of information that can be extracted 

from a sound. which can be effectively used to make the fact that sound combinations have to be verified 

music. Music done this way may he either solclv through experience [lo]. 

conceived for listening attitudes with no visual device 
as it happens in i& acousmatic sibation, either 
associated with images or instruments. Any kind of 
sound may be used; it is the composer's free choice to 
create thc listening frame in which his music will 
develop. In the particular case of acousmatic music, 
this is largely influenced by phenomenological 
thought, such as how our brain analyses and creates 
sense to incoming sounds information and organises its 
complexity into sense [12]. 

Processing sound is an esthetical choice based on 
perception processes. Through similarity, it produces 
homogcneity, which is a very effeckal framework for 
sense construction. One of its essential characteristics 
is that it transmits morphological trends to other 
sounds; psychologically. this ensures the transmission 
o f  spectral or morphological characteristics to derived 
sounds. From a compositional point of view it is a very 
effective way to organise sound material in order to 
develop evolutions and modulations in music [13]. 

3.3 Mefhodology 
In opposition to the initial experiences in Ahtsiq~te 

Concr2te, in which isolated sounds were put together 
in order to construct, with a certain difficulty, musical 
sensc, there exists today a methodology issued from 
practice that has been widely adopted. Even if 
differences can be found hehveen composers, through 
studying the methods and listening to results a 
common way o f  proceeding can he summarised: 

1) Cnptlrt-ir~g, r~~ain!l, throrrglz recording, the rrlnin 
sotrr~ds tltnt i+~il/ be ltsed in tile process. This may 
range from recording, to sampling existing 
recordings or using synthetic sources. It normally 
needs a previous conceptual preparation stage in 
which the general lines of the project are designed. 

2) Processir~g tlte sounds. This is done in order to 
obtain a large set of related sounds to initial 
sources. A large array of tools exist which permit 
to develop very complex sound processing actions. 

3) Listening and editing, this process, previous to 
organising the sounds together, permits a good 
knowledgc of the sounds and the selection of thc 
more intcrcsting fragments. Sounds have to be 
listencd a large number of times in order to create 
abstract images in our mind. 

4) Orgonising process ot- r r r i~ i t~g  Here is where the 
final music is put together, sounds arc here often 
reprocessed and adapted in order to adjust them 
with other sounds and to develop the intentions of 
the composer. During this last process, new 
sounds may be required, which leads sometimes to 
recording, processing and editing new material. 

4 Towards the future 
Technology and concepts are today largely available 

in the field. Composing can be done by anyone 
interested in sound manipulation, and technology is 
therefore accessible to everybody. The major problem 
remains always as to i1~11~t to compose and ho111. There 
are numerous schools of thought and ways of 
proceeding which may range from general concepts as: 
acorrstnntic nlusic, l11,e-elecflonics. nlultinredin nrlrsic, 
etc. but within each current one may find several 
approaches based on conceptual definitions. 

The field is open to any intention, from popular to 
scrious: and there are large audiences, which follow 
and identify with different currents. A certain number 
of techniques are well established and effective tools 
exist in ordcr to assure an eficient application. 
Nevertheless there are still issues in which evolution 
and innovation are possible and necessary. 

PI-ocessi~~gprecision is one; even if the quality of the 
obtained sounds is remarkable. the old inconvenient 
through which the tools damage the sound richness is 
still there. In order to improve results ncw algorithms 
are always needed as well as a improved sound 
definition. 

For~r~alisution is another issue. After 55 years of 
continuous innovation and improvement much has still 
to be done to understand the initial questions of what 
makes sense and what makcs music. Semiotics and 
Phenomenology are powerful understanding tools but 
no systematic work applied on electroacoustic music 
has been produced in these domains. 

ililrsical nnn!l,sis is one of the keys for a major 
comprehension of music. The electroacoustic domain 
has remained isolated in its understanding; musicology 
has had difficulties to study non-written music; and 
only now appeared efficient tools to assist thc 
analyst 1141. However. work remains still to be done. 

Finally. there is still a strong resistance from the 
musical world concerning electroacoustics and 
particularly on sound processing. It seems quite an 
awkward way of thinking nowadays to prescribe or 
proscribe methods or sound approaches: but we are 
currently collated with this kind of thinking. 
Electroacoustics and its more sound-processing form, 
Acousmatics, are not exclusive domains. These 
domains are liighly embcddcd in experimentation and 
open to all sounds, methods and thoughts in order to 
create, quoting Pierre Schaeffer, "the most general kind 
of music". 
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ABSTRACT 

Tlie paper describes the design and the 
realization of a big sound installation produced 
by Tempo Reale for the inauguration of  Renzo 
Piano's new auditorium in Rome. Such worlc 
required a close collaboration between musicians 
and architects. The authors describe the general 
principles of the work, continuing with the 
criteria adopted to interpret electronic music in 
space. The general features of the technical 
system are also discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the beginning of 2002, the Santa Cecilia 
National Academy asked Tempo Reale to design 
and realize a big sound installation - conceived 
by Lociano Berio and dedicated to electronic 
music - for several locations inside Renzo 
Piano's new auditorium in Rome. 

place in April 2002. It involved four different 
areas, inside and outside the buildings (see fig. 
I ) :  the big semicircular foyer, the outside area 
around the cavea, the Renzo Piano exhibition 
area and the big "Santa Cecilia" concert hall, 
still under construction at that time and 
inaugurated separately in December 2002. 
One of the most important aims of the 
installation was the "discovery" - through music 
- of the different original spaces of the new 
architectural structure. This was made possible 
by tlie collaboration of  tile musicians with the 
group of architects of  the Renzo Piano Building 
Workshop who were in charge of the visual and 
structural design of auditorium. This 
collaboration was particularly important because 
all buildings were still under construction during 
the period of design and studio preparation of the 
installation, and it was not possible to have a 
realistic idea of  the architectural scene. This was 
problematic for example for tlie placing of the 
loudspeakers. Moreover, many choices about the 
visual design of the sound installation had to fit 
several aesthetical criteria in relationship with 
shapes, objects and materials already present in 
thechosen-spaces. 
Even though there were four areas involved, the 
installation was musically divided into two parts. 
The first included foyer, outside (cavea) and 
exhibition area; in these cases the musical 
material was derived from a series of  
electroacoustic pieces by adding a spatial 
interpretation to their stereophonic 
characteristics. Tile general spatialization system 
developed by Tempo Reale already included a 
series o f  complex algorithms but it was extended 
for this event in order to allow a closer link with 
tlie specific architecture. Such algorithms ,..," I --  7 L --,, !.>I ~ realized movements specifically suggestid by the 

from pieces by Franqois Bayle, John Chowning, 

~ -~ 

shapes of the involved spaces and by the 

Pietro Grossi, Mauricio Icagel, Gyorgy Ligeti, 
The installation was realized during the two days Bruno Maderna, Bernard Parmegiani, Henri 
of inauguration of the auditorium. which toolc 

Fig. 1: Map of the auditorium complex; areas 
involved in the installation are shown in bold 

particular configuration of mounted 
loudspeakers. 
The music used in these areas included excerpts 





In the Renzo Piano exhibition and in the outside 
area the use of the spatialization was less 
"geometrical". Instead of chains of loudspeakers 
there were only scattered distributions, wliere 
different listening zones were predominantly 
covered by single loudspeakers. This led to a 
different segmentation of the original material 
and to a different choice of the musical excerpts 
and of their temporal organization. In the 
exhibition area the installation was mostly based 
on slow passages among the sound layers and on 
slow transitions between loudspeakers: whereas. 
on the outside, the musical excerpts used were 
quite short, with surprising spatialization, giving 
just a "taste" of what happened in the interior of 
the architecture. 

3. THE TECHNOLOGICAL REALIZATION 

Both the audio setups for the Santa Cecilia hall 
and for the foyerloutside area were based on the 
combination of  two computers and a digital 
mixer: one computer with a ProTools system and 
another with a MaxIMSP environment (with 
MOTU 2408 interface), interacting with a mixer 
from the Yamaha 02R series. The first computer 
was basically used as a multi-track system to 
organize the formal structure of compositions, to 
extract different layers and to assign them to the 
various spatialization engines (implemented in 
MaxlMSP) of the second computer or (statically) 
to certain loudspeakers of the foyer and outside 
areas. The ProTools station was also used to 
control MaxIMSP. Using MIDI communication, 
it was possible to specify the types and the 
parameters of the spatialization movements; 
there were up to four spatialization engines in 
parallel, routing each input line to a maximum of 
eight loudspeakers. 
For the Santa Cecilia hall, with its eight-point 
ellipse of loudspeakers (d&b F1220), the 
described system was already sufficient. TIie 
foyer and the outside area were much more 
complex, especially because of the high number 
of speakers involved. For the foyer a total of 42 
speakers were used, divided into three zones. In 
each zone tliere were four speakers (d&b E3) 
with two sub-woofers ( d a b  El8-SUB) for the 
stereo diffusion of  the pieces (the above- 
mentioned poles) and eight speakers (d&b E3) 
for the spatialization (the rays). In the outside 
area eight speakers (d&b C6) were placed in four 
different locations, each pair very far from the 
others. In these cases, the large distances caused 
several problems as far as cabling was 
concerned: therefore, a wireless system was used 
to connect some of them. 

Audio s @ m l  

Midi %!@I4 

AUDIO MATRLU. 
a Y d  DME32 and 
6 Y& DA824 

A 
50 LoudrpeAen 
in 37 au&o ha 

I Fig. 3: Technical diagram of the system setup 
(foyer and outside area) 

The management of the huge amount of 
independent audio lines (37) was the most 
challenging technical aspect of the installation. 
An independent control of  the equalization of all 
lines was absolutely needed in order to adjust the 
sound to particular parts of the architecture that 
were not specifically conceived for music. 
Furthermore, there was the need to control the 
loudness levels separately, as during the days of 
the inauguration there were other performances, 
so that sometimes certain areas had to be closed 
and successively re-opened. Lastly, the routing 
to two different reverberation units had to be 
controllable. The first one was used for the rays 
of spealters, that were hanging from ceiling of 
the foyer (as they were quite close to the 
audience, a small reverberation was useful to 
slightly soften the sound movements), whereas 
the second one was sometimes used in the 
external signal lines for special audio effects. 
In order to fulfil these technical requirements, 
two digital mixing engines (Yamaha DME32 
with six DIA converters) were connected to the 
main O2R mixer (eight output channels of the 
spatialization. stereo output, outside signals), 
providing a sufficient number of output lines 
with their relative equalizations. By using the 
two DME32 mixing engines. MlDl messages 
from the ProTools stations could be utilized to 
dynamically change their internal routing and 
configurations, while the level of each area could 
be manually adjusted with a separate MlDl 
controller. 
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ABSTRACT 

The following paper is an attempt to analyze lnconb-i 
d i  fasce so~rore by Franco Evangelisti: the analytical 
method employed is based on a perceptive approach, in 
which strategies' choices and analysis tools arise from 
listening. 

Therc are two processes, analysis and synthesis, 
which are two parts of a single cognitive process: in 
fact, the need of making hcterogeneous data converge 
in a single expressive unity involves a continuous 
passage between analysis and synthesis in a fruitful 
feedback. In that way it is possible to idcntify the li~llo., 
and therefore to bring out more information about the 
system than it would be done considering the simple 
sum of elen~ents. 

The piece has been analyzed from the perspectivc of 
sound objects, valued by means of a computational 
approach, which allows to observe the different 
compositional strategies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

I~lcontri di fasce sonore by Francn Evangelisti is one 
of the most important electtoacoustic works produced 
at the Westdeutscher Rundfunk Studie of Koln in the 
Fifties. It has been composcd in 1956 and it was 
performed one year later during a prozram of the 
Koln's Radio. 

There are some evident references to Shldie I1 by 
Stockhausen as far as the construction of basic sound 
matcrials is concerned; it appears clearly by a reading 
both of the score's technical notes and of the piecc 
construction graphical scheme. Even though the bases 
of the two pieces arc similar, they seem radically 
different to a listening, particularly for sound objects 
articulation and their formal development. 

2. THE REALIZATIVE SCORE 

The introduction of thc score includes the algorithm 
used to divide the frcqucncy range bctween 87 and 
11.950 Hz in 91 pitches; the frequcncy range is defined 
by avoiding integer or  constant ratios (i.e. 5:l  of Stlrdie 
I / ) ,  and referring to variable ratios of frcquency, which 
are defined by a geometrical progression. The 15 
grorrps of pitches - each one formed by 21 elements 

(each element is defined by 7 different sine waves) - 
are also shown: each elernent is assembled by selecting 
frequencies using a simple numeric algorithm. 

The score is divided into two diagrams which are 
dcfined in the time domain. Time is expressed by 
tapc's length (centimetres). A double staff of 21 lines 
dcscribcs sound objects time displacemcnt; each line 
corresponds to one of the 21 ele~r~e~lts .  Each element is 
located by a thick line, whose length is proportional to 
duration, and is identified by a capital letter (grotrp of 
belonging) and by a number (tape's length expressed in 
centimetres). Different kinds of dotted line define 
sound transformation proccsses (reverberation, ring 
modulation and pitch transposition), The author uses a 
double staff to avoid a graphic overlapping of lines 
which could be hard to read, especially where there's a 
high density of sound materials. In thc lower part of 
the score there are amplitude cnvelopes of simple 
sound objects or more complex objects, which are 
formed by some synchronous elements processed using 
the same algorithm. The amplitude range is expresscd 
with a range from 0 to -40dB. 

This realizative score is not useful for an analytical 
perceptive approach. because the reading does not 
enable to recognize quickly the different kinds of 
musical articulation. Moreover, it is hard to evaluate 
sound objects' time arrangement because tape's length 
is indicated in an extremely defined way. 

3. THE ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

It has been employed a perceptive approach, in 
which strategies' choices and analysis tools arise from 
listening. 

Thc two levels of analysis/synthesis are presented 
scparately, but actually they are two parts of a single 
cognitive process, because the nced of leading 
heterogeneous data to a convcrgcnce in a single 
expressive unity involves a continuous passage 
between analysis and synthesis in a fruitful feedback. 
The synthetic step allows a progessive improvement 
of the analytical tools; this aspect in its turn provides 
new different interpretative perspectives in a synthetic 
level, malang new emcrging qualities stand out. In a 
complex system, such as a composition is, thc 
nna!~~tical step (in the strict scnsc) could only 
discriminate the eleiirents: on the contrary, considering 
interaclions which are developed among eler~lents is 
peculiar to a sj'ntlrefic step. In that way it is possible to 
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PLUS MINUS: AN ALGORITHMIC ANALYSIS 
AND A MUSICAL REALIZATION 
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This work is formed by two parts.The first part is made by analysis of the score and proposes flow diagrams 
that can drive the realization choises. Last part describes a particular realization of the work that is finalized 
to the individuation of the modernity elements that are contained in the score. 

1. Introduction 
Pius Minus, work by Stockhausen of 1963, 
constitues an example of the theorization of the 
musical composition's rules which control the 
evolution of most common sonorous parameters 
for a musician ( i.e. pitch, intensity, timbre, 
duration ).Originally created as an exercisefor the 
first class of "Cologne New Music Courses", it is a 
work that provides, in an abstract and symbolic 
way, the criteria and the processes to follow for a 
composition development. 
The work constitues of 7 pages containing 
symbols. 7 pages containing notes and an 
introduction containing the necessary guidelines 
for the realization of the composition. 
Each page constitues of 7 main groups to be 
utilized as central sounds, and 6 sound collections 
(subsidiary notes) which must be utilized as 
'ornaments' of the aforementioned groups or main 
'types'. Every page is based on a fundamental 
pitch "Zentraltone", while the remaining sound are 
derived starting from the fundamental by following 
the Fibonacci series expressed in semitones or 
the series' multiples. 
Every page of symbols constitues of 53 squares, 
each square representing an event to be realized. 

2. Criteria and processes 
Due to its sensibility to the initial choices (e.g. 
materials, pages, symbols' assignment), the work 
allows for an infinite number of compositions as 
long as the criteria and the vertical and orizontal 
organizational processes are accounted for. 
In order to realize a composition, a page of notes 
must be matched to a page of symbols. The 
grouping of the 7 couples chosen, performed one 
after the other, without any interruption, constitues 
a 'layer'. A specific version may contain one or 
more layers laid upon each other, up to a 
maximum of 7. For the realization, an additional 
task to be performed is the decodification of the 
symbols related to each of the specific events. As 
a matter of fact, each event is characterized by a 
series of information contained in a symbolic 
manner within its square. Each symbol has a 
precise functionality and by analking such 
functionality it is possible to classify such symbols 
in 3 main subgroups: information charaterizing 

the structure and internal articulation (event 
microstructure); information regarding the possible 
event modification during the composition's 
evolution (horizontalmacrostructure): blending or 
contrasting elements with events which are 
simultaneous or close temporally in other layers 
(verticalmacrostructure). 
2.1 Microstructure 
The characteristics related to the event's internal 
structure are of 4 different types (see figure 1): 
- the relative position of the central sound (event's 
specific reference) and accessories (vibrations, 
attacks, central portions, and decays of the central 
sound).This determines the event's type, 
establishing which gmup of notes to utilize in 
order to create the event. 
- the timbre's type to assign to the event (sofl 
sound, hard sound, sofl noise, hard noise, soft 
sound-noise, hard sound-noise) 
- the subsidiary notes to be introduced in the 
event specified position ard based upon the 
provided rhythmic characterization 

Figure 1 - Sequence of operations lo be performed in order 
lo determine the evenIs microstructural characteristics 





Each of these objects represent an internal story 
linked to the micro-variations of timbre, of rhythm 
and of structure for each of the events that 
constitute it, linked to the events' dialectic, to the 
connection between the objects more closely 
related to it, and to a rich network of relations 
between other objects, which above or below it, 
tell the evolution of other systems, constituted by 
individual units and characteristics ( see figure 4). 

- 

Figure 4 

3.Plus Minus today: a realizing experience 
The logic and the structure that can be identified 
in Plus Minus is certainly an offspring of 
Stockhausen's personal development, and of a 
series of reflections that were bom from the 
musical events of that period. The work is a clear 
attempt of rationalization and synthesis of all the 
principles that had driven the musical production 
during the preceding decades. 
At this point, it is inevitable the following question: 
does Plus Minus still have a real significance if 
seen with the eyes of the contemporaneousness? 
A version of Plus Minus was created to attempt to 
give an answer to such question. 
The version is constituted of 3 layers overlayed. 
The realization has been developed in three 
sequential steps: 

- Determination of the pages' order 
- Determination of the materials 
- Writing of the score, and realization of the 

digital support 
3.1 Determination of the pages' order 
The first step taken was the numbering of both the 
7 pages of notes and the 7 pages of symbols. 
Such numbering has been performed by starting 
from the casual position that the pages were at 
that specific moment; this way an initial chance 
was maintained while a specific order was 
successively imposed to this randomness. 
Once the pages have been ordered, they have 
been distributed among the 3 layers by following a 

graphic method and a formal method. The 
distribution has been done so that by placing the 3 
sequences one upon the other, two squares 
would be obtained which would contain on the 
oiagonals, either the n~mber '3' (n~mber of layers 
created) or the number 7 '  (number wnlcn governs 
all the' work's structure)(see figure 5). An 
additional choice made was he one of assigning 
the same final page (the one identified by the 
number '1') to all the three layers. 

4 5 3 " 7  6 2 

5 3' 4 2 '.7 6 ..' .... 

y ' 4  5 6 2 '.7,, 
...' 

Figure 5 

To enable an easier distinction between layers, 
always pages with a different "Zentraltone" had 
been assigned, with the exception of the last 
page. At this point, in fact, each of the horizontal 
bands has affirmed clearly its personality, and it 
can manifest it even by circling around the same 
dominantsound. 
For the pages of symbols, a different approach 
has been used. 
The analysis quickly has shown that not all the 
pages could be chosen as initial pages, since 
some of these pages present an exchange of 
events (i.e., free events) with the preceding page. 
The presence in some of these pages of 
exchanges with the following pages also did not 
allow for a random choice of the final pages. 
Once the possible three initial and final pages had 
been identified for each different layer, the 
number of exchanges present in each page was 
studies. 
For each different layer in the first part of the 
realization, pages that included only few 
exchanges were considered so that all the 
materials could be exposed, could be elaborated 
and only subsequently (during the second part), 
the game of cross-references and anticipations, 
and the introduction of surprise elements, could 
be intensified. 

Flgure 6 -Excnanges pres~nl n eacn page The numoer of 
e m t s  b n  ch are comolae) fr?e has been delemined oy lhc 

fol~on no rnetnoo Free E~enu=Tot Free Events - <From 
" ~ r e c e d t n i i  From ~ol low~ng) 



o i  the'r ;nstr~ments, in conjunction with an "types". hence creating a seriei of objects that 
unchanoed electronic elaboraton based on the would r e s ~ l t  coherent amono themselves. but at - 
non-linear D'slortion. the same time, distinct and eas'ly identiliadle. 
Th:s has lea to a refleclion on the potentials of The realizalion of Plus Minus has therefore 
eacn of tne 'nstr~ments, and even more to a proposed a series of developments and 
reflect:on on the concepls of sound and noise. reflections; based on the experience made, an 
and on which would the intensities be. the answer to the ouestion asked can be answered in 
modalities of attack, the rhythm'cal character'istics the following manner. 
lo attribute to each of the typologies of timbre. As The work is certainly an offspring of its times, but 
a matter of fact, for example, to realize on the it slill presents elements of timeliness; the 
piano an event that c o ~ l d  be identified witn the involvement with such a work can lead to an 

intimate reflection of the sonorous materials, on 
the potential that such materials can have, and on 

to reflect on the pe 
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ABSTRACT 

Stria is a piece fully generated by the computer, with 
the creation of all the parameters needed to play each 
sound, starting by a certain number of input sessions, 
elaborated by algorithms. This paper contains the 
partial syntliesis of the analysis of this piece: the 
analysis was conducted starting from the original 
algorithms, tlie listening of the piece and a few 
literature documentation. Direct communication with J. 
Chnwning was important too. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Stria was composed by John Chowning. at tlie 
Stanford University (USA). in 1977, while working at 
the Center for Computer Research in Music and 
Acoustics (CCRMA). After he discovered that 
frequency modulation could be efficiently applied to 
the synthesis of sound (1967-1971), be composed 
several works using the results of his research: together 
with Strio we remember Turenas (1972) and the later 
Phone or P h o t ~ i  (1981). Each of those compositions 
is intended to give value to a specific technique he had 
worked on: in T~irenns he used his studies about 
spatialization to defme the travel of sounds in a 
quadraphonic space, in Pho116 he dealt with spectral 
fusion between sounds, using an algorithm applying 
frequency modulation to the synthesis of sung vocal 
tones. In Stria, as we will see, lie used computer 
synthesis to interrelate tlie small-scale sound design to 
the whole composition's structure. 

Before going into the details of the structure of this 
piece, it is important to get the basic knowledge about 
the numeric construction which is at the base of this 
work: the golden mean. 

2. GENERAL PROPERTIES 

In this section we will analyse the general properties 
which characterize Slria, starting with some basic 
definitions about tlie golden mean, and continuing with 
the description of the pitch space and spectrum 
division, of the instrument played and of tlie temporal 
structure of the piece. 

2.1. Tlie Golden Mean 

Considering the geometric and architectonic origin 
of the golden mean (or golden section), we start 
considering a segment of length z=l, and look for its 
part x such as the ratio between z and x is equal to the 
ratio between x and the remaining part of the segment 
itself. To do this. we can consider the equality 

- (1) 
s 1-s 

Solving this equation for x, we find that 

I 
.Y=-(- l+&)=0.616 ( 2 )  

? 

We can then extend this result to the continuous 
proportion . . 

1-1 r I -=-=-= (3) ... 
x I 111 

which numerically corresponds to 

In ancient times. the important ratio we have obtained 
this way was considered a rule of physical perfection, 
It is easily recognizable in many human works (eg. in 
architecture) and in nature too. 

In music, the golden section represents (in a good 
approximation) a minor sixth, in western notation. As 
a matter of fact, an eight-semitones space is defined by 
the ratio 

' 1.6 
which is near to the golden mean. 

Another important property to remember is connected 
to the Fibonacci succession: each of its terms, starting 
by 0,1_2, is obtained with the sum of the two 
immediately preceding terms. In particular, it can he 
proved that tlie ratio between two consecutive terms of 
this succession quickly tends to the golden section. 
From this? we can easily say that the powers of 
G=1.618 are ordered in accordance with the Fibonacci 
succession. i.e. that the equation 

G " = ".' + " - 2  

is true. 
(5) 

These properties are very important in reading Stria, 
and must he remembered in tlie following analysis. 

2.2 Pitch Space And Spectrum 

After a long series of experiments on FM synthesis. 
Chowning tried to discover an inharmonic ratio to re- 
define tlie concept of octave: lie needed a ratio which 
generated FM synthesis components some of which are 
exactly powers of that ratio. After many tests (executed 
before programming) and-fascinated by the sound of 
FM ratios c:m=G":Gn' where n and m are integer 
powers, lie found that the golden section really had all 
the properties he was looking for (1974, Berlin). He re- 
defined the concept of octave (usually based on the 
ratio 1 3 ,  using the ratio I:G=1:1.618. Each pseudo- 
octave generated was then equally divided into 9 tones. 
by the factor 





There were two possibilities for the amplitude 
envelopes: the normal and the alternative one. In the 
normal case, the sound started as modulated by the 
second modulator. continued as a double modulator 
FM, became a FM sound modulated only by the first 
modulator, and fmished as only the carrier. The 
alternative case was used at the climax of the piece, to 
produce a sort of sssl7Boo1ii effect (as Chowning called 
it): this effect was due to a rough variation of the 
second modulating index (generating a very rich 
spectrum), accompanied by a step variation of the 
carrier amplitude. 

The skew function was defined by a small deviation 
at the attack of the sound, that becomes even smaller in 
a short time. It is difficult to hear this small deviation 
on a single sound, but it is easily r e c o ~ i z a b l e  in the 
superposition of many musical elements. as a sort of 
beating between components. The maximum amplitude 
of the skew function is determined by the frequency of 
the tone to play, using a low-pass function, in order to 
obtain a sharp deviation at low frequencies, and a small 
deviation at high frequencies. The human hear is more 
sensitive in frequency variations at high frequencies, 
than in low frequencies. This justifies the trend of the 
function defining the skew percent in frequency. 

For each instrument is defined a set of three 
spatialization parameters: the reverb to apply to the 
sound, the apparent angle of the source and the 
apparent distance of the source. The last parameter is 
defined in accordance with the theory explained by 
Chowning in "TIE Sii~zztlatioi7 of Moving Solrnd 
Sources" (1971, [I]) and in "Percept~ml Fztsion and 
A~rdiloi?, Perspective" (1990, [2]). In both these papers 
we find that the perception of the distance is based on 
the ratio between the direct sound intensity (varying 
with the distance) and the reverberated sound one 
(fixed with the distance). 

Anyway, the spatial control used in Sfria (no 
Doppler effect was used) was not intended to be 
precise: tlie sounds resulting using these parameters 
were similar to the ones that would be obtained in a 
reverberant cathedral, amorphous, big and undefined. 

2.4 T h e  Temporal Structure 

Stria can be considered composed by a 
microstructure and a macrostructure. The whole 
composition is divided in blocks_ a sort of input 
sessions, each of which is saved into three different 
files. Each block is composed of few events: each of 
these is defined by a set of input data, and is composed 
by a great number o f  elements (single sounds, played 
by single instruments), generated by the algorithms 
starting from the input values. The following picture 
represents the linear temporal composition of the 
piece: 
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The arrow represents the temporal evolution of Stria. 
the big rectangles are the blocks, and between brackets 
we can see the events; in the first event are represented 
also the elements composing it (by small rectangles). 
We can consider the elements as the atoms of which 
Stria is constructed. Each element is a single sound, 
and the succession and the superposition of these 
sounds is the whole piece. 

This is the macrostructure of Strra: each element is 
defined by some microstructure parameters, defining 
its characteristics, as will be clear in a following 
section: some of these parameters are generated using 
the golden mean. While generating of the events the 
algorithms created the single sounds (elements) by the 
definition of their parameters: 

Chowning used recursion to generate further sounds 
(child elements) superimposed to the original ones 
(parent elements); this will be discussed in a successive 
section. The whole piece is 17 minutes long: in the first 
part of Strm the intensity increases and after 10 
minutes (number which approximately stands in the 
golden ratio with the total length), there is a climax, 
followed by a quasi-silence moment, after which the 
intensity grows again. The organization of the sound 
events in the time-frequency space is opposite to the 
traditional one: usually, in fact, the low pitch events 
are longer than the high pitch ones; in Stria, instead, 
the longer events have hi&er pitch. and vice versa. 

The pitch of the sounds in Stria decreases towards the 
climax, and increases after this moment. Also the 
attack and decay time of each sound is determined by 
its frequency (e.g. an high pitch sound will have a slow 
attack). 

3. T H E  PROGRAM 

The program is written in SAIL (Stanford Artificial 
Intelligence Language. [3]), a language created in 
Stanford similar to ALGOL and PASCAL. It consists 
of a few procedures, called by a main program; the 
events are generated by the procedure EVENT?, 
receiving data from input. and calling other service 
routines to generate the frequencies (INHARM), the 
times (PROPORTION). the spatialization parameters 
(AZIM) and to write the output files (WRITE). Each 
call of the program defines one block, composed by 
few events: each of these events is defined by input 
parameters; the output of the program consists of three 
score files, one of which containing 30 parameters for 
each instrument to play. 

3.1 The Frequency Generation 

Frequency generation is managed by the procedure 
INHARM, called by EVENTZ, when generating each 
element in the event. Each element created in the 
current event has a different value of the frequency of 
the note played, in accordance with the variation of a 
parameter (natn) at every call of INHARM. It is the 
variation of this parameter that creates the melodic line 
of the event. In EVENT2 the frequency of each sound 
to play is generated by the expression 





and rememberir~g (10) the fust lower side frequency 
is 

/I, = (/< -/m,)-fieq . rn~ioX (13) 
which is constant with num, i.e. for each element in 

the event. 

3.2 Time Generation 

Another important topic is time generation: each 
instrument has time parameters, as begin time, duration 
and attack and decay time. For the determination of the 
first hvo parameters, the procedure EVENT2 
E ene em ti no the events) calls the service routine 
PROPORTION, for two reasons: to calculate a global 
weight factor (scgrop) and to calculate the temporal 
weight of each element (prop) in respect to the total 
attack duration of the event. From this last parameter, 
knowing the attack duration of the event (at-dzrr), i.e. 
the part of the event in which the elements can begin to 
play, the begin time of the next element is calculated 
by the current besin time by the formula 

~icr/beg"g'= nextbeg+ prop.  a t  _ dzrr (1 4) 
The total attack duration of the event is then 

partitioned between all the (parent) elements in the 
event. In each event the elements are numbered by a 
counter, cnt: the first instrument that begins to play is 
the number I . .  . 

The duration (el-dzrr) of each element is determined 
by considering the remaining time from the beginning 
of the instrument play to the end of the event, weighted 
by a factor directly related to the number of the 
element generated, in accord with the expression 

where beg and dur are respectively the begin time and 
the duration of the event, elenierits is the number of 
parent elements in the event and el-beg is the begin 
time of the current element. Err represents a weighting 
factor for an exponential interpolation, and is 
comprised in the range 0.8<err<l.j in Stria. An 
important situation happens when there is no 
overlapping between two successive elements: in this 
case Cliowning imposed the overlapping condition on 
the elements. making longer the element with no 
overlap, by the formula 

~ ' I - ~ z N -  = (17e.11beg-el-beg). 1.25 (16) 
where i i ~ ~ t b e g  represents the begin time of the next 
instrument, and el-beg the current one. 

The attack time of each element in the event is 
determined by an exponential interpolation between 
two values: the attack time of the first element, and the 
attack time of the last element in the event. To make 
this interpolation a parameter hiterp is used, to 
calculate the position of the element in t l~e  event: this 
parameter is obtained by 

e l  - beg -beg 
int e rp  = 

at  - dzn- 
(17) 

which represents the distance of the beginning of the 
element from the beginning of tlie event, normalized to 
ot-dzrr (it is comprised between 0 and I for all the 

elements in the event); by this parameter it is easy to 
calculate the attack time o r  the current element by 
exponential interpolation between the initial and fmal 
values (NITATT and ENDATT) with the fonnula 

The same for the decay time. Tl~ese parameters can 
be determined also depending by the frequency (by an 
input choice) in way to obtain short attacks for low 
pitches and long attacks for high pitches; the inverse 
for the decay time. 

3.3 Spatialization 

Spatialization is given by tluee factors: the reverb 
percent of all the sounds in the event. the apparent 
angle of the source and the apparent distance of the 
source of the sound. 

The reverb is constant for every parent element in the 
event, while the apparent angle of the source is given 
by the quadrapl~onic diffusion of the sound. by 
calculating the four amplitude factors. for the four 
speakers. For the speaker positioned at the angle d 
(equal to 45, 135,225 or 315) that has to emit a sound 
apparently diffusing from the angle deg. the amplitude 
coefficient is calculated bv the formulas 

snip - fact = for d<deg<d+90 (20) 

and for the speaker positioned at d=225 degrees. the 
amplitude diagram is 

Im,.,."" d-n5 

Each event has many elements, numbered by t l~e  
variable o7t: the reference angle el-deg of each parent 
element is calculated by the formula 

cl-dcg=e,,_dc_e+360[G,-lj (21) 
where ev-deg is the reference angle of the current 

event: this means that the elements in the event rotate 
around t l~e  listener, more than 360 degrees per event. 
Another rotation is introduced by event to event: at the 
end of the generation of an event (a parent or a 
recursive one). in fact, there is a rotation of -90 
degrees: this means that a slow rotation on the events 
is superimposed to the one due to the elements. in the 
opposite direction. As we will see in the following 
section, the child events generally spins around the 
listener faster than tlie parent ones, generating 
dynamism. 
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ABSTRACT 
The article dercribes a new service that was established 
in Florence about a year ago, thc EMMSA - 
Educational, Musical and Multimedial Sofhvare 
Archives. It is a research centre conccrning educational 
technology and specialized in music teaching. In this 
centre thcre are educational software and multimedia 
CD-rom, specialized magazines, articles and books 
concerning the use of educational technology in 
Education and in Music Learning and also materials 
produced by schools carrying out projects in which 
teachers and chrldren have used computers and 
educational sofhvare. 

1. What  is EMMSA ? 
EMMSA is an educational, musical and multimedia1 
softwarc library. Besides a wide range of software 
there are articles. magazines and books concerning the 
use of educational information technology, text-books 
about educational psychology and music teaching, a 
collection of projects developed by Schools, 
Educational Institutes and Associations. All digital and 
paper documents present in the centre are classified in 
a database that facilities the search of materials to 
consult (articles and books) or to test on the computers 
(software, web site and CD-rom). The database is 
arranged according to category, subject, age, school 
Icvel, allowing you to find the software or pubblication 
which is most suitable for your needs. EMMSA 
equipment consists of: 2 Macintosh, 1 PC Window, 
printer, Midi keyboard, CD writer, sound amplification 
and Internet conncction. Emmsa computers can be 
used to consult software on the spot and the presence 
of two system computers (Mac - PC) allows the MacOs 
and Window software to be tested. 
Sct up in February 2002, the EMMSA project is an 
Integrated Rcgional Plan promoted by the Right to 
Study ideals in collaboration with the Florence Town 
Council Educational Authority of Florence. Thc 
project designer is Stefania Di Blasio from the Centro 
Studi Musica & Arte of Florence. 

2. EMMSA aims 
Everybody talks a lot about educational tecl~nology 
and about its use in Education: most Schools are fairly 
well equipped with computers both in terms of quantity 
and quality. but very often teachcrs are unfamiliar with 
specialized software for carrying out interesting 
experiences with their students. Knowledgc concerning 
educational technology and rclevant software is rather 
limited also among high school, conservatory and 

university students. Filling this gap isn't at all easy 
because it is difficult to find information and material, 
above all it's impossible to have access to the software 
except by purchase. EMMSA wants to overcame this 
difficulty providing a software reference library and an 
advice point. So Emmsa's most important aim is to 
make the most useful educational musical software 
available to teachers, educators, students and families 
There are a lot of very interesting projects concerning 
the use of Technology in Music Education from early 
childhood to the highest level in the Universities, so 
EMMSA has a remarkable collection of uscful links 
where details and materials can be found. 
Moreover EMMSA wants to give help and 
encouragement to teachers and operators in carrying 
out experimental musical projects based on new 
experiences of active learning assisted by computer 
tcchnology An other EMMSA goal is to update 
educational methodologies through appropriate and 
crealive use of computer technology in Education. 
In Music Education and Teaching EMMSA wants: to 
increase the role of Music Composition and Creative 
Activities through Computer Technology and 
Computer Music; to foster development of perceptive 
abilities and musical memory from early childhood at 
school or  at home through computers, appropriate 
educational software and multimedia cd-Rom. 

3. Who is EMMSA aimed a t  ? 
EMMSA is aimed at educators of every level and order 
including music teachers at elementary, middle and 
high school, university and conservatory level, cultural 
and social workers and therapists, students, parents and 
families. Teachers and Educators can apply to 
EMMSA to consult catalogued materials or to test and 
familiarize themselves with softwan: and Cd-rom. 
They can also get a frcc advice for carrying out 
projects in their Institutes. EMMSA experts give 
assistance in settins up the project, identifying the 
appropriate hardware and software and in finding 
them. Students can look for and test particular softvare 
typology (music notation, sequencer, car-training) or 
they can do research into special aspects of educational 
technology. Families and children generally approach 
EMMSA to discover and to use very interesting 
educational music sofhvare, intelligent games and 
multimedia Cd-rom that offcr not only entertainment 
and fun moments but also opportunities for learning 
and knowledge especially for children that don't have 
appropriate home computers. 

4. How to get access to EMMSA 
You can get access to EMMSA in different ways: 





national Institute of multimedia1 documcntation for 
Education as INDIRE of  Florence. 
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movements as first class conveyors of expressive and 
emotional content. Analysis of expressiveness in 

he design of interactive system 
As a main concrete result of 





movement is strictly related to segmentation and 
involving velocity and force. representation of gestures and therefore considered as 

part of Layer 3. For example, in a related work ([71) 



(iii) potential functions depending on the definition of hacked using the Lucas-Kanade feature tracker 
regions inside the space. available in the Motion Analysis sub-library. 

Objects and subjects in the space can be modeled by 
time-varying potentials. For example. a point moving 
in a 2D space (corresponding to a stage) can be 
associated to a dancer. Objects (such as fixed scenery 
or lights) can be modeled with potential functions 
independent from the position of the hacked object: 
notice that "independent from the position of the 
tracked object" does not mean time-invariant. The 
trajectory of a dancer with respect to such a potential 
function can be studied in order to identify 
relationships between movement and scenery. The 
dancer himself can be modeled as a hell-shaped 
potential moving around the space by using the second 
kind of potential functions. Interactions between 
potentials can be used to model interactions between 
(real or virtual) objects and subjects in the space. 

Regions in the space can also be defined. For 
example, it is possible that some regions exist on a 
stage in which the presence of movement is more 
meaningful than in other regions. A certain number of 
"meaningful" regions (i.e., regions on which a 
particular focus is placed) can be defined and cues can 
be measured on them (e.g., how much time a dancer 
occupied a given region). 

This metaphor can be applied both to real spaces 
(e.g., scenery and actors on a stage, the dancer's 
General Space as described in [4]) and to virtual, 
semantic, expressive spaces (e.g., a space of 
parameters where gestures are represented as 
trajectories): for example, if, from the one hand. the 
tracked point is a dancer on a stage, a measure of the 
time duration along which the dancer was in the scope 
of a given light can be obtained, on the other hand, if 
the tracked point represents a position in a semantic, 
expressive space where regions corresponds to basic 
emotions, the time duntion along which a given 
emotion has been recognized can also be obtained. 

The EyesWeb Space Analysis Library implements 
the models and includes blocks allowing the definition 
of interacting discrete potentials on 2D spaces, the 
definition of regions, the extraction of cues (such as, 
for example, the occupation rates of regions in the 
space). For example, Figure 3 shows the occupation 
rates calculated on a rectangular space divided into 25 
cells. The intensity (saturation) of the color Tor each 
cell is directly proportional to the occupation rate of 
the cell. The hajectory of the hacked point is also 
displayed. 

3.3. T l ~ e  EyesWeb Trajectory Analysis Library 
The EyesWeb Trajectory Analysis Library contains a 

collection of blocks and patches for extraction of 
features from trajectories in 2D (real or virtual) spaces. 
It complements the EyesWeb Space Analysis Library 
and it can be used in conjunction with the EyesWeb 
Motion Analysis Library. 

Blocks can deal with lot of hajectories at the same 
time, for example the trajectories of the body joints 
(e.g., head, hands, feet) or the hajectories of the points 

I Figure 3: occupation rates I 

Features that can be extracted include geometric and 
kinematics measures. 

Examples of geometric features are the length of a 
hajectory, its direction and its Directtiess h7des. The 
Directness Index (Dl) is a measure of how much a 
trajectory is direct or flexible. In the Laban's Theory of 
Efforl it is related to the Space dimension. In the actual 
implementation the Dl is computed as the ratio 
between the length of the straight line connecting the 
first and last point of a given hajectory and the sum of 
the lengths of each segment constituting the given 
trajectory. Therefore, the more it is near to one, the 
more direct is the hajectory (i.e., the trajectory is 
"neai' to the straight line). 

Figure 4 shows for example a hajectory (in red) and 
its computed direction (the green segment, whose 
length is proportional to the overall displacement). 

I I I 

Figure 4: motion direction 
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ABSTRACT uses two expressive variables. tempo and dynamics, to 
express the phrase-structure of the music. Accordingly, 

The way a performer phrases music is important for he also uses these to move the listener. 
the way the music is perceived by listeners. Phrasing 
influences the structural interpretation of the music by 
Listeners as well as his or her emotional engagement 
with the music: at least, those are the hypotheses that 2. METHOD 
this study likes to confirm. An experiment was run in 
wliich twelve listeners heard three performances of an 
Etude of Skriabin. They pressed a button to indicate 
the phrase-boundaries of the music and moved a slider 
to indicate their emotional engagement with it. Two 
main expressive parameters for a pianist were 
measured, tempo and key-velocity, and related to the 
responses of the listeners. It was found that tempo 
correlated with the indication of phrase boundaries, 
while key-velocity was especially related to the 
listeners' emotional engagement. Further examination 
showed that both aspects can actually be related to 
phrasing, though tempo to local phrasing and dynamics 
to global phrasing. The pianist used dynamics to 
express the music's overall form and to modulate the 
tension of the music throughout the entire piece. The 
listeners responded emotionally to this. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Three findings from previous research are especially 
relevant for this study. The krst is that expressive 
variations in, for example. tempo and dynamics are 
often related to the musician's structural interpretation 
of the music [I], [2]. The second is that these 
variations are also often related to the expression of a 
certain emotion by the performer [3], [4]. And the third 
is that these aspects of a performance influence the 
structural or emotional interpretation of tlie music by 
listeners depending on which interpretation is asked for 
PI,  P I ,  [41. 

This study aims to continue and reconcile these 
findings and liypothesizes that it is the musician's 
phrasing that influences simultaneously the listener's 
structural and emotional interpretation. The way a 
musician phrases the music influences the attention of 
the listener and so modulates to what extent the listener 
is emotionally engaged. It is especially when a listener 
sets the idea of a larger phrasing, a transgression of the - 
local fixation, that he is emotionally moved. As shown 
in previous literature [5], [6], the pianist especially 

2.1 Musical Performances 
An explorative experiment was run to investigate the 
hypotheses. A professional pianist was asked to 
perform an emotionally engaging piece of his choice at 
a concert that was organised for the experiment's 
purpose. He performed the piece first without public in 
a normal manner (to be referred to as p l )  and an 
exaggerated manner (to be referred to as p2) and then 
performed the piece with public in a normal, concert 
manner (to be referred to as  p3). H e  performed on a 
Yamaha Disklavier, which made it possible to register 
MIDI information of the performance. In addition, 
audio recordings were made and presented to the 
participants of the experiment. 

The pianist chose to perform Etude Op. 8 no. 11 by 
Alexander Skriabin, which is a slow and lyrical piece 
(Andante cantabile) in a late Romantic style that has a 
considerable amount of modulations. According to the 
pianist, the piece can be played with a lot of freedom. 
Theoretically, the piece has a simple A B A with coda 
structure (A A' B A" A'" C to be more precise), but 
the pianist interpreted tlie line of the music differently: 
The first main target of the music is a release of 
tension halfway the B section. Everything preceding 
this target point is a preparation for this tension release. 
The A section is anyway preparatory; it leads towards 
the start of the B section. which is the real beginning of 
the piece. After this release of tension, the music builds 
up towards the dramatic return of the theme of the A 
section. This prepares for the second possible point of 
tension release halfway the coda at a general pause. 
The release is however not continued and the piece 
ends most sad. 

2.2 Participants 
Twelve people participated in the experiment among 
them were four musicians. The participants varied 
greatly in musical experience. Some of them never had 
had music lessons and hardly listened to classical 
music. while others basically performed classical 
music already their entire live. 





The emotion measure increases towards the B 
section. It decreases and increases within the B section, 
reaches a maximum at the return of the theme, and 
decreases at the repeat of the theme and in the coda. 
For performances 1 and 3 it shows a local revival in 
the coda. 

3.3 Relation Performance and Listeners' Data 
The quarter note 101 and key-velocity measures were 
correlated with the emotion and segmentation 
measures per quarter note. This was done directly and 
wit11 a time-delay of one. two and three quarter notes 
of the performance data with respect to the listeners' 
data. The best correlations were obtained between the 
performance data and the segmentation data if the 
performance data was not delayed or delayed for only 
one quarter note. For the emotion data, however, the 
best correlations were achieved if the performance data 
was delayed by three quarter notes. The optimal 
correlations are shown in Table I .  

Generally, the emotion measure was highly 
correlated with key-velocity and much less negatively 
correlated with duration. The segmentation measure 
was on the other hand more highly correlated with 
duration than (negatively) with key-velocity. A direct 
correlation behveen the segmentation measure and the 
emotion measure at the quarter note level was not 
significant. The number of boundary indications per 
section did however highly correlate negatively with 
the average indication of emotional engagement per 
section. 

Table 1: Correlations a t  t h e  quar ter  note  level 
(column 2 a n d  3) and a t  the level of sections (last 
column). 

Performance 1 
101 Velocity Segm.  M 

Velocity 1 -,50 

Performance 2 
101 Velocity S e g m .  M 

Segm.  M 
Emotion M 

Velocitv I -.54 

3 0  -,34 
-,40 ,74 -.90 

Performance 3 
101 Velocity S e g m .  M 

Velocity 1 -,49 

~ e g m .  M 
Emotion M 

,55 -,34 
-,49 ,77 -.88 

It should not be taken as a surprise that the 
correlations wit11 the segmentation measure are 
relatively lower than with the emotion measure, since 
the segmentation measure still contains the between 
participant variability, while the emotion measure is a 
pure average. In addition, if we use a multiple 
regression analyses that takes key-velocity and 101 as 
independent variables and segmentation measure or 

Segm.  M 
Emotion M 

emotion measure as independent variables, the 
contributions of velocity is reduced to non-significant 
for the segmentation measure. while the contribution of 
101 also cancels out for the emotion measure. Duration 
becomes the main predictor of segmentation and key- 
velocity of emotion. 

,47 -,34 
-,43 ,75 -30  

3.4 Relation Pl~ras ing and Emotion 
The correlations presented in Table 1 and the multiple 
regression analyses suggest  that, for these 
performances, tempo was especially a cue for phrase- 
boundaries, while dynamics was especially a strong 
cue for the intensity of emotion. This may in turn 
suggest that phrasing did not play an important role for 
the emotional engagement of listeners. Still there 
seems a relation between phrasing and emotion. since 
the correlation behveen the number of phrase boundary 
indications per section and the average emotional 
engagement per section was very high. How should we 
interpret these results? 

From the descriptions of the performance data, it 
became clear that phrase-final lengthenings occurred at 
a high density, which means that they indicated rather 
local phrase-boundaries. and that there was limited 
hierarchy within these lengthenings. It became also 
clear that the dynamics and the tempo profiles showed 
an overall pattern of increase and decrease that was 
especially apparent in the key-velocity profile, but 
masked by the large phrase-final lengthenings in the 
profile of the quarter note 101. The interpretation is 
that the pianist used both dynamics and tempo to 
phrase the music, though tempo was especially used to 
locally phrase music, while dynamics was more 
saliently used to express the larger form of the music. 
The listeners responded emotionally to this ehpression 
of the larger form. 

And the overall form is as described by the pianist: 
the first part is an introduction and builds up to the B 
section. which he considered as the real beginning of 
the piece. This beginning is again a preparation for the 
first target of the piece: the release of tension at the 
middle of the B section. Hereafter tension builds up 
towards the dramatic return of the theme, which leads 
via a repeat of tile theme in contrasting dynamics to the 
second important target of the theme: the second 
possible release of tension at the general pause. ARer 
the general pause. the release is not given and all hope 
is lost. The piece ends most sad. The pianist most 
skilfully expresses this interpretation in the patterning 
of dynamics (see arrows in the key-velocity panel of 
Figure 1). The resulting phrasing is over the entire 
piece with subdivisions at measures 22 and 36. The 
return of the theme is the culminating point of the 
piece where after tension can release. According to the 
pianist, this tension cannot however be fully resolved. 
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Figure 1: The three parts composing tlie Expressive Analyzer: the Neutral Analyzer (upper left rectangle), the Real Time Analyzer (lower 
left rectangle) and the Expressiveness Recognizer (right rectangle). 

model was implemented in an EyesWeb block called "Expressive three different par i~:  the Ne~rhol Ar~akzer, the Reol lisle A!~u!izer 
Sequencer" (ES). The ES model was then reversed in order to ex- and the EXPI-essiveness Recogrrizer. 
tract the expressive content from a given performance. This ap- Tlie Neutral Analyzer sub-patch is the set of modules located 
proach requircs the knowledge of the score: the analysis process in the upper left of the patch in figure 1. It is dedicated 
is based on the comparison between the values of Key Velocity, to the computation of the profiles of the sonological parameters 
'T;~npo 2nd L:f:lI~l o< u3ch note o f  3 prc-recorded ll:~tr31 1):rior- (iclnpo. . I ~ I U . , I ~ I I ~ ~ I  2nd ~nlr.!b~lt) J rc131c~I 10 TILL. !lcl11r31 pcrfdr- 
111311i: will1 the (:iIuc> of thc >:trn~. q ~ ~ l ~ i l i e s  o idn  c\prc>ri\e p:r- I I I : I ~ C C :  11): I U ~  lc<in~o<i b l ~ ~ ~ A ~  r r ~ d  111: C ~ I U  fro~ti I \ \O  JIIDI tilt, 
formance, played in real time. 

To overcome to the limitation imposed by the knowledge of 
the score, a simple patch developed with EyesWeb were devel- 
oped. using some results of the previous study [I51 on the main 
relevant sonological parameters. The patch tries to label in real - .  
time the expressive content of an expressive improvisation using 
simolc statistical analvsis of the relevant oerce~tual sonoloeic oa- . . - .  
rameters (notes per second, loudness and legato). This work sug- 
gested us to use more sophisticated statistical techniques tested on 
o new set ofperformances in order to analyze real time improvisa- 
tions. A set of improvisations were then recorded and analyzed to 
infer a Bavesian nehvork able to eive as o u t ~ u t  the ~robabilitv that - 
the input performance is played according an expressive intention. 

3. THE IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1. The Expressive Analyzer 

We made the implementation of the analysis model using Eye- 
sWeb, a product of the Music and Informatics Lab of the Uni- 
~~crs i ty  of Genoa [ I  61. It turned out to be a graphical snviron- 
ment olanned for thc dcvelooment oforoiects based on the analvsis . . 
and processing of multimedia data streams and the creation of au- 
dioivideo interactive applications. The graphical interface is quite 
similar to other sofhvarc-environment like PD or  Max, in which 
the user can build up an application using a library of blocks that 
can be connected toeether into a oatch. In our work we develoocd - 
a number of new blocks that implement dedicated functions and 
finally we connected them in a patch for the real time analysis of a 
performance. 

Figure I sliows the patch that realizes analysis using the score 
knowledge (Expressive Analyzer). The system can be divided into 

(tlie score and the neutral performance respectively) and a filter- 

module, the tempo, the legato and the key velocity of the neutral 
nerformance are comouted note-bv-note. The block aliens tlie in- - 
put streams using hvo internal buffers, in which the MlDl events 
can be cumulated until two MlDl events with the same note num- 
ber are found on both the input. Then. the output is sent to the last 
module of this sub-patch, the so-called Corrrplrfeil\~er.age ( I  in 2 
outs), which calculates the average for each of the three sonologic 
parameters over a sliding window of a fixed amount of time. The 
hvo outputs of this module are the rrpressive projles: thc former 
data stream contains the average values of the sonologic param- 
eters; the latter contains the values obtained from the difference 
between the input and the average. 

The Real Time Analyzer sub-patch is tlie set of modules that 
lies below the Neutnl Analyzer in figure I. This block achieves 
the same computations to those accomplished by the previous sub- 
patch. In this case however, the computations of the expressive 
quantities arc relative to the expressive performance that is rc- 
ceived as a real time sheam of MIDI events. Also in this case 
the ComputeLaws block take care of the correct synchronization 
behveen the pre-recorded score and the live performance. No av- 
erage is computcd in this case. 

The final sub-patch, on thc right of the picturc, is the Expres- 
siveness Recognizer. It performs two separate tasks: the compu- 
tation of the K and M-cocfficients and tlie expressive labelling. 
The I< and M-coefficients are computcd for each of the three ex- 
pressive quantities considered, using a multiple linear regression. 
Then. they are compared with some predefined sets that are spe- 
cific for each expressive intention. The closest set is selected on 
the base of a weighted Euclidean distance. 
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Figure 3: Recognition g a p h  for the heavy performance played by 
the pianist B. 78% of the event is correctly recognized. 

Figure 4: Recognition graph for the light performance played by 
the pianist C. 75% of  the event is correctly reco_rmized. 

4.2. Bayesian Analyzer 

The nehvorks were trained with a set of 8 different kind of impro- 
visations: 1. (SLA) slashing; 2. (HEA) heavy; 3. (HOP) hopping; 
4. (VAC) vacuous; 5. (BOL) bold; 6. (HOL) hollow; 7. (FLU) 
fluid; 8. (TEN) tender. Thus, we performed 64 simulations (8 net- 
works subjected to 8 performances), in which we computed tlic 
mean output probability; the table 2 shows the results. 

The computation has been cam'ed out by a Matlab Toolbox for 
Bayesian Networks [18], which yields the probability of node in- 
tention. Most of the networks eive hieher probability (gray cells) - - .  . - ~ 

when they are subjected to the data used for their mining. Hollow 
and Fluid networks rrive the hiehcst value oforobabilih. to the eor- - - 
responding performances; Vacuous and Tender nehvorks confuse 
the input datq giving liigher probability to other intentions (cir- 
cled cells). Anyway, Tender nehvork recognize the correspondent 
performance as second (circled beside). We noticed that intentions 
confused in perceptual test (as mean and factor analysis revcalcd) 
caused difficulties in assigning decision ~ l e s  in their nehvorks: 
thus, those intentions are recognized wit11 difficulty 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

An ovcrvicw of the main automatic expressive analysis method 
was prcscnted. The mcthods present a satisfactory behavior if used 
with a suitable tuning of the parameters. However, the validation 
methodology has to be improved by separating the training exam- 
ples and the testing ones. Some generalities in the models can 
be underlined, since the second model was simply obtained from 
the studies that yielded the first. Further improvement are in the 
agenda: the use of  Hidden Markov Models for the recognition of 
the timing patterns, and the analysis of the asynchronicity between 
different melodic lines. 

Inout Data 

Table 2: Mean probabilities given by Baycsian networks using the 
eight performances as input: the cell (x, y) contains the mean P 
value gven by nehvork x subjectcd to performance y; the values 
on the diagonal represents the mean values given by networks sub- 
jected to the performances tlicy were trained with. 

All the material can be freely downloaded and tested from the 
CSC's web site 1191. 
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ABSTRACT ~arameters. where the music is the abstract snace. This connec- 
tion behveen music and body movement is explicit in dance: a 

Tliis paper describes a work which investigates sound motion ex- specific choreogaphy can be used to better express a given mu- 
pressiveness. Tliis work is divided in three parts: the design of  sical work in a ballet and vice-versa; the cmotional states canied 
a perceptive test, the statistical analysis of the collected data and by the music arc the same ones by the body 
then a musical application. R e  main idea is to find a way to use Moreover, there many psychological about music and 
sound motion liken musical parameter to convey a specific expres- emotion that maintain that music can represent the dynamic prop- 
sive content rclated to performance gestures. Tlic purposes of this erties of emotions lilce speed, strength and intensity variations. In 
work can bc stated as follow: uarticular. Gurnev asserts that music can express these emotions . TO show how multi-modali@ can be conveyed by acoustic through the association of affinities behveen musical characteris- 

means by ,=hanging the position of sound into a "ir. tics and body movements which can show emotions [I]. Furlher- 
tuill cn:ace: more. lmberty I21 underlines that there are some kinetic tension ., . . . 

:!nd r;lc;t>r. ;Itumc. trltlcli ;ir; i!p~c:il fnr n01h body and ;~nt~t~.,n . So apcn :I I I ~ N  mt~lt~-n~ad:,l  .'li.inncl 1,) ;nn\c\ L . \~ I~ .s \ I \ . c -  ,o t l i ~ r  mu\cinunt, : I ~ J  ~mvt~ottrll ..i:~tcr arc ;I cu l t e r r .~~~  5r.t m d  (1-3-  
ness; 

To establish an explicit connection behveen sound move- 
ment and expressiveness; 

Thcsc purposes are related to the idea that much contempo- 
rary music can take advantage of  expressive spatialization. In 
particular, this framework has been used in the opera hledea by 
Italian composer Adriano Guamieri which was premiered ilt the 
PalaFenice in Venezia in October 2002. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The need for this kind of investigation comes from some contem- 
porary music works in which soundmotion is a musical ptrameter 
like intensity, timbre, uitch etc.. While tlie connection bchveen 
music and emotion of  these afore mentioned parameters has been 
deenly investigated snatialization still remains a new research oath. . . 
In fact, in scoringhledeo, the composer Adriano Guamieri stresses 
a desired expressive tuning behveen performer and sound move- 
ment gestures in order to obtain a stronger musical mcssage. This 
work has been conducted within the MEGA (Multisensory Expres- 
sive Gesture Application, cf. http: //www.megaproject . 
org) project wliicli concenwates on expressive and emotional con- 
tent modeling andcommunication innon-verbal interaction through 
the use of multi-sensorv interfaces in shared interactive Mixed Re- 
ality environments. 

1.1. Gesture 

Generally speaking. gesture is often referred to dancer movements 
and sometimes to specific body expressions. However, gesture can 
be considered also a shucture with definite semantics defined into 
an abstract space. In this way a musical phrase can be consid- 
ered a gesture which can express an emotion using only musical 

- 
hue is a communication cliannel. Sound movement in tlie space 
appears to be a very good choice to explore this connection be- 
tween eestures and emotions. Fie.1 describes the many steus of - - . . 
this kind of work: we will concentrate on the last three in order to 
show how spatialization can be used in musical performance. 

F i y r e  I :  Conrrectio,~ brhveen Ol'o  hind.^ ojrrro1,er7rrnts 

2. A PERCEPTIVE TEST 

In order to evaluate whether sound movement can be considered a 
musical parameter and whether it has some expressive content for 
the listener a psyclioacoustic test was performed. Its design was 
aimed at establishing a perceptive paradigm to construct a model 
that can be used in a musical context. Tliis preliminary study fo- 
cused on threc parameters which are considered to be the basic 
components of sound movement: speed, lcgatolstaccato and path. 
Variations of thcse parameters were desipcd to obtain eight stim- 
uliigestures as shown in Tab.1. Thcse variables in thcse parameters 
were designed to have only two opposed values in each esamples: 

e speed: 0 = 200ms, I = ZOOOms (where this sustain time 
represents the sound permanence on every loudspealrer) 

vath: 0 = continuous circular, I =discontinuous random 

e legatoistaccato: 0 = 0.2 overlap, 1 = 7 overlap (where the 
over la^ shows the decree of crossed ovcr la~ behveen the - 
loudspeakers amplitude envelopes: 0.2 means staccato, while 
2 means legato) 





Table 2: P-value in the ANOVA test 

Musicians - Ar. 
Musicians - Val. 

Not musicians - Ar. 
Not musicians -Val. 

Total - Ar. 
Total - Val. 

studies have found the expressive content of  many musical param- 
eters like rhythm, melody and harmony [I] [j]. The similarity be- 
nveen the the results obtained in these studies and those emerging 
from the test described in this paper is indced a shiking one: Fig.5 
shows the mean values for cach stimulus distributed among har- 
monic sound and white noise. The collected data and its statistical 

Figure 5: n o ~ ~ l b o n e  uieon vahres 

Trombone / White noise 

analysis allow some conclusions to be drawn: 

e The values obtained from each timbre identify a similar 
space location for the same movemcnts; there are some 
movements that seem to be further correhted for both tests; 
these are: C-H, A-D, B-G, E-F. These movemcnts are corre- 
lated by featuring the samc speed and the same legatoistaccato 
characteristics, while the path is not overly important; the 
the T-test further outlines this evaluation and the correlation 
test shows a better correlation of musician answers; 

* Legatolstaccato and speed are stronger parameters than the 
path, even though the Russel model fcaturcs a specific emo- 
tion related to path; 

Timbre influences subject answers as shown in Fig. j: it 
was observed that very often the valence component was 
also dependent on the pieasanhess of the sound heard; for 
example: in the white noise case, someone referred to it as a 
reminiscence of  sea wave, while others were justplainly an- 
noyed by it; consequently, the standard deviation over this 
collected data set was found to be bigger than that related 
to l~armonic sound. 

e Speed is strongly related wit11 the arousal axis and it is also 
the most coherent parameter in subjective appreciation in 
the examples with the two different timbres. 

Different kinds of path (continuous or discontinuous) ap- 
pear to be a more subtle parameter that can lead to the dis- 
tinction among emotions which belong to the same area. 
while speed and le~atolstaccato appear to be stronger pa- 
rameters in direct relation to emotions. In fact, these lat- 
terparameters have been widely studied in psyclloacoustics 

P value 

p < 0.001 
p i 0.02 
p < 0.001 
p < 0.005 
p < 0.001 
p < 0.002 

and they are strongly connotated from the expressive point 
of view [I]: a smooth amplitude envelope, for example. 
is associated to emotions like sadness, fear or tenderness. 
while a steep slope envelope is related to happiness o r  anger 
like a staccato articulation is. 

Fig.6 is an attempt to show the same relations using the Russel 
model inserting the harmonic sound mean values in the valenceiarousal 
space. A relation between movements and perceived emotions can 

P value 

p < 0.001 
p < 0.05 
p < 0.02 
p > 0.05 

p < 0.001 
P < 0.005 

Figure 6: Hormo~iic soreid data in tire Rtlssel nzodel 
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be observed there. Tab.3 shows the design of a model to use this 
data in musical applications. 
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Table 3: Emotions associated to cach movement 

frushatcd, distressed 
depressed unhappy 

tired, asleep 
serene. relaxed 

happy, glad 
excited, delighted 

3. A MUSIC APPLICATION: 
MEDEA, OPERA-\'IDEO BY ADRIANO GUARNIERI 

A'ledea is an innovative work which stems out of an in-depth re- 
search in the multimedia domain; the importance and the amount 
of research dedicated to sound movement in space is quitc con- 
siderable in this work. Guamieri insisted explicitly on wanting to 
achieve an expressive matching between instrumental and sound 
movement gestures so tl~alboth gestures would reinforce cach othel 
producing a more powerful and complete message. Sound spa- 
tialization is a new way of conveying expressive content, and in 
this perspeclive i t  can be used to open a new expressive chan- 
nel that can interact with other audio hansfomsations and visual 
analyses, broadening the spech.um of multi-modality capabilities. 
dlerleu has offered the possibility to experiment with spatializa- 
tion controls driven by the very samc instrumental gesture (coming 
in this case from one of the solo trombone pkiyers) while allow- 
ing the connection behveen advanccd technological research and 

Speed 
- 
- 

+ 
+ 
+ 

Lecato 
+ 
+ 

-+ 

- 

Path 
P 

discontinuous 
continuous 

continuous 
continuous 

discontinuous 





e 1 Yamaha DM2000 Mixer (110 boards: 3 ADAT and 4 
AES-EBU; live): devoted to livc-electronics and control 

e I Yamaha DME32 Mixer (32 in, 24 out): global audio 110 
management . 31 loudspeakers subdivided in 14 audio paths: 8 surround- 
ing groups, 1 behind the stage, 1 central. 2 stereo on the 
stage, 2 above the audience . 2 Yamaha OIV remote control 

e 2 JLCooper Midi fader 

e 1 M6000 TC-clechonics multi-effect: local reverb 

e I M3000 TC-electronics multi-effect: global reverb 

G4TR for spAAce - Hammerfall RME PC1 - MlDI I10 (TR 
- serial): computcr devoted to sound spatialization 

e G4 TR DSP - MOTU 896 AV (8  ADAT + 8 Analog) MlDI 
(TR - serial): digital si~wal processing of trombones, choir, 
trumpets and solos. . Emu 6400 + keyboard: note and dynamic control of sam- 
pled choirs 

* Kyma AV + PC control (AV): management and control of 
some ttansfom~ations 

In Fig.8 we can see the connection behveen all these devices, while 
Fig.9 describes all MlDI channels 

+-.!-~---- -. 

I DMZ000 
r MOTU 896 i I. -p 

Figure X: 1furd~1'ure sellrp (col~rtesjr ofA11,ise 14duIi11) 

3.3. Software setup 

In this complex smclure the actual sound spatialization is achieved 
through the "G4 spAAce" machine showed in the illustration and 
the spAAce sohvarc, cf.Fig.8. writtcn by Alvise Vidolin and An- 
drea Belladonna in the MaxIMSP environment on the Apple Mac- 
intosh platform [6]. This system is able to simulate moving sound 
sources featuring a great variety of configurations and of move- 
ments in all directions. The system is based on Inter-aural Ampli- 
tude Differences (IAD) which may be controlled via MIDI mcs- 
sages thus guaranteeing the availability of remote controls and the 
possibility of mana@ng a system with a reduced set of controls lo- 
cated far a\rJay from the core mixing consoles. The movement con- 
trol of sound sources can be managed by two operational modes: 
"Realtime" and "Playlist". The Realtime mode features gcstural 

Figure 9: iWDl r l~nnr~r l s  (colrrtes~, ofjllvise iqdolinr) 

controls for the majority of space management parameters: the 
Playlist mode allows the definition of a list of space movement 
events that can be activated either automaticallv as a seauence in 
time or manually by an operator in stepwise fashion. In thc case of 
Guamieri's hledeu the manuallv-oocrated Plavlist mode has been 

2 .  
- ~~~~ 

used: all movcmcnls and transformations were executed following 
the score and the conductor and all sound movements were fixed 
beforehand with the exception of those coming from the trom- 
bones. For these latter sounds, movements derived from the gcs- 
tures of trombone player 3 havc been captured by a webcam and 
digitally processed by the EycsWcb promam to provide the speed 

. . - 
translation of the image bihnap in terms of speed: very intense in- 
shumental gestural activity ("stirring up") leads to a large bihnap 
variation and therefore to high speed, while reduced gestural activ- 
ity corresponds to a moderate speed of movements. The original 
project was more articulated and complex: the idea was to con- 
trol not only speed but also legatolstaccato properties through the 
inshumental gesture. Red LED lights were attached to the clip 
microphone placed over the trombone bell, and the spced calcu- 
lation was performed detecting the LED position in space. The 
purpose was to discriminate four fundamental types of movement 
whose micro-variations would then be derived by continuous in- 
terpolation among them. In Fig.1 l we can see the trombonc player 
during the premikre performance. 

Figure 10: Ei.esll'Eb patclr 





TOWARDS MULTILEVEL GESTURAL CONTROL 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we will discuss the possibility, granted by 
computer music, to shape all controllable sound 
parameters by superimposing some control function at 
several structural level. 

This apparently simple, 'technical' feature leads to 
some important compositional considerations, which 
will be described in detail. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of computer to make music allows a very high 
level of accuracy in the control of several sonic 
characteristics: some sound parameters, which in 
instrumental music are strictly connected to the 
performing practice and are only partially and 
approximately noted (for example loudness level), or 
even not noted at all (vibrato), in computer music can 
be precisely controlled, becoming elements of 
compositional pertinence. 

We can control the sound parameters in a static or in 
a dynanlic way, according to two different approaches 
in formal construction. In the first case we have a 
((sequential form)), while in the second a ((morphic 
form)), in Trevor Wishart's meaning. In the sequential 
approach the form is generated by juxtaposing fixed 
values. while in the morphic one the form is generated 
as dynamic articulation of the continuum, where the 
sound is shaped with a motion behveen different fixed 
values: 

((The crescendo is an example of the 
most elementary morphic form, a linear 
motion from one state (in this case, of 
loudness) to another. In a world of 
stable loudness fields (not taking into 
account the subtleties of loudness 
articulation in the performance practice) 
this was a startling development. But 
traditional notation gives no means to 
add detail to this simple state- 
interpolation.)) ([I], p. 108) 

On the one hand the computer allows to run in a 
more precise and deeper way this type of transition; on 
the other hand it permits to operate in an analogue way 
on different sound parameters: 

((The combined powers of the computer 
to record sound and to perform 
numerical analysis of the data to any 
required degree of precision 
immediately removes any technical 
difficulties here. For those willing to 
deal with precise numerical 
representations of sonic reality, a whole 
new field of study opens up.)) ([I]. 
p.109) 

Not only: by superimposing different gestures to 
different sound parameters it is possible to create a 
lund of new counterpoint. in which the several 
(controllable) parameters of the sound take their own 
gestural autonomy. 

This gestural approach is moreover extremely 
connected non only with the compositional aspect, but 
also with a properly perceptional-analytic side. This is 
the approach which is the basis for the 
spectromorphology theorized by Dennis Smalley, who_ 
for his part, states precisely that espectromorphology is 
not a compositional theory or method, but a 
descriptive tool based on aural perception)) ([2]; p. 
107). 

In Smalley view, besides, as in electroacustic and 
computer music there are no coded hierarchical levels 
of formal stmcturation, the gesture itself, considered at 
different temporal scales, guides the perceptional 
process: 

cln my spectromorphological approach, 
the concepts of gesture [...I may be 
applied to smaller or larger time-spans 
which may be at lower or higher levels 
of structure. Finding the ' right' levels of 
temporal dimensions to apply the 
attributes of these concepts must remain 
the perceiver' s decision.)) ([2], p.114) 

2. MULTILEVEL GESTURES 

We saw the possible use of multidimensional gestures 
suggested by Wishart, that is the use of different 
gestures applied Lo the 'multidimensional space' of 
sound parameters. 

In this paper we will discuss the possible 
superimposition of different gestures on a single 
parameter, at several structural levels. In this way we 
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'gestural autonomy' with regard to the parameter we 
are controlling. We have to note that, since this phase, 
we can differentiate originally similar sonic materials 
or create perceptual associations between different 
materials. For example. a common gesture applied 
over two distinct fragments leads to a certain similitude 
between them; on the contraly, a fra-ment can be 
duplicated and shaped by two different gestures: in this 
case we will hear the common origin of the two 
fra-ments, but with a difference in the motion of the 
sonic parameter. 

A second level of gestural application permits to 
group the fragments, superimposing a unique control 
function over two or more fra-ments. This fragments 
can be coincident, partially coincident or one after the 
other in time: for example we can superimpose a 
gesture from 0" to 10" over three fragments, the first 
which starts at 0" and has a duration of 4"_ the second 
which starts at 3" with a length of 2", the thud which 
starts at 5" and plays for 5". 

The grouping generates unity, but several groups 
with different gestures can generate also contrast, ifthe 
gestures are quite different. 

Furthermore, we can iterate this process grouping the 
original fragments in different ways, using new 
eestures, superimposing the gestures one to another, - 
and establishing new sonic relations. 

Besides, we can introduce a temporal segmentation 
of the piece, subdividing it in several subsequent 
sections, each of them with its own gestural behaviour. 
In this case, all the fragments that lie in a section will 
be oriented by the gesture which characterize it. 

Also this process can be iterated, creating several 
time segmentations and multiplying the control 
functions. 

4. A SMALL EXAMPLE 

The mechanism described before can be sketched in as 
follows: let us consider 10 sonic fragments, each of 
which having its own gestural autonomy. In a first 
compositional step, they are composed by 
superimposing and juxtaposing, in time, one to another 
(Fi-me 4). 

In a second compositional phase; we create several 
group using the starting fia-ments by superimposing. 
over each group, a unique gesture. Naturally, different 
gestures for each group are used. (Figure 5) This 
gestural superimposition will modify the original 
fragment gestures, as showed in Figure 6. 

Furthermore, the entire piece is subdivided into five 
time subsequent sections: each ofthem is characterized 
by a particular gesture, which can be in continuity or in 
contrast with its adjacent sections (Figure 7). This new 
level of gestural superimposition will modify again the 
gestures of the fragments, which now are oriented in a 
higher formal and structural (piece-oriented, in one 
sense) way (Figure 8). 

Figure 4: composition of gestural-oriented 
fragments 

Figure 5: grouping of fragments by superimposition of 
different gestures 

Figure 6: effect of 'gestural grouping' on 
fragment gestures 
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us to test novel solutions and put in evi 
various problems concerning this subject. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

There are also some interesting attempts to define an 

way of think~ng to music contents. The new XML-based Framework ([3], [4]) for tbe structured 

technologies allow a novel approach to music, that go representation of several musical contents such us 

beyond the simple listening activity, and include a lot musical sheet (or an equivalent symbolic 

of interactive features. such as findine. and selechon of representation), audio recordings, video recordings, 

approach gives rise to new business models, that arc 
destined to replace the traditional way of marketing, 
but require to solve a lot of problems conceming 
security, author rights, and payment transitions. One of play/perform a musical sheet in a non-mecha 

the main topic in this field, is the design of a suitable (human-like) way (see [I61 for an alternative 

format to represent all the information needed to face 
would be very useful in a lot of contests: the fmitio 
musical libraries, when an audio recordings is 

enerated performance can be a useful tool to s 



aims to dcmonstrate how and with which advantqcs 
and problems XML can be used to represent music 
information oriented to automatic performance. In 
ordcr to face in a complete manner this issue and be 
able to test the reliability of our representation. we 
developed some tools that allow to easily produce a 
correct XML representation starting from a score 
written in Finale, and to rendering an expressive audio 
performance of the score starting from the XML 
representation. 

2. E,WMSSIVENESS MODEL 
We based our XML representation on an existing 
expressiveness model developed by the CSC of the 
University of Padua (see [lo] for a detailed 
description). This model, focused on westem tonal 
music, presents some interesting characteristics, that 
are very useful for the development of an automatic 
player: 
a) it assumes that there isni a unique 'Hght" 
performance of a scorc, but the same score can be 
played with different expressive styles (called 
expressive intention): in this sensc, the model makes a 
distinction between a neutrol pe~fofor-!nonce (i.e._ a 
human performance of the score without any 
expressive intention or stylistic choice) and an 
expressii~e per:for~~~o~tce. 
b) it is based on the hierarchical structure of the 
musical piece, i.e. thc subdivision of the musical 
language in periods, phrases, and words. 
c) it employs information that are expressed in an 
abstract way (closer to the musical language than to the 
physical one), i.e. using the parameters blte~rsih) 
instcad of key-i~eloci~~, or an accelerando instead of a 
duration expressed in 111s or in tick, etc. 
The item (a) implies that the system can change its 
performance followine the user's exnressive intentions. 
br dcpending on th' userk actions: this capability 
makes possible a music fruition with different degree 
of interaction (scc [I I] for the description of a possible 
scenario). 
Many researches put in evidence that the musical 
structure, item (b), is one key aspect of musical 
language (at least for western music), and a lot of 
interpretative model uses this information to generate 
the performance (c.g., [12], [13], [14]). Morcover, a 
musical structure description is very important for 
content retrieval applications, as thc music 
segmentation plays the same role of word 
segmentation in textual retrieval engine. 
Finally, thc item (c) allows to face some common 
problems that arise when a computcr plays a symbolic 
representation like MIDI. In this standard, in fact. the 
duration and the intensity of each note is exactly 
specified, by means of ticln and I~ej~?~i~e/ocify: a MIDI 
file, therefore. is more similar to a (symbolic) 'Trozen" 
recordings than a musical score to be intcrprcted. As a 
consequence of it, if the instrument that plays the file is 
changed (e.g. in client-server applications, or when the 
file is shared with other users), the audio rcsults are 

otten not so god, because some parameters need to bc 
changed to comply the requirements of the new 
instrument. Moreover. MIDI standard or equivalent 
representations dont codify a lot of information 
regarding timbre and articulation aspects such as 
spectrum, amplitude envelopes, vibrato, etc. 
This is a list of the parameters taken into account by 
the expressiveness model. as reported in [I 01: 

- time: starting moment of the event in tick, as 
specified in the score. 
- dllrotion: note duration in tick, or number of sub- 
events forming the event. as specified in the score. 
-pitch: e.g. a4 or  e5. 
- channel: number of thc channel or  track thc events 
refers to. 
- elasticip: degree of exprcssive elasticity of the cvent. 
It indicates when it is possible to work on the 
parameters of that group of notes (intensity, 
metronome, timbre charactcrs) to reach a certain 
expressive intention without distorting the piece itself. 
- djtrzonlics: intensity curve that dcscribes the profile of 
intensity deviations in the evcnt. 
- nletrononle: metronome curve that describes the 
profile of the mctronome deviations in the event. 
- expression: symbol of the adjective to be applied to 
the phrase + intention degree. 
- ottack time: duration of the attack expressed in a 
perceptual scale. 
- legato: legato-staccato degrce expressed in a 
perceptual scale. 
- intensify: perceptual loudncss. 
- brightness: perceptual measure of the high frequency 
spectral components. 
- vibrato: rate and extent vibrato expressed in a 
perceptual scale. 
- portomento: glissando speed degree in a perceptual 
scale. 

The first 4 parameters represent the music information 
as noted in the score (mctric position. duration. pitch, 
track). The d.~manlics and nreti~ono~ne parameters 
dcscribe dynamics and timing deviations in term of 
profiles, that reproduce different kinds of crescer~do- 
decrescendo and rrccelerondo-,~lle~~[o~~do patterns. 
The last six parameters are expressed in a pcrceptual 
scale, in which the unit rcprcsents the differencc 
between two perceptual levels (c.g. the differencc 
betwcen f and ff for loudncss). Because of their 
(abstract) definition, these parametcrs are independent 
from the particular musical instrumcnt that will play 
the score. Finally, the parameter espression allow to 
specify a label representing the user$ e.xp~-essii~e 
inre~~tio~r: up to now, the model supports a limitcd sct 
of sensorial adjectivcs, but this list can be easily 
cxtended. 

3. XML MPRESENTATION 
To develop an XML reprcscntation of the symbolic 
music infomlation, it is neccssary to rigorously define 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Starting from an existent expressiveness model, we 
developed an XML format to represent all the 
information needed to an automatic expressive 
performance of a musical score. The representation is 
characterized by the use of abstract musical parameters 
and a structure description of the score. Moreover, we 
developed a framework for the creation and rendering 
of the XML files. that will allow us to validate the 
reliability of such representation. Some other important 
issues to be faced are the extension to a really 
polyphonic content (at this moment polyphony is 
restricted to chord or voice-hvo structures), and the 
enlargement of the expressive intention set supported 
by the model. Finally, an effort will be done to verify if 
the XML representation presented in this paper, could 
he made compatible with other XML-based forn~at 
(e.g. MusicXML [IS]), in order to move us toward a 
unique efficient and general XML standard for musical 
applications. 
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Recording 

Gnrnols 98701-705, 1990 
Sony Classical SM4K 52627, 1967 

And& Schiff ADD (Decca) 443 720-2, 1980 

Table 2: Pianists and recordings 

the other beat-level loudness changes -or in an integrated two- 
dimensional way, as trajectories over timc in a 2D tempo-loudness 
space [6].  We have developed a graphical animation tool called the 
Pe~for?irance Il'o'urnz [4] that displays such performance trajectories 
in syncllrony with the music. A part of a performance as visual- 
ized by the Worm is shown in Figure I. Note that the display is 
inrcrpalated and smoothed. For the machine learning experiments 
reported below, only the actually measured points were used; no 
interpolation or smoothing was performed. 

Thus; the raw data for our experiments is tempo and over- 
all loudness values measured at specific time points in a perfor- 
mance (either every beat according to the time s igature  or. where 
beat tracking was performed at lower levels, at subdivisions of 
the beat). For each measured time paint, the following is stored: 
t i  (absolute time in seconds). Bi (calculated tempo in bpm), Li 
(loudness level measured in sone 11 11). and some bit-coded flars . -. - 
that represent liicrarchical srmctural informat~on. More precisely. 
f thh indicates whether the current time ooint coincides with a beat 
track paint (trivially true for all), a beat, or the beginning of a bar; 
fa1234 indicates four let~els ofphrase structure (this information 
was added manually by a musicologist). 

The raw data so obtained had to be refined in order to be homo- 
geneous and usable in the learning process. In fact, data usually 
comes from different sources. and could have been produced by 
different persons, sometimes with different strategies. This intro- 
duce some noise that can affect the output of the learners. Thus, 
some time had to be spent in cleaning of the data in order to have 
the most homogeneous information representation as possible. 

In our case, some of  the pieces were tracked at the level of 
the beat (as defined by the timc signature); some at the half beat 
level. Moreover, some pieces start in different ways, according to 
the performers' decisions: for example, some of them start with an 
upbeat, and some others with two. We decided to skip all the non- 
comnlon information, by sampling the pieces with higher tracking 
resolution, and by discarding all the non-common up beats. 

Mareover, most of the players repeated some sections, while 
otllers didn't (i.c., Gould). Also in this case, we decided to dis- 
card all the non-common sections, so that the learners would work 
with comparable data for all the performers, and not with over- 
represented sections that could affect their output. 

2.2. Instances and features 

Each measured time point along with its context, is used as n 
i m i ~ ~ i n g  e ~ a ~ r ~ p l e  for the learning algorithms. In  other words, an 
eaample o r  i~rstairce for the learners is a subsegment of a tcmpo- 
loudness trajectory (see Figure 1 ). centered around a specific time 
point. Altogether, this procedure results in somc 23.000 instances 
for all the s i r  pianists. 

The instances are represented by a set of.fiatw.es that are cx- 

Figure 1: Snapshot of the Pr,:fiuirarlce lf'onlt at work: First four 
bars of Daniel Barenboim's performance of Mozart's F major 
sonata K.332, 2nd movement. Horizontal axis: tempo in beats 
per minute (bpm); vertical axis: loudness in soire [I I]. Movement 
to the upper right indicates a speeding up (accelerarrdo) and loud- 
ness increase (owcetrdo) etc. etc. The darkest points represents 
the current instant, while instants further in the p a t  appear fainter. 

trncted h m  the raw trajectories. The features were calculated over 
a sliding window wi of two bars (the context size). Thus, if in the 
original data there are n instances. then there will also be n win- 
dows and n sets of features. Of course, at the beginning and at the 
end, some of the features were calculated over a narrower window 
than two bars. 

Notice that the number of measured points included in a win- 
dow lo, may be different between pieces, since there are different 
tempo indications and different tempo tracking resolutions. For 
example, i n  the piece hv2803 there is a low sampling rate (I beat 
per bar), while in kv282.1 there are 8 tracked points per bar. 

The sliding window metl~od produces some redundancy in the 
data, since the windows were overlapping; this should be an ad- 
vantage in learning. Some of the features were calculated using 
a window which extended beyond the boundary between hvo scc- 
tions. This is no problem in most cases, but in some cases the hvo 
sections may be noo-contiguous in the original data. We chose to 
allow this discontinuity in the data, bccause the number of affected 
instances is negligible. Thus, it was not necessary to 'instruct' the 
code to recognize section boundaries. 

Caution had to be taken with some of the extrncted perfor- 
mance information; In particular, the features derived from loud- 
ness had to be filtered in somc way, because they can mvially re- 
veal some of the performers. For example, Gould's CD recordings 
are older (1967) than the others (1980-199I), resulting in a signif- 
icantly lower recording level. That would permit the learners to 
detect this famous performer simply by loudness difference. Thus, 
a normalizatior~ in the data was carried out in order to mask this 
information: all thc relevant loudness-derived features were nor- 
malized using the actual window average @r(rn;). 

For each instance of t l~e  original rat\, data, the following fea- 
tures were computed both for tempo and loudness: the average 
value within the window @(wI), the standard deviation r(roi) ,  the 





Table 5: Preliminary results: classification accuracy; DEF refers to the defizrrlr (boselirre) accln.aq1, i.e., the accuracy one would achieve by 
always predicting the class that is most frequent in the training data. 'Weighred average' is the mean classification accuracy when weighted 
by the relative size (number of instances) of the different test pieces. 

In the first experiments, we focused on quantitative issues, as 
these are easier to measure, in pairicular when we learn many dif- 
ferent models with different learning algorithms. The first ques- 
tion lo be studied was to what extent it is possible for machine 
learning algorithms to learn to identify performers in new record- 
ings, and which are the most promising learning algorithms. This 
was tested via cr-m-~~alidolioi~ at the level of pieces (sonata move- 
ments): each of  the algorithms was trained on all of the sonata 
movements except one, the learned classifiers wcre then tested on 
the remaining movement, and the percentages of correct predlc- 
tions werc recorded. This process was repeated in a circular fash- 
ion. so that each sonata movement served as test ~ i e e e  exactly once 
for each classifier. The important thing about this proccdureis that 
the ~redictivitv of learned classifiers is alwavs tested on indenen- 
dent data that was not used in the mining phase, so that we get a 
realistic estimate of a classifier's expected performance. 

3. RESULTS 

The results of these cross-validation experiments are summarized 
in Table 5. which lists the clos,sificotrur~ occre.acies achieved bv the 
individual classifiers on each o'f the test pieces (after having been 
trained on the othcr pieces). Classification accuracy is defincd as 
tlic nercentaee of instances in the test ~ i e c e  that wcre assigned the - - 
correct class by the classifier. This is ro be compared to the so- 
called dgfi~tlt or hu.relirle ucctrrocy, which is the success rate one 
would achieve by 'intelligent guessing', i.e., by always predicting 
the cIass that is most frequent in the training data. 

At first sight, the results look disappointing. The accuracies 
achicvcd by the individual classifiers arc far from the o ~ t i m u m  of 

from 1G.6695 to 29.41% on average. This is put into perspective 
~ ~ 

by noting that 6-way classification is a difficult problem: the dc- 
fault accuracy would be around 16.67% (see tllc last column in 
Table 5). All the classifiers predict significantly above this base- 
line on average, except for classifier 05, wllich obviously fails to 
learn anything sensible. So clearly, there is significant information 
in tho performance data that can contribute to identifying the per- 
former, even though the data in its current form is very abstract 

and incomplete. 
Looking at the results piece by piece reveals that performer - . . 

identification may be easier in some pieces than in others. The 
averaee ~erfornvancc over all classifiers on a ~iece-by-niece basis 

u .  . . 
(see penultimate column in Table 5 )  is above the baseline in every 
case, ranging from 17.89 (kv2803) to 25.05 (kv279.1). If wc re- 
move classifier 05 from the table, the averaze accuracy acllieved - 
by the remaining classifiers is even higher, ranging from 18.29 
(kv28031 to 27.42 1kv279.11. 

A closer look shows that not all classifiers perform well or 
poorly on the same pieces (see, e.g., test piece kv279.2, where 
classifier 02 achieves its third-poorest result, while classifier 04 
achieves its second-best). That indicates that it may be fruitful to 
join classifiers into so-called er~sr~trbles [2] which combine their 
~redictions. e.e.. bv votine on the class of a new test case.' It is 
known From systematic research in machine learning that classifier 
combination is particularly promisin3 if the errors of the individ- 
ual classifiers are hizhly uncorrelated 11. 81. Ex~criments with - .  . . 
ensembles of classifiers are currently on o w  agenda 

In order to analyze which pianists are easier or more difficult 
for the classifiers to recoenize. Fieure 3 shows a so-called recall- - 
,fi,c,.),~,#8 dr~xruet. Rl ' i~ l l  :mcl precihion 3rr. ~.oncspts front 11); 
field 01' ~nionn;!l~on relrt:):~l; the, Z I ~ C  XI ~ t ~ d ~ c : ~ l ~ o n  oi lhe  Trt~Ic- . , b  

offbetween being able to recognize (or retrieve) as many instances - - 
of a given target class as possible (true positives), and erroneously 
classihine other instances ;~s. belonzinc to the tarset (false DO+ . - - 
tives). More precisely. assume there are P true instances of the 
target class C and N instances of other classes c,, and that a clas- 
sifier classifies tp instances correctly 5 C .  fp incorrectly as C 
(while they really belong to one of thc Ci); then recall is defined 
as ip/P andprecisiorl as tp/(tp + fp). 

As Figure 3 shows. the results fordifferent pianists occupy dif- 
ferent regions in recall-precision space. Glenn Gould (GG) seems 
to the most easily recognizable pianist,? relatively speaking: most 
of the learners manage to correctly recognize behveen 35 and more 
than 60 % of the examples related to Gould, with a precision that 

significantly bcner than any ailhe other lcarners in our unpeiimcnt. 
3Not surprisingly, some might say 
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at the participants' thought processes [6]. In this approach. the 
users are asked to talk during the test, expressing all their thoughts, 
movement and dccisions. trying to think-aloud. witl~out paying 
much attention to the coherency of the sentences, "as if alone in 
the room". 

Employing this protocol, we were able to collect not only the 
data concerning the stimuli positions in the 2-D space of the Sonic 
Browser, but also tlie comments of  the users during the experi- 
ment, which expressed the reasons. for instance, of a particular 
judgement or their appreciation of the Sound Objects realism. The 
tcsts were all recorded by a video-camera. 

In the next subsections we will present both the pilot and the 
main experiment, introducing procedures and results ofthe test. 

2.1. Participants 

Tlie pilot probe and the main experiment involved respectively 4 
and 5 volunteers. all students or workers at thc Computer Science 
Dcvartmmt of the University of Limerick. All of  them referred 
to have a musical training, in average 5 years for the pilot probe, 
while 8 years for the main experiments, in the following ranges re- 
spectively: 2-10 and 6-10 years. No participant reported to have 
hearing problems, while two of the participants to the main exper- 
iment required glasses for reading 

2.2. Stimuli 

The stimuli sets of both the experiments included recorded sounds 
and Sound Objects and consisted of 18 sounds, but in a different 
oronortion: 9 recorded and 9 svntl~esized for the pilot orobe. while . . . . 
6 real and 12 synthetic for the main experiment. 

The recorded sounds were produced by 3 steel balls. weighing 
6, 12 and 24 g, and falling on a wooden board of 1500 x 500 x 
20 mm from a height of 10, 20 and 40 cm, respectively, by posi- 
tioning the microphone at 3 different distances: 20 - 40 - 80 cm, 
respectively. Recordings were done with a MKH20 Sennheiser 
microphone, and a I 6 bit sound card sampling at 44.1 kHz rate. 

These stimuli wcre used in previous experiments conducted 
bv the S o b  proicct on the perception of impact sounds 171. In this . . . . - ~ 

study, Burro found the relationship behvecn the physical quantities 
of weight. distance and hcieht and the rclative nerce~tual cluanti- - .  
tics. He argued that manip;lating one of the paramctcrs 
affects more than one of the perceptual quantities. 

In the pilot probc, we decided to kecp the height ofthe dropped 
balls constant (h=20 cm), while in the main experiment wc kept 
constant distance (d = 80 cm), while changing the height. 

All the synthesized sounds in the pilot probc and 6 in the main 
experiment were designed with the PD-modules modelling impact - 
interactions of two modal resonators [8], simplified returning only 
one mode. and thev used either glass or wood as the material prop- - . . 
erty. On the contrary, the remaining 6 synthesized stimuli of the 
main experiment were des iged  with the complete model of the 
impact interactions and the dropping event, as well. In this latter 
case. we preferred to keep the mnterial constant, since we noticed 
some difficulties during the pilot probe for the uscrs to evaluate 
and compare the dimensions of events involving different mate- 
rial. We decided on wood as the material, even if it is not clear if 
the wood is the material of the imoactor or of the surface. In fact, 
even if the real sounds come from steel balls, they were referred 
to bv the oarticinants as wood. This ncrceotion arouse from the , . . . 
bigger influence of the surface material in certain cases 

2.3. Procedure 

The two experiments were conducted in the isolation room of the 
recording studio in the Computer Science Department at UL. The 
stimuli were presented by stereo lieadpliones to the users tluough 
the Sonic Browser. The experiments were conducted applying the 
Thinking-Aloud Protocol and the participants sessions were all 
recorded on video-tapes. A more detailed analysis of the results 
of verbal protocol was conducted [4] and is available online3. 

After the perception estimation task, the participants, during 
the second phase of the tests, were asked to tag the sounds that 
they thought wcre unrealistic. 

At the end of eacli session, a seven point Likert scale ques- 
tionnaire with six sets of semantic differentials was filled out by 
each participant who were asked to express their responses to the 
interfaces and to the tasks, from 0 to 6, where 0 is "poor" and 6 is 
"excellent". In the main experiment. three questions, asking about 
the learnabilitv. internretation of the awlication and t l~e  difficulhi . . 
in replaying the last sound, were added to the questionnaire after 
the pilot probe. 

The users estimated the data positions in the bi-dimensional 
scales without a comparison stimulus or a reference scale. Despite 
being pre-defined, i.;. being limited to the screen, the ranges of 
perceptual evaluations were relative to each user. The perceptual 
spacc boundaries were considered by all the users relative to their 
maximum value. as thev reoorted at the end of thc task. In fact. we , . 
noticed an initis1 difficulty by the participants of referring t o  the 
screen space. On the contrary, they showed a preference of defin- 
ing their own boundaries. In order to be able to compare the results 
of each participant, we decided to normalize the data coordinates, 
which identify the locations in the 2-D spacc, behveen 0 and 1. 

2.4. Results and Observations 

2.4.1. Tile pilot probe 

From a global observation of the collected data, we can notice 
that tlie narticioants estimated correctlv the heieht from the real - 
sounds, h=2O cm for all of them, since most of the real sounds, 
barring five outliers, were positioned by the users in the central 
area of the evaluation soace. On the other hand, the size estima- 
tion varies to a degree between users. This could be influenced by 
either the distance andlor the conditions in which the real sounds 
were recorded. 

Looking at the individual perceptual scaling and tagging in- 
formation sorted by users, reported in fig. 1, we notice tl~at hvo 
participants in particular (users 2 and 3) made an obvious distinc- 
tion between rcal and synthetic sounds. 

It is intcresting to observc tlic single stimuli, looking at fig. 2 
which represent, through a box plot, the individual perceptual scal- 
ing of height and size respectively sorted by stimuli. For our pur- 
poses. we will lbcus on the synthesized sounds. 

From these plots, we can see different perceptual scaling by 
the uscrs along the two dimensions. In fact, we can find some 
sounds that were judged coliercntly by most of the uscrs, at least 
along one dimension, while others (soundlO, sound1 6 and soundl7) 
whose scaling is spead across the evaluation space, showing a dif- 
ficult by the participant to estimate them. It is interesting to notice 
that sound17 was tagged as unrealistic by all the participants to 
the probc. Therefore, the data spread could be due to the lack of  

3www. soundingobject .org 
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Figure 5: Represer~lulion, bjr o bosplor, ~Jrhepercupr~ral scolirrg 
of rlre height a,~dsiie sorred bvsti,,arli. 

stimuli (sound& sound16 and soundl8) were dispersed in the pcr- 
ceptual estimation space and one, soundl7, highly dispersed. 

Conhary to the results of the tagging task in the pilot probe. 
there is no stimuli, in tliis experiment, that was tagged by all the 
participants. The maximum user consensus regarding unrealistic 
stimuli was achieved by 3 users. The real sounds were perceived 
again as realistic, duplicating the results of our pilot study. 

In fig. 6, as we did for the pilot probe, we report the results of 
the questionnaire with cumulative participant responses displayed 
per question, highlighting the three additional questions. 

We can see that the task was found to be non trivial (qucs- 
lion 1) and the ease of use of the application was rated only on 
average (question 2). The participants judgcd the sounds to be of 
high quality (question 4), but not so realistic (question 3). This 
can be athibuted to the inclusion of two different types of sound 
objects containinz either one or hvo modes as well as the lack of 
room acoustics within the sound object sounds and the presence of 
a "buzz tail" at the end of the two mode sound object sounds. The 
slight delay when playing an audio file resulted in this experiment 
to be very noticenble to the users (question 5). This fact is evi- 
dent by the verbal protocol, as well, since many participants were 
irritated by it. As what the added questions concern. the applica- 
tion was judged to be easy to understand (question 6) and to learn 
(question 7) and, also. to play back a sound (question 8), despite 
the slight delay. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Examining the results we can state that sound convey information 
about dimensions even if they have only one mode. Apart from 
one case in the pilot probe, the unrealistic perception of sounds did 
not affect the participant's perception of the sound's dimensions. 
This illustrates that the "realism" of a sound does not affect the 

Figure 6: Resalls qftlre qoestionnoire jbr. tlje main cvperirrrenf: rhe 
same qrresrions presenred in tire pilor prnbe and oddirioncrl ones. 

was already discussed by Rath [9],  focusing on sound objects in 
combination with cartoonification. 

Our experimental analysis and our user debriefing suegest three 
aspects which should be further investigated. First, the inclusion 
of  "room acoustics'' and the necessary elements of reverberation 
within a sound object to allow for a more natural sounding event. 
Second, to further investigate the material and surface perception. 
because it was pointed out frequently by the participants. Tliird, 
to study the dishactors found within the sounds used in the ex- 
periments. concerning the relationship behveen speed as well as 
temporal pattern ofthe bouncing and the realism of the sound and 
the "metallic zips" occurring at the end of each of the huo mode 
sound objects. These distractors illushate the need for a Further 
refinement of the perceptual parameters within tlie sound models 
to prevent user confusion \vhcn judginz a sound's properties. 

This research has been supported by the European Commision 
under contract [ST-2000-25287 ("Sob - thc Sounding Objcct"). 
http: / /www.  soundobject. org. We would like to express 
our thanks to all the postgraduate students and worl{ers at the Uni- 
versity of Limerick who participated to these experiments. We say 
thank you to tlie members of the Interaction Design Centre at UL 
For their useful comments and accommodating spirits. 
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ABSTRACT 

We present a memoly-based   nod el for nielodic segmentation based 
on the ootion of ~mclodic density. Tlie model emph;~sises the role 
of short-term Inelmoly and time in n~usic listening. by modelling 
the efiects of recency in the perception of boundaries. We de- 
scribe the model in detail and compare it with Cnmbouropoulos~ 
Local Boundary Detection Model Tor ;I series of melody examples. 
First results i~~dic;ire that this new model is more consen~ative, as 
it generates rewer total boundaries but presenjes most boundnries 
that coincide with the limits of recurring ptlttems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

It is known t l ~ i ~ t  listeners identify segmentation bound;vies when 
abstracting musicnl contents. The ability to p;~rtition a melody in 
several segments provides a structur;~l description of tlie piece of 
music. Thus. segmentation c;m be seen as a pre-processing siage 
Tor other tz~sks suclt as pattern discovery or nlusic search. 

Pattern finding nlgoritlims, in p;u.iicular, are known to be com- 
purationnlly expensive, and therefore can benefit irom a reduction 
of the initinl sea-ch space. A low-level segmentation can provide 
an eficiency sain by pre-processi~~g n ~nelodic sequence. and gm-  
erating ;In initinl set o i  boundaries which may be used as m;lrkers 
for pzittern se;u.cli [I]. One such method is The Local Boundary 
Detection Model (LBDM) [2 ] ,  a segmentation model tllilt identi- 
fies discontinuities in ;I melodic surSace b;lsed on Gestnlt piinciples 
of perception. Tlie LBDM is an essential reference amongst seg- 
mentation olgo~ithms, mostly due to its simplicity and generality 
[3. 21. As tile author empliasises, the LBDM is 1101 kt complete 
model of grouping in itsell: as it relies on complemenlq mod- 
els (i.e. pattern similzuity) to select the most relev;mt hound;uies. 
Although in that context this niay not be co~isirlered a w e h i ~ e s s  
of the model, excessive bounilary gcncl-;ltion may become a dis- 
advant;~ge if we intend to use tlie LBDM in isolaion. and when 
segrneniotion is to he used ;IS a reli;hle data reduction technique. 

The LBDM II;L< ;I klirly sliort nieniory ;IS it considers ;it most 
4 consecutive eveiits at a time. As u consequence, there is lirnited 
intel-nction hetwee~i neighboring boundaries and so~netintcs smz~ll 
"osci1l;ltions" can be identilied ;LS salient bound;uies. This type 
oS limitation has also been rerelrcd lo by Lerdalil & Jackendoif in 
their Gener;itive Theory of Toni11 Music [-I]. 

Rese;u.ch on auditory perception and memory lin underlined 
the influence of time in the perception of rlifSerences and in the 
estahlislime~~t oS temporal relations in sequential processes. Stud- 
ies linve shown tli;~t listeners re t i~i~i  auditory infor~nation for sonle 
time, even after the end of stiniulation [5]. This means that sever;ll 
past (nlthough relatively recent) stimuli may draw the listener's at- 
tention, and niay be retail~ed ;L< the actu;il most recenl and promi- 

nent stimuli. Some researclies lii~ve suggested that listeners per- 
ceive a musical surface by focusing on successive zones. that c x i  
be viewed as a "sliding window" along the [musical piece [6]. Tlie 
size oS this window (detem~ined by sho~t-tenn memory restric- 
tions) should limit the nmonnt o i  ~tiusical ninterial tlhat can be 
looked back 011 when processin: a melodic sequerve. Within this 
time windosv. recency effects ms likely lo apply, as docli~ne~ited in 
17. 81. 

2. THE LBDR.1 

The LBDM calculates a bounda~y profile for a melody. using Gesmlt- 
based identity-clxmge ;md proximity-differeoce rules, applied to  
sever;d p;nmeters describing a melody. The refined version oSthis 
algorithm [21 takes as input a ~nelodic sequel~ce converted into sev- 
er.11 independent pal-i~metric interval profiles Pi = [XI,  z?, ... s,,] 
where I; E {pitch, ioi,  rest),.^; > 0 and i E {I, 2, ... IL). A 
Change rule assigns boundivies to intervals with strength propor- 
tional to the degree of change between neighboring consecu~ive 
inlerval pnir;. Then a Prozimit?, rule scales the previous bound- 
a i r s  proportionnlly to the size of the intewals. 

The strength o i  the boundilries at each intenlal zi is given by 
the following. 

where 

For each parameter 12 a sequence s k  is c;~lcuInred, then all se- 
quences ire normalised and combined in n weighled sum to give 
tlie ovc~all houndwy srrengtl~ profile. The sugsested !veiglits Sor 
the 3 different parameters i r e  il',,;tc;, = ~ L ' , . C J L  = 0.25 ilnd wi.i = 
0.5 (see [9] Soran ovc~viesv on the behavior oftlie LBDM withdil- 
ferent parameter tooings). Thr local pe;ll,s in tlie reslilting bound- 
nly prolile indicate local boundaries in the melodic sequence. A 
threshold must be definer1 a priori. ;~bove which. a pe;k is irlcnti- 
lied as a boundllry. For addition;~l details on the implement:ltion of 
tlie LBDhil rlhe reader is lsferred lo 121. 

3. MELODIC DENSITI' SEGMENTATION hlODEL 

We nom describe a new model ior melodic segme~it;~tion which 
identifies se:mentation bou~idl~ries ;LS perceived changes in melodic 
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ABSTRACT 

In the context o f  pattern extraction from polyphonic 
music, we challenge an approach outside time for 
computing the similarity behveen two musical 
sequences that neither modelizes temporal context nor 
expectancy. If theses notions might play a role in our 
perception of musical patterns, we propose in a tirst 
step to investigate the limits of a system that ignores 
them. Our approach relies on a new representation of 
the polyphonic musical sequence that is quantized in 
equally-spaced beat-segments and on a new definition 
of the notion of similarity in a polyphonic context. In 
agreement with ([I], [2]), we think that text-matching 
methods. or pure mathematical algorithms are not 
directly convenient for music analysis. We think that 
the similarity relationships between musical sequences 
are the result of a cognitive process that implies to 
evaluate the algorithms in terms of their cognitive 
relevance. As few experiments have been made on 
people's cognitive criteria for similarity measuring, we 
base our criteria on heuristics that were inspired from 
some musical issues. Three different sets of features 
have been considered: pitches, pitch contours and 
rhythm. For each set, a similarity measure is conlputed. 
The global similarity value results from the linear 
combination of the three values. The algorithm was 
tested on several pieces of music, and interesting 
results were found. At the same time, new questions 
were raised on the notion of similarity (this research is 
part of the European project Cuidado). 

1. BACKGROUND 
The interest for music similarity has been growing for 
a few years. Several techniques associated with 
different musical representation formats have been 
proposed for performing similarity measurement. Most 
of the techniques are context-independent: the 
computation of the similarity value between two 
musical sequences does not depend on the events that 
have occured before or between the two sequences. 
Against the rule, an interesting proposition for an 
inductive model can be found in [3]. Very few 
approaches propose to analyse polyphonic data. When 
they do, polyphony is not considered as a specific 
musical issue: most of the papers aim to transform 
polyphony in a mooophonic approximation, while 
others consider polyphony as  a part of a more general 
multidimensional mathematical issue [4]. In the last 
case, musical results are not provided and similarity is 
only based on exact repetition. 

Among the following approaches, the issue of 
polyphony is not tackled, but the proposed strategies 
are interesting because they illustrate numerous 
different ways to compute the similarity. 
An approach using dynamic programming can be 
found in [S]. The similarity between two sequences 
relies on an edit distance that measures the number of 
basic operations (adding, deleting, moving a note ...) 
that transform one sequence into the other. The 
difficulty here is to determine both the basic operations 
and their "cognitive cost". 
Another interesting approach [I] uses statistical 
information about pitches and durations together with a 
contour representation extracted f?om scores in order 
to obtain feature maps that are formed by an 
unsupewlsed learning algorithm. Unfortunately, it is 
implicitly assumed that the similarity behveen the 
different melodies is a transitive relation (distances in 
the two dimensions super-map are euclidean), whereas 
this is hardly the case in music. Moreover, the 
temporal succession of the events is not considered in 
the features (except in the contour) and maybe other 
features should be taken into account. Also, note that 
this approach is not context independent as a learning 
process is required for initialization. 
Another approach is described in [?I. The similarity is 
based on the length of the vector of the differences 
between hvo sequences of melotones (pitches 
representation) or cronota (durations representation). 
However, this measure has limitations. For instance. 
intervals between not contiguous notes lhat would be 
common to the two compared sequences are not being 
considered in the measure. Moreover. the cronota 
sequence is represented by multiples of the 1/16 note, 
whicli is not compatible with ternary rhytlunic values. 
Choosing the common denominator of all the durations 
as a basic unit would imply a far too complex analysis, 
as most of the very small durations do not play a role 
in the similarity measure. We will propose another 
representation format in p a r a ~ a p h  3. 
Lastly, [6] considers a set of several features such as 
pitches (or duration) profiles, intervals and contour as 
binary features. The similarity hehveen two sequences 
increases with the number of shared features. This 
global approach does not allow for local variations. For 
instance. with this approach, contours can be identical 
or different, but not similar. 

2. QUESTIONS ON SIMILARITY 
The interest for music similarity has raised with new 

commercial applications, such as query by humming, 
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S(x, x') t S(xt, x) (2) 

If x is approsirnatively included in x'. s will be very 
similar to x'. But x' will not automatically be 
approximatively included in x. 
Last, according to cognitive aspects in [S]. a similarity 
measure is not transitive: 

Our similarity computation provides a real value 
between 0 and 1 that state how similar are the 
sequences (I is for identical). In our pattern extraction 
project, we use a similarity matrix for the 
representation of the results, and we perform 
clustering, but this will not be presented in this paper. 
We will now describe our model for similarity. 
Because of lack of space, we have chosen to provide a 
general overview of our algorithm rather than a 
detailed description of a part of it. 
In our model, sequences of b.s are of same length 
(length is expressed in number of b.s), so that eacb 
oosition of b.s in a eiven seouence can be matched 

dwb.event-seq'(i) and dwb.event-seq'(i) (melodic 
similarity). 

The similarity values between pitches or intervals are : 
1 for equal pitches or equal intervals 
0.5 for transposed chords 
0 otherwise 

Figure Z (see par t  5 for details on the symbols): Two 
similar patterns in Sonata8Am-Part2 from Mozart. 
All vertical and  horizontal intervals behveen 
dwb.events C1 and  CZ of Pairl-seql and 
dwh.events C 3  a n d  C4 of Pairl-seqZ a r e  compared. - 

with the same position of  b.s in another sequence. We 4.5. Similarity measure for  contours 
compote three different similarity values by As reported in [I], contour plays an important role in 
considering three different sets of features: pitches the perception of melodic similarity. 
(chords, pitch intervals etc ...), pitch contours (contour Our model compares the upper and lower contours of 
at the top and at the bottom of the polyphony) and two b.s sequences seq 1 and seq2 of same length. 
rhythm. As above, the only events falling on a downbeat 

4.4. Similarity measure for pitcbes (dwb.events) are considered. An up (down) contour is 
We consider here the chords and the pitch intervals the sequence of the intervals between tlie upper (lower) 
features. A similarity value is computed from two b.s pitches of tlie dwb.events. Each contour of eacb 
sequences seql and seq2 of same length. sequence is compared with the two contours of the 
The only events falling on the downbeats are other sequence. Contours are very similar (see figure3) 
considered. This may be arguable, but two reasons if the intervals %om one sequence are similar to the 
have conducted this choice: corresponding intervals from the other sequence (two - Considering all the polyphonic events would intervals are similar if their difference is less than 5 

require too much running time. half tones). - The downbeats are often ~erceived as salient 
temporal position. T\\o q u c n c r s  \\hose pitches 

n I . cuincide on [he rlo\\.ribeat bur dil'fer el~e\\,lir.rc ;ire 
often recognised as very similar (this has been 
confirmed in our experiments). 

Usuallv. a downbeat event (dwb.event) is a chord but . . 
it can also he a note or a rest. 
In order to consider all the possible relations (see 5 = 8.64 . . 
figure') between non-adjacent'dwb.event. the global 
similarity results from the computation of a similarity 
value behveen all the pairs of dwb.event in seql 
(dwb.event-seql (i), dwb.event-seql (i)) and their 
co r res~ond in~   airs in seq? (dwb.event-seq'(i), - 
dwb.e;ent-seq2i)). i and j (>. i) are indexes of the 
considered b.s. Figure 3 (see par t  5 for details on the symbols): Two 
The similarity value for a pair depends on: similar patterns in Pierrot Lunaire from 
- the length of the different combinations of Schoenberg. Lines (1) and (2) show similar 

intersections between the four dwb.events contours. 
considered as chords (bannonic similarity) 4.6. Similarity measure for rhythm - the length of the intersection between all the We believe that rhythm is a component of tlie 
intervals behveen dwb.event-seql(i) and cognitive criteria we use in the recognizing of 
dwb.event-seql(i) and the intervals behveen similarity. Our model compares the rhythmic structure 

of two sequences of b.s seql and seq? of same length. 
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ABSTRACT 

are accessed through perceptually meaningful pmmeters  and run with low computation:~l load on standard PC hardwnre. 
The underlyin? idea of conoo,~i/icrr~iorr. its motivation nod background in psychoacoustic reseiurh are sketched lirst. Tlie main common 

sound-core of rnost models, a physics-baed :~lgolithm of impaci-intemcrio~i wit11 interacting resonatom in modal ilescriptio~i. is ihonly 
presested. The imp:~ct module is embedded in parches of higher-level control to model niore complex contact scen;lrios. The Lrucmre. use 
;md potential of the resulting sound objects is described. 

While tlie results are a possible bayis for rukctive sonic interf:kces in tlumim-Compoter-Ioteri~ctio~i, they can ;a well he exploited Tor 
lnusical purposes. 

I. CATALOG 
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Figure I: Overview of re:~l-time sound lnodels of contnct sceniuios and their uoderlyiog structures. as developed during the course of thc 
Sob project. Tlie grilphical likyout in nested (circular) fields reflects the structunll hieriurhy: Physics- and geometricillly-b;~scd low-lrvel 
aurlio ;kl~oritlims in tlie center, conipleted with S L I I T O U ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~  higher-Ie~el objects. resulting sound ~iiodels in tlie Inrgesi circle and fio;illy 
more concrete and co~nples  example-scenis-ios. th;it may ;llso envolve gestural control. Arrot~,s indicnte dependencies iind are to he re:~d as 
"contrihutes"i';uisd to realize". 
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Figure 3: Sketch of the fictional movernent of a bz~ll, perfectly 
following a surface profile slx). Relative dinlensions are hiohly 
exaggerated for a clearer view. Note that this is no1 the de-facto 
movement: this idealization is used to de~ive the o f f  se t -curse  
to be used by the irnp;~ct-model. 

scena~ios: material. size and s11t1pe of the involved objects, as 
well ;rs velocity or ~scelerarion/deceleri~tior~ j r ro,~.~fbr~rra i i r )~~~~I or- 
iribrrrev 121). The main obse~viaions behind the development and 
structure of tlie model ;Ire presented shortly: 

4.2.1. Rofli,~g i i~reracr io~~ willr 11x8 in~pnct-~,~odel a s  lo~vc~.sr- 
level hididi,,~ b i r ~ k  or! o drii'111.q o f f  set-curve 

Rolling-contact between two objects is restricted to distinct points: 
the supporting s u ~ f t ~ c e  is not fully "truccd"/followed, nor is the sur- 
rise of the rolling object. Figure 3 sketches the idea: the ~ulling ob- 
ject is here assumed to be locnlly spherical without "microscopic" 
surface detnils. Tliese arsumptions Cue unpl-oblcnintic. since the 
micro details of the surface of the rollitig object can be simply 
;~dded to the second sul-face (to roll on) and the radius of llie re- 
lnnirii~~g "smoothed n~acroscopic" curve could be varied; in con- 
junction with following ooiions. even :In assumed constant radius 
however showed to be satisfactory. 

The actual movement ofthe rolling object differs from the ide- 
alization of figure 3 due to ineltia nnd elasticity. In fzlct, it's exactly 
d ~ e  conscquellces of these physicill properties. which ;ue described 
by. ;md suhstantii~rc tlie use of the impnct model(-equations). It is 
fu~ther  irnponant to notice that, in coi~tr;at to slipping-. sliding- 
or scratching-actions, the interaction force on the two objects in- 
volved in ;I simple rolling-scenario is npprosimately pel-pzndicu- 
lar to the conwct sulfilce (the macroscopic mean curve). pointing 
along rile co~~nect ion line of thc momelu;u.y point of cunlact and 
the "center of the rollillg object". This Elct is nor reflected in the 
sketches. since here rel;~tive dimensions are highly unre;llislic. es- 
z~ggerated for pulposes of disp1;ly). Suoiming up, the linnl venical 
movemmt o r  the center of the ball can be approximnted by 11se 
of the one-dimensional impact-model with the offset-curve 
shown in fgore 4. 

In a naive approach. the cillculatio~i ofconr:~cr poinis is corn- 
p u ~ ~ t i o ~ ~ a l l y  highly demanding: In each point r along the suriace 
curve s(q)'. i.e. for ei~cli si~mplillg point in our p~xcticnl discrete 
case (at  audio rate). the follo\ving condition, \vliicli describes the 
momentary point of contact 17,. \vould need to be solved: 

'Here wr.e usc rhc i~npmblecn:ilic ossun~plion l h ; ~  the surfacc cumc is  
prcsenl;lble as a rcnl fuliciiuii s : I H R. I R ;In inlenal. 

Figure 4 Sketcll of the  effective of fset-curve,  resulting from 
the su~l;lce s ( z ) .  

To facilitate ;I practical, real-time, implementation, a "sinat" al- 
gorithm had to he developed, that reduczs the number o r  c;rlcn- 
latioos/compariso~~s by hctors up to 1000. Tlie ideal o f f s e t -  
curve is then calculated from tlie coordinntes of the coot;~ct 
points. 

The surft~ce-signal which is processed by n"rol1ing-fillei' as above 
rnigllt be derived tlirough scannin~.s/iampling of'~re;J"surfaces. A 
flexible swtistics-baed generation though is preferable in our con- 
text over the sumptuous, static storage of fixed profiles. One such 
approach isjincinl rlnise, i.e. noise with a llf" power spectrum. 
tlie real parameter B renecting tlie fractal dimension or roughness. 
Practical results of modeling following the so-far developed meth- 
ods however became much moreconvincing, when the bandwidth 
of the surface-signal was strongly limited. This does not surprise. 
when one keeps in mind thr~t typical surfaces of objects involved 
i s  rolling scen~uios. are generally smoothed to high degee. (In 
fact, it seems hnrd to imagine. what e.g. an uncut raw stone rolling 
on another surface, typically modeled IS n fractol. let's soy a small 
sc111e reproduction of the nlps, would sound like?) Smoothing on 
a 1;lrge scale, e.g. cutting and arranging pieces ofs to~ie  for a stone 
floor, corresponds to hioh-pass-filtering. while smoothing on a mi- 
croscopic level, e.g. polishing of stones. clln :~pproximately be 
scen ;IS low-pass-filtering. h~ connection with this resulting band- 
pass, the l/fd chi~l.i~cteristics of the initial noise signal lost in sig- 
nificsoce. Band-pass filtered white noise thos was choseo XI a 
chew xnd efficient solution: it can eventutlllv be eoliiloced bv an 
additional second-order filter. \\,hose steeliness finally represents a 
"microscopic" degree of roughnes.; as n ver), coarse :~pproxin~ation 
of the fr;lct;ll specuuni. 

Of course, the pammerers of tlie impact itself. in p~ulicular 
the elasticity constimt lc. c;m/n~ust illso he carefully ac1,justed to 
curtace-. e.g. material properties and strongly contribute to the 
eapl-essiveness of the model. 

Typic;~l scen;~rios of rolling tend to h o w  cli;~racteristic "macro- 
scopic" acoustic features, that appc;u to be of Iligh perceptual rel- 
evance. especially for velocity-expression. Macro-tc~npor;~l peri- 
odicities I-esult iron1 typical patterns of more or less regular na- 
ture as fout~d on mnny "ground" surf;ses (such as joillts of stone- 
or wooden floors, the periodic text~~res of textiles or the pseudo- 
periodic furrows io wooden b o d s ) .  Seemingly even more impor- 
mnt, for ro l l i~~p  ohjccts, that ;Ire not pelfectly spherics1 (in the sec- 
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ABSTRACT that a control oanel like that is not outimal for all contexts. At the 
same time it invites the user to explore a wide range ofpossibilities 

Three rypes of ecological events (crushing, walkins and running1 bv real-time direct maninulation of the control oarameters. 
have been considered. Their acoustic properties have been mod- Pl~~~.~ii~icol rrro&li,~g has been successfully applied to musical 
eled following the ph~sics-based approach. Starting from an ex- instrument modeling [2, 3. 4, 5.  6.  71, mainly because tile ease of 
istins physically-based impact model. we have superimposed to of peculiar such as, in a virtual piano model, 
it the dynamic and temporal stochastic characteristics governing force to a key by player [a]. on the other hand, 
cruslling events. The resultins model has been finally hisizered by physical modeling hardly surpasses synthesis tecl,niques based on 
conhol rules defining walking and running time patterns. signal sampling if only the parameter of sound reproduction accu- 

This bottom-up d e s i ~  strategy was made possible because the racy is taken into account during the evaluation of a synthesizer. 
sound synthesis and sound control models could be directly con- Physical modeling is as long as level of interac- 
nected each other via a common switchboard of driving and con- tivity bemeen the user and ,,inual inshument is as 
trol parameters. The existence of a common interface specification a parameter of quality. Thougll, the exploration of pllysical mod- 
for all the models follows from the application of physics-based els is relatively at an early stage, horizon al which designers 
modeling, and translates in major advantages when those models look at is still heavily bounde, by the amount of computa. 
arc implemented as independent, self-contained blocks and proce- tional resources can afford, as long as the real-time consrraint 
durcs connected togetlter in real-time inside a sofhvare like pd. comes into nlav alonrr with reasonable limits in the cost of the final . ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ ~~ " 

application. Unfortunately, despite a moderate need of memory, 

1. INTRODUCTION physical models demand a large amount of computational powcr 
(for this reason, teclmiqucs aiming at transforming at least part of 

Plg,,sics-based souud s~mtlzesis has its roots in some traditional those computational power requirements into figures of  memory 
~aradimns for the generation of sound for musical uurposes. In occupa60n have been proposed [9]) .  This is not the case of sam- 

- .  
ation process and, consequently, by its reproduction [I]. 

This approach to sound design, hence, deals with the cause 
and not with the effect. In other words we can say that sound is ob- 
tained by designing (or modeling) a corresponding process, what- 
ever it is and even regardless of its etrects. It is not an uncommon 
result that this process, in the e n 4  comes out to be unsuitable for 
sound generation. Nevertheless. there are cases in which a given 
process produces effective and convincing sounds. 

Such an approach leads to models whose control is specified 
in parameters having a direct relationship with the syntltesis pro- 
cess. On the other hand, any control devoted to manipulate spe- 
cific sound features must be applied indirectly through a mau, . . . 
that acts as an intermediate layer in between the synthesis en- 
eine and the control oanel. For this reason. the uhvsics-based - . . 
approach is generally not so effective in contexts where sound 
must he controlled using haditional sigal-based operations (for 
instance, spectral manipulations). 

In the case of  a synthesis process that models the evolution of 
a physical system, we are in front of a special sound synthesizer. 
Once its suitability to sound generation has been proved, this syn- 
thesizer offers peculiar (i .~. ,  physical) conhol parameters to the 
user. By means of thosc parameters the user can directly select 
quantities such asforce, pr.essrrre, riruss, and eluslicih~. I t  is clear 

the application. 
Physics-based (or physically-based) sound syntliesis relocates 

the physical modeling background into a different framework, that 
is, the synthesis of ecologicul sounds [lo]. Those sounds are nor- 
mally experienced during everyday listening, and contribute to our 
perception of  the world. Sounds accounting for events such as 
the bouncing of an object falling on the floor, the friction between 
hvo objects. a crushing c m ,  the walking of a person, are detected, 
rccognized and possibly localized by our Ilearing system. These 
sounds convey vilul inforn~ation, via the auditory channel, about 
the surrounding environment, and their reproduction is very inter- 
esting in applications involving audio virtual reality (or audio VR). 
The more realistic the virtual scenario, the morc cffcctive the au- 
dio VR system must be. Hence, we must not be surprised if the 
simulation of an everyday listening environment becomes much 
more realistic when it conveys also the auditory infomyation about 
ecological events such as thosc seen above [I i]. In this paper we 
will deal in oarticular with cnrshine. ~nulkrrle and nmninrr. - .  

Physics-based sound synthesis has proved its validity in the 
modeling of elementary ecological sounds. such as impacts and - 

collisions: thcse sounds can be synthesized importing the non- 
linear hammer-string interaction block 181 inside a model that cap- - . . 
tures the most relevant physical phenomena occurring during a 





Figure I: Sl~rclt of'thep~nced~ee rrsrdro calc~rlate thepilcll of'the 
i,npzrlses uv long os the process eooh,es. 

and R,, corresponding to the distances calculated behveen the new 
mark in; (occurring at time step k,) and the lefhvard and rightward 
nearest marks (occurred at previous time steps), respectively, are 
used as absolute values for the calculation of two driving frequen- 
cies. Jr, and JR, and two decay times. TL and TR.  and also as rel- 
ative weigh& for sllaring the energy Ej behveen the two impacts. 
XJ I , , ; , .  and XJ ,,,, . forming each crumpling sound: 

where the driving frequencies (decay times) are in between hvo 
extrcme values, / h i i \ ~  (%,AX) and ~ ~ I I N  (%IN), corresponding to 
the driving frequencies (decay timcs) selected for a full and a min- 
imum portion of the se-pent, respectively: 

in which tlie symbols / must be substituted by T in the case of 
decay times. 

We decided to operate on the so-callcd "frequency factor" and 
decay time of the impact model: the former is related to the size 
of the colliding objcct: the latter accounts for the object material 
1141. We considered both of tlicm to be rclatcd to the crumpling 
hce t  area: the smaller the facet. the higher-pitched the fundamen- 
tal frequency and the shorter the decay time of the emitted sound. 

3. CAN CRUSHING 

In the case of the aluminum can. crushing occurs in consequence 
of  some force applied to it. This action is usually performed by 
an agent having approximately the same size as the can surface, 
such as the sole of a slioe. As the aoent compresses the can, sound 
emission to the surrounding environment changes since the active 
emittine surface of the can is shrinkine. and some of the creases - 
become open hc rures  in the surface. We suppose that the internal 
pressure in the can is maximum in tlie beginning of the crushing 

Figure 2: Spectrogran~ of tlrepr-olalype solrrld of a crushing can. 

process. This pressure relaxes to the atmospheric value as long as 
the process evolves, due to pressure leaks from the holes appearing 
in the surface. and due to the decreasine velocitv of the crushing - - 
action. These processes, if any1, have a clear effect on the evolu- 
tion in time of the spectral energy: high frequencies are gradually 
spoiled o r  their spectral content, as it can be easily seen from Fig- 
ure 2 where the spechogam of a real can during crushing has been 
plotted. 

The whole process is interpreted in our model as a hme-varying 
resonating effect. realized through the use of a low-selectivity lin- 
ear filter whose lowpass action over the sound s,,, is slid toward 
the low-frequency as long as the process evolves. Loivpass filter- 
ing is performed using a first-order lowpass filter [20]. In the case 
of crushing cans we adopted the following Glter parameters: . lowest cutoff frequency ~ ~ I I N  = 500 Hz 

e highest cutoff frequency RMAX = 1400 Hz. 

Using those parameters, the cutoff frequency is slid toward the 
loivest value as long as energy is spent by the process. More prc- 
cisely, the cut frcquency wj at time step k, is calculated according 
to the following rule: 

This kind ofpost-processing contributes to give a smooth, progres- 
sively "closing" cliaracteristic to thc crumpling sound. 

3.1. Parameterization 

Several parameter configurations hove been tested during the tun- 
ing of the model. It has been noticed that some of the parameters 
have a clear (although informal) rlir.ecr inteqrctation: 

El,, can be seen as an "image'. of the size, i.e., the height 
of the cylinder forming the can. This sounds quite obvious, 
since Etn, governs the time length of the process, and this 
lcngth can be in hlrn reconducted to the can size. Sizes 

I We arc still lookmg b r a  lharoufh erplanalion ofwhat happensduring 
crushing. 
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are pressins hvo keys simultaneously. During running there is an 
time interval when both feet are in the air, and in srnccnto scale 
playing there is a time interval (key detached time) when all fin- 
gers are in the air simultaneously. - 

Thesc and other results conhibuted to the design of some per- 
formance rules implemented in the Director Musices performance 
system [27, 281 and related to body motion. In previous experi- 
ments it has been demonstrated that legato and staccato are among 
the expressive parameters which help in syntllesizingperformances 
which are recognized as sad and respectively as happy by listen- 
ers [23, 291. 

Given the considerations above, it was tempting hying to ap- 
ply the performance rules, which present similarities with walking 
and running, to the control of  crumpling sounds. 

4.2. Controlling footstep sounds 

In a first experiment, performance rules where used for the conhol 
of  the sound of onc single footstep extracted from a recorded se- 
quence of waking and running sounds on gravel [26]. Stlmuli in- 
cluding both sequences of footsteps controlled with the rules. and 
sequences of footsteps obtained by Ioouina the same sound wcre - . -  
produced. These stimuli were proposed to subjects in a listen- 
ing test. Subjects could distinguish behveen walking and running 
sounds, and classified the stimuli produced with the performance 
rules as more natural. Still thc soundcontrolled was a static sound. 
Thus, a natural development is to conbol a physics-based model 
implementing footstep sounds. 

Informal listening test of the sound produced by the crushing 
can model, presented in Section 3, classificd this sound as that of 
a footstep on cold snow. This result suggested the possibility of 
controlline the model using nerformance rules such those for the - .  
control of Final Retard, and legato andstaccato articulation. 

A pd-module implementing the conhol of footstcp sounds is 
represented in F igue  4. A sequence of footstep sounds with 101 
set by the "Tempo" slider is produced by pressing the Walk but- 
ton. If the Slow-down button is pressed, the 101s become larger, 
i.e. slower tempo. This effect is implemented using the Fi~ia l  Re- 
tardrule [?I]. Parameters S i z e ,  F o r c e ,  and S o f t n e s s  are set 
to values which give a realistic sound of  footstep on cold snow. 
In the case ofwalkinglrunning sounds these three parameters rep- 
resent the size of the foot, the force applied by tlie foot, and tlie 
softness of the ground. 

The Spectrogram of walking sounds produced by the module 
of Figure 4 is shown in Figure 5. Tlie 101 behveen footsteps in- 
creases because the Slow-down button was pressed and the "Final 
Retard" rule was activated. 

An outcome of the present work is that analogies behveen lo- 
comotion and music performance, briefly presented in Section I. . . 
combined with the control properties ofphysics-based sound mod- 
elina. oucn new uossibilitics for the desim of conhol models for - .  - 
artificial walking sound patterns, and in general for sound control 
models based on locomotion. 

5. ONGOING RESEARCH 

In the particular case of walkinglrunning sounds, we lrave ob- 
served that the "Force" and "Softness" parameters should vary 

Figure 4: Screenshot ofo pd-nlodtrle inrplementing tlze conhol of 
jborttep sormds. Tempo (in bprn), i i a lk ,  SlotvDown, and Stop 
conhoi the ti,nirrg of ieulking steps. Size. Force rind Soft - 
ness deter~iri~re rhefoor size, irs force on the g ) ~ t r ~ ~ d  and its sofl- 
ness. The stodel coritrolled is that of the cnrslri~rg can presented in 
Figure .i. 

expressive walking could help toward a possible solution. In a re- 
cent study [25] ground reaction force by the foot during different 
gaits was measured. Valuc and time envelope of this force varied 
with the different walking technique adopted by subjects. These 
techniques wcre also characterized by different tempi. 

In general, the proposed rule-based approach for sound control 
is only a stcu toward the desian of more aeneral control models - - 
that respond to physical gestures. Ongoing research in the framc- 
work of the Sounding Obiect nroiect is dealine with the imulemen- - . -  - 
tation of rule-based control of impact sound models and of friction 
sound models. 
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with "Tempo". Higher tempi should correspond to larger values i f  
the force and lower decree of softness. A next steo in our research - 
will be therefore the identification of such a mapping. Studies on 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper we explore the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform 
(MDCT), bascd on cosine modulated filter banks, as a tool for the 
analysis and processing ofmusical tones. We show that acomplex- 
ification of the MDCT channels yields a suitable representation of 
sounds in which extraction ofcharacteristics such as amplitude en- 
velopes and instantaneous frequencies of the partials is efficiently 
and accurately achieved. As an extension, we introduce a pitch- 
synchronous version of the MDCT. the PS-MDCT, which can be 
adapted to the time-varying pitch of instrument sounds. The PS- 
MDCT is an invertible, orthogonal transform of signals that can 
be used as a synthesis by analysis technique. The implications are 
that this representation is useful in several audio effects like pitch 
shifting and time stretching. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In sinusoidal representations [I], in Spectral Modeling Synthesis 
[2] based on sinusoids plus noise, as well as, in the phase vocoder 
[3][6][5][4][7], the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) plays 
a central role for tlie analysis and synthesis of the instantaneous 
amplitudes and frequencies of the sound partials. The intuition is 
that to each individual partial there corresponds a spectral peak, 
whose position, amplitude and phase can be estimated by means 
of the discrete Fourier transform. Peak parameter estimation can 
be updated in time by subdividing the signal into several, possi- 
bly overlapping, windowed frames composing the STFT. Track- 
ing of the spectral peaks is necessary in order to cope with real- 
life sienals in which the  itch of the ~ar t ia ls  is not constant. A - 
pitch-synchronous version of the STFT can also be devised to ana- 
lyze pseudo-periodic or pseudo-harmonic sounds, e.g., tones with 
slight frequency deviation as in vibrato. In that case, the frame 
Ienglli and hop size of the STFT can be adapted to the fluctuations 
of  the pitch. Other alternatives include modification, e.g. regu- 
larization, of the signal by remapping each period to a standard 
one or by frequency warping. Misalignment of the signal pitch 
with tlie analysis frequency bins causes, in any case, leakage into 
adjacent bins. Therefore the energy of a partial, even when this 
is very coherent and narrow band, spreads out to several adjacent 
bins. Consequently, extraction of characteristics has to take this 
fact into account in order to obtain meaningful estimates. It is well 
known. for eaample, that extraction of the amplitude envelopes of 
the partials is affected by ringing error unless a proper number of 
frequency bins are averaged. 

In this paper we focus on an alternate signal representation 
based on the Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT). The 
rcpresentation can be made pitch-synchronous by conforming each 

period of the signal to the longest expected period. The s i p a l  is 
then analyzed by means of a cosine modulated filter bank having a 
constant number of channels equal to the number of samples in tlie 
maximum period. A similar representation was introduced by one 
of the authors as a building block in the Fractal Additive Synthe- 
sis method [8][9]. Unlike the pitch-synchronous STFT, in which 
there exist basis elements resonating on the harmonic frequencies 
of the partials, in the pitch-synchronous MDCT (PS-MDCT) each 
harmonic partial is split into a pair (doublet) of sinusoidal terms, 
each lying on one side of the harmonics and representing a single 
side-band. A superposition of these hvo terms provides a brnad- 
band representation of each of the harmonics. rile MDCT of a 
real signal is real valued. However, as we will sljow, both m- 
plitude and phase of each harmonics can be estimated by intro- 
ducing a complexification of the doublets. The main advantage 
of using the MDCT is that no further averaging of frequency bins 
is required in order to achieve a reasonable estimation of these 
quantities. This property can be exploited in synthesis parameter 
extraction, as well as, in special effecb, such as pitch shifting and 
time stretching [16][15]. 

2. THE MODIFIED DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFOIUvl 

The Modified Discrete Cosine Transform (MDCT) is contained in 
tlie MPEG-I audio coding standard and its subsequent versions as 
a signal representation suitable for perceptually adaptive quantiza- 
tion. The MDCT is based on a sliding window version of the type 
IV Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). A signal s(n) is analyzed 
by means of the orthogonal projections 

S ~ ( T )  = ( 5 , ~ p . v )  = , ~ ( k ) i n ~ . ~ ( l ~ ) ;  
k 

on the basis set 

~ , , . ~ ( k )  = p,,,o(l; r P ) ,  p = 0, ..., P  - 1: r E Z, 

~ 1 1 ~ 1 ~  

This basis set is obtained by translation of a window w ( k )  modu- 
lated by a cosine term. The MDCT can be imnlemented by means 

- 
the following conditions [13][12][1 I]: 

w 2 ( k )  + w2(k  + P )  = 1 

~ u ( k )  = 7u(2P - 1 - I<). 
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with with 
(1 - P)(2p + 1)6 

ap = 
4 P  

(4) 
6 

Consequently, the DFT Fp(w) of  fp(li) is 

(271 + 1 ) 6  while, with the same notation, 

1 sin P a w  . 
S,, (T) - ----- -------- sin (rPAw - a;,) 

2@ sin % 

Writing w as w = % + Aw: wit11 [Awl 5 5: then: Thus, 

& ( T )  = R R e  {e-1rp4d& (T + AU) ) (5) Q,,(r) = arctan sin (rPAw - ah,) =rPAw-a; , .  (11) 
cos (rPAw - a;,) 

Since 1.1' (w) is essentially nonzero in a neighborhood of w = 0 
then only the elements For p = 2q - 1 and p = 2q are essentially 
nonzero with 

e,"?',-' 
FTq-, (% + Aw) % -1'1; 2 

(Aw + L) 2 P  

6 
I17 (aw - ,) . ( 6 )  

2 

Furthermore. for Aw zz 0 and using as analysis window the sine 
window (I)  we have: 

ii fi J ( ~ - ; ) ~ u e  nr Aw+- -- ( ZP) - 2 j  e- '  sin + 
e-J* -j(p-+)nusinPAw 

e . - 
2 j  sin & , ( 7 )  

since the other terms in 

sin (PAW i ri) 

sin (* * 1 .. 2 )  

are negligible. Thus, we have: 

1 sinPAw 
S~,)-I(T) = X 

2&F sin* 
(8) 

and 

1 sir1 PAW 
Sz,, ( 7 )  - ----- -------- X 

?$P sin* 
(9) 

In order to obtain the phase of the complex doublet we make the 
following considerations. Since 

6 6 
a?,-] = a2, + 7 - - - 2P 

then (8) becomes: 

sin 
cos ( r ~ ~ w  - a&,,) Sz,,-,(r) % -- 

2 & F  sin + 

Therefore, the phase of the doublet is linear and its slope is pro- 
portional, via the factor P, to the frequency deviation of the par- 
tial from the center analysis frequency %. The instantaneous 
frequency deviation Aw can be exh-acted from the complexified 
MDCT data by computing the difference of the unwrapped phase 
R, in adjacent frames, for each partial or MDCT doublet indexed 
by g = 1, ..., P - 1: 

Finally, the instantaneous (normalized) frequencies of the partials 
are given by 

?irq 
[Awl,, + ,. 

For the amplitudes we obtain the following result: 

Thus, the amplitude is affected by a known scaling factor deriving 
from the partial frequency detuning from the center analysis fre- 
quency. This result continues to hold under the assumption that the 
amplitude envelope is approximately constant within any window 
of length 2P. This formula allows for a simple means to com- 
pensate the extracted envelope for the bias introduced by the Aw 
detuning. 

Envelopes extracted from an oboe sound by means oftlie tuned 
MDCT method are shown in figure 3. The original sound con- 
tained a certain amount of vibrato and pitch instability. Neverthe- 
less. the number of channels of the MDCT filter bank was tuned 
to the average number of saniples in a signal pcriod. This result 
should be compared with the estimation of the envelopes using u 
STFT with a Hann window of length 2 P  and hop size of P sam- 
ples, shown in figure 4. It is apparent that the STFT extracted 
envelopes are not accurate, especially in the second half of the 
signal, due to pitch instability gencmting interference terms in ad- 
jacent frequency bins. 

An example of estimation of the instantaneous frequencies of 
the partials is shown in figure 5. There, the Frequency deviation (in 
Hz) of the first four harmonics of  the oboe sounds, extracted from 
MDCT data by complexification and frame-to-frame differencing 
is shown. The vibrato and pitch trend of the signal are clearly 
visible from the figure. 
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analysis filter bank. The analysis of the period-conformed signal is [I 01 Puckette, M. S.. Brown, J. C. "Accuracy of frequency esti- 
then performed by means of a cosine modulated filter bank having mates using the phase vocoder:' IEEE Pans. OII  Spe~ch and 
a constant number P,,, of channels. By means of this extension, Audio P,oc.; Vol. 6, No. 2, pp.166 -176, Mar 1998. 
each MDCT doublet is tuned to a hamdnic partial. independently 
of nitch variations. Therefore the results of the nrevious section 
can be applicd in order to obtain instantaneous amplitude and fre- 
quency estimates. Thc only difference is that in order to obtain 
the instantaneous frequencies one needs to add to the Aw terms 
in (12) the time-varying Frequencies instead of the constant 
ones. Additionally, estimation of the Aw terms by frame-to-frame 
differencing has to take into account the timc-varying pitch char- 
acteristics. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

While estimation of characteristics of musical tones such as in- 
st;mtaneous amplitudes and frequencies of the partials has been 
nerformed in the Dast bv means of  the STFT or vocoder schemes. 
in this paper we showed that altematc algorithms to perform the 
same task are available in a suitable MDCT based representations. 
In many cases the new algorithms are more accurate or efficient 
than their STFT counterpart. MDCT malysis can be generalized 
to signals with significantly time-varying pitch, by means of the 
~ i v e n  pitch-synchronous scheme. The MDCT and its inverse rep- - .  
resent alternative building blocks for phase vocodcrs, with appii- 
cations to pitch shifting and time stretching. 
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1.1. Time transformations 

In the time domain, there is only one transformation in 
PVLAB: the modification of the order in which the 
frames are written to the output. The user can define a 
curve (input time vs. output time], also defining the 
output duration. The simplest application of this 
transformation is time contraction or expansion of the 
input signal: the user should choose a linear curve y=x 
and modify the output duration. Interpolation between 
adjacent kames can be enabled or disabled: if disabled, 
output frames are identical to input frames, except for 
the time location. 

1.2. Frequency transformations 

There are three transformations in PVLAB, belonging 
to the frequency group: Renmnpping. Qlrnritize and 
Rnrldorii rrdd. Rerrrappitrg is straightforward: the user 
defines a curve (output frequency vs. input 
frequency], and each frequency value contained in the 
pair (A_ f] is modified accordingly. The simplest 
effect achievable with this technique is pitch shifting: 
one has simply to define a curve of the form y=ax. 
PVLAB allow also the user to define two frequency- 
remapping curves and an interpolation curve, so thnt 
the spectral deformation can be varied in time. The 
Qrmntizc transformation is a particular case of 
remapping: the frequencies of the output can assume 
only discrete values, calculated with the formula 

where5, is the base frequency and r is the quantization 
ratio. 

For example, if base frequency is 27.5 Kz and 
quantization ratio is 1.059463. the quantization grid 
corresponds to the frequencies of the temperaled scale. 
For each (A, f ]  pair, the new frequency value equals 
the grid value nearest to the old value. Finally, in the 
Rnnrloni irdd transformation, a random value is added 
to the original frequency value: the maximum value 
added is 4 times the frequency resolution, given by 
(sampling rate)l(n. of FFI points). The user can set the 
amount of randomness on a frequency basis, defining a 
curve [random amount vs. frequency), or two curves 
and an interpolation curve. 

1.3. Amplitude transformations 

The amplitude transformations g o u p  contains three 
items: Trnnsferfieictioi~, Tl~reslrold, Irrverse tltreslmold. 
The Trarrsferfirnctiorr is the classical curve [amplitude 
coefficient vs. frequency], that allow the user to 
perform very precise filtering. Filtering can also be 
dynamic, interpolating between two filtering curves. 
Tlmreslmold and Itiverse tl~reshold operations are trivial: 
the output values of the amplitude are equal to the 
input values if these are above (or below, respectively) 
the threshold value, otherwise they are set to zero. The 
Tlireslmold transformation can be used for noise 
reduction, or to extract the strongest harmonics of an 
instrumental sound, for example. In PVLAB, the 
threshold value is specified as a fraction (from 0.0 to 
1.0) of the maximum RMS value of the input signal. 

Fig. 2 Screenshot of the upper part of the main window 
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Fig. 4 - Screenshot of the curve definition window 

2. CONCLUSIONS 
[5] Oppenheim, A.V., and Schafer, R.W., "Digital 

Signal Processing", Prentice Hall Inc., New 
Jersey, 1988. 

The PVLAB program is useful in a huge range of 
audio processing needs. Its main features are speed of 
execution, in comparison with general purpose 
software like Csound, and the capability to define 
curves with an intuitive and easy-to-use GUI. 
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uter (according to a variety o r  digital sign 
iques and/or p r o p m  routines operating at a 
olic level) into sound events. or cause some tr 
ut sound material. Upon hearing the agent adlu 

by means of the available controls. eventually 'pl 
system almost as if it were a new kind of music in st^ 
(however, the 'instrument- metaphor cannot really 
generalized). A variety of linown interactive performan 
situations have been described in available nublicatians on thes 

k of 'interactivity' is today common. ubiquitous. And often When it comes to live digital signal processing interfaces, 
aningless too. 'fie history of the .interactive arts' and their becomes clear that the system desiga itself. and particularly th 

paradigms [I] is documented in an ovenvhelming body of interactions mediated by the user interface (interdependent 
among control variables), become the very matter of cornpositi 

It is not thc goal of this paper to overview existing ~vorli in [6] and can no longer be separated by the internal development of 
the area of '~nteractive music systems'. It ralher focusey on the sound. Interestingly. in recent work we can observe that not only 
pmdigm of 'interaction' inherent in most efforts in this research the visual interfaces, but also the desiga of mechanical devices 
area and particularly on interactive signal processing interfaces. can be crucial to the extent that it directly affects the details in the 
What kind of 'systems' are musical systems called 'interactive'? output sound (a peculiar example is [71). 
I hy to answer adopting a particular system-theory view - a Nohv~thstanding the sheer variety of devices and protocol 
rudicul consbarfrl~rsfrc view 121, of a hind that emerged from currently available. all -interactive music systems' 
efrom in the c5bernetics of living systems [3], including social developments specific to the internet - share a 
svslems and 'ccosvstems' I41. This reauires a reformulation of principle. namely a linear communication flow (figure 



control 
performer 

That recursion is a potential source of dyamical behaviour. of 
noise and unpredictable developments. Yet the basic design 
remains a linear one. i.e. from the performer's action to the 
computer reaction. The performer is first the initiator agent of the 
computer's reaction. and only secondly. and optionally, might 
become the ver). locrrs of feedback. injecting some Seatures of 
nonlinearity into the overall system ('system'. then, includes the 
performer). Most -live electronics' music can be referred to that 
design. which also returns in most computer music endeavours; 
even in very recent discussions [S]. 

2.1 Wl~erc and ~vlier~ are systems 'interactive? 

In the above mentioned approach, 'interaction' means that the 
computer change its internal state dcpending on the performer's 
action. and that the latter is potentially itself oriented in hisiher 
action by the computer output (dashed line in figure 2). Therc - 
in the perfomer's mind and ears - lies the only source oS 
unforeseen developments. of dynamical behaviour. Of course one 
could introduce all sorts of comples transfer functions in the 
mapping of data from one domain to another (similar to many 
musical instruments with their complex mapping of gesture into 
sound) but that is an option which is not in essential in the 
ontology reflecting 'interaction': agent acts, qstear re-acts. 

Put it in another way. in existing 'intmctive music systems'. 
and particularly in their DSP components. tlie .s?stefil is not itselj 
able to directl~r cause a i ~ s  chon~e  or. n~rsrrrient O r  (lie 'e.~tenml 
co,idiiior?,s' set lo its ois,i process. it docs not generate or 
transform the control data it needs to change its own internal state. 
The model prompted includes no recursion. 

Also. 'interaction' is not usually referred to the meclianisms 
implcniented within tlic computer: the array of available 
generative andlor transformative methods usually consists of 
separate functions. i.e. they are conceived independent of one 
another, and function accordingly. The agent selects the 
particular function(s) and process(es) active at any piven time. 

processes is usually implemented within the .interactive' system.' 
'Interaction' (either between system and extemal conditions. or 
between any two processes within computer) is rarely understood 
and implemented for what it is in real living systems (either 
human or not): a by-product of implemented lower-level 
interdependencies among system components. Interfaces usually 
do not allow to create a communication between DSP processes, 
but only to independently handle their parameters. in the form of 
runtime variables. 

3. FROM 'INTERACTIVE COMPOSING' TO 
'COMPOSING THE INTERACTION' 

In a dif'lercnt approach. the aim would be first of all to create a 
di,,zanrica/ s.vste!n. possibly exhibiting an adaptive behaviour to 
the surroundings ('external conditions'). It should be able not only 
to 'hear' \+.hat happens 'out there' (an 'observing' system; capable 
01- tracking down relevant features of the external world. not 
demanding this from an external agency). but also to become in 
the end a self--obse,vh?g system [lo]. ultimately using information 
on the extemal conditions to orient its own internal sequence of 
systcm states (self-organizatio~i). 

This idea is motivated with a nation of 'interaction' as a 
means. not an end in itself. i.e. a prcrcquisitc for something like a 
'system' to emerge. Therefore, 'interaction' should be the object 
of design (hence. composition). and more precisely the by-product 
of carerully plumed-out interdependencies among system 
components.' The overall synem behaviour (dynamics) should be 
bom of those interactions. in turn born of lower-level 
interconnections. 

This is a move from -interactive performance', or 'interactive 
composing' (as in tlie pioneering work of Joel Chadabe and 
others) to 'performing the interaction'. or 'composing the 
interaction'. In the latter approach. one designs, implements and 
maintains a nehvork system whose emergent behaviour in sound 
one calls music. When a such a system cnters a non-destructive 
relationship to the surrounding environment - the system's /rouse. 
literally: its otrog - it becomes an eco-q~stern. 

4. THE AUDIBLE ECO-SYSTEMIC INTERFKE 

The ,411diiible Eco-Sj'stcrrric Irzterfoce (AESI) reflects a self-feeding 
loop design (figure 3). A chain of causes and elfccts is established 
without any intervention on a liuman performer's part (but that 
doesn't mean that a pcribmer cannot enter the loopi): the 

I Thc obscrvntion also .loolies to 'interactive music svstcms. canahlr or 

following'. runtime control variables ;]re updated ibllowing the successful 
or unsuccessful matchine of an instrumental per~ormancc against a stored 
cvcnl list (score): thrrcfore here. too. decisions are 'dynamically. madc by 

- 
or sound ga ins  or other musical atom units would not programs and musical pieccs I I I]. 

automatically induce a decrease in amplitude ( a  perceptually "otc tho1 'interaction' hcrc should not be implicitly undcnlood LS '.man/ 

dimension of density): such an remains a macl~inc interaction'. The AESI project leans an 'ambicncc / machine 

chance to the performer, No interdepmdency among interaction‘. Clearly, thc ambience may host onc or many purlbrmcrz. A 
similar annocation should be madc for 'interface', ns wed later in the 
paper. 



room rerondnccs to tI1e sound as ~CIULIII!. hc~rd .  arc uicd w adspt (dcscrihcd in their s!slemic mc;~ning. hecnucc the purticular m.ltlt 
t l ~ c  computer pcrlbrmancc tu the room rcspumsc: the :\I(SI cxprcrsir~n can ch;lnp< clepcnding on contc\t): co,,,pe,,rorir,,, (c.p. 
!ariahl:i arc in 3 cunstilnt tlu\ or' chmacs JcnenJine on tI1c Jecrc:~rint :~mnlitlrJc. cithcr thnt o f  the innut or [he output tu 

l 'he sound (room resonances) affects 

from more usual 

process cycle and become a part o f  the overall system 



maps of control signals). It also heavily depends on the sound 
material being used to excite the environment resonances. and 
clearly on the specific room acoustics (material and geometrical 
characteristics of tlte system environment). 

The AESI runtime process unfolds as it 'leams' about the 
mvironment. Its coupling to the latter is indirect: it happens in tlte 
medium of sound. In a way that is riot at all metaphorical. by 11,411 
of doing son7erlrbig to the e~nironnre~il (sending sounds to it) it 
actually leams about itself as a system and develops its own 
internal organization. 

Finally. note that all eschenges bet\veen the AESI and its 
otsog Lake place in the medium of sound: sonlid is the inter/ore 
(all processes and equipement involved_ e.g. microphones, are 
vehicles or transformers of sound signals).' As finally perceived 
by the listeners. sound bears traces of the structural coupling it is 
born of. One can speak of ozrdible i~~terfoces. i.e. interljces whose 
process (the mediation between system and environment) is or 
can be something actually heard. 

5. PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS 

A thorough technical description of the AESI implementation is 
out of  the scope of the present paper (it would extend to the 
discussion of the particular DSI' methods adopted. the feature- 
extraction algorithms themselves, etc. - not to mention the type 
of microphones. their placemenL relative distance and 
orientation. the size and geometry of the room. placement of 
loudspeakers, etc.). Furthermore. many details have been so far 
only planned out but not fully implemented yet. The purpose of 
the present paper was to introduce the perspeclive and the basic 
motivations. 

In this approach the notion of 'interaction' is reformulated 
(and implemented) in terms of dynamical interdependencies 
among system components. The idea that a computer 'reacts' to a 
performer's gesture is replaced wilh a 'structural coupling' of 
systcm and environment. The system ocls rrpo~~ the environment. 
observes the latter's reactions. and then reacts bascd on the 
environment's response. Also, by lracking down its own previous 
internal states. and previous interactions \vith the ambience. it 
developes bascd on its own history. i.e. 'cognizant' of the past 
(system's menm,?r. long term efYects. etc). 

Reflecting a radical construclivistic epistemology [l5]. the 
.,ltrriible Eco-$vstenric i~rrerface represents a 'structurally closed' 
bul 'organizationally open' system. The 'closure' is meant to 
preserve the system identity (that's the case with typical 
'interactive systems'. too). The 'opencss' reflects the system's 
ability to eschange energy (sound) with the environmcnt~13] and 
to determine its own internal causal sequence ofstates. thanks to a 
rich dynamics emerging in the interactions among system 

components (this is not the case with existing 'interactive music 
systems'). 

Addendum 

The current AESI implemcntetion was crrated with 
SyrnbolicSound's IC~rn5 .2  (using the CAPYBAM320 as DSP 
engine). In a preliminary musical work composed with and for the 
AESI, titled Ecosislernico d i b  I .  (2002). short sound 
impulses were used as the only raw sound material introduced 
into the feedback loop ofthe AESI. That was precisely in order to 
experimentally test the system's i~nprrlse response. The pulse 
material had been created with the PULSARGENERATOR p r o w m  
[I41 during the author's composer residency at CCMIX (Centre 
de  Creation Musicale lannis Xmakis). in Paris. April 2002.' 
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advantage of using a signal modcl: that the control 
space can be extended to allow playability in any 
direction on any dimension oncc a production 
mechanism has been established that afccls like an 
instrument)). In other words, the total fcedback from 
the instrument must provide enough stimulation to 
encourage further engagement with it and enough 
stability to prevent frustration arising fiom inability to 
repeat actions consistently. 
The data on which the model is based is primarily 
perceptual. In thcory tlus allows any conceivable 
instrument to bc created. However, the complexity of 
the perceptual system in comparison to a vibrating 
acoustic system means that arriving at a rich, cohercnt 
signal model is a significantly greater challenge, even 
if the computation at run time is roughly equivalcnt. 
The feedback into the design process has both formal 
and informal aspects. It is informal in as much as it is 
based on the designer's iteration through the loop of 
listening to the output sound and adjusting clements of 
the instrument according to observations from 
listening. The fonnal aspects are based on measures 
derived from experiments. Such measures arc 
correlated with attributes of the signal, for example, 
between spectral centroid and brightness. However, 
therc remains the problem of reverse engineering such 
abstract and non-unique properties in consistent ways. 

3 Psycl~ological Measures and their Interaction 
with Synthesis Parameters 

The analysis of acoustic signals is a complex task. 
Classification cues which may be used to categorize 
and identify sonic events, such as spcctral centroid [3], 
[4], [5] and cepstral coefficient [6] ,  [7], [8] have the 
disadvantage that these measures are statistical and 
effectively unrecoverable. The effect of SPL, 
frequency, duration, and waveform on perceived 
loudness, pitch, duration and timbre is complex and 
interdependent. ignoring contextual considerations, 
polyphonylmultiple simultaneous events, and non- 
linearities in this relationship, timbre is still a 
contentious area. apparently processed by the auditory 
system in separaic streams for time and frequency 
domains. The complex interaction of these domains in 
the cognition of even single stream stimuli creates 
ambiguities that have yet to be fully understood, such 
as the predominance of aaack or steady state cues in 
thc tracking and recognition of sounds [9], listening 
strategies [lo], and the relative importance and number 
of dimensions contained within the conccptualisation 
of timbre. 

4 The Problem of composition versus 
Specification 

Musical composition involves an understanding of the 
psychological/musica1 effect of how a sound is 
presented. It is the most sophisticated usc of timbre 
that human beings engage in. The musical paradigm 
allows the simultaneous comprehension of elements 
that usually cannot be perceived simultaneously. The 
unique manner in which music allows an 

understanding, in musical terms, of the complexity of 
interaction between genre; culture. personality and 
emotion has so far defied translation into scientific or 
linguistic terms. by virtue of its extreme complexity. 
Hnwevcr the musical sense of this complexity is 
inherently understandable through concepts such as 
<(expression)) [I I]. ((Expression)) is a complex 
phcnomenon. In Westem Art Music it is mediated 
through the score and thc performers' interpretation 
while in other Musics it arises through an analogous 
shared sense of inlportant featurcs. Socially 
constructed umcaning)) is arrived at through mutually 
understood metaphors suitable for describing how to 
achieve the desired results, as well as how to interpret 
those results. The challenge for computer-mediated 
music is to emulate this high level causality of 
intention and result in a meaningful and effective way. 
A significant aspect of this integration lies in how the 
instrument is played. This suggests that a systematic 
investigation into how mappings arc constructed in the 
absence of physical coupling will infoml how 
mappings are to be designed. For controllers to allow 
consistent navigation of potentially infinite timbre 
space requires synthesis methods that are controllable 
by intentional input, and control devices that produce 
intentional output. 

4.1 Bonding in the Mapping Concept 

Although devices such as the Hyperbow [I21 and the 
vBow [13], for example, go some way towards 
addressing the control surface and haptics o f  physical 
models, controller mapping for spectral models is 
arbitrary, and does not easily lend itself to strategies 
that may becomc standard, conventional or  generally 
accepted beyond keyboard/MIDI style notcivclocity 
type events, given that the flexibility to re-map these 
inputs is often the most admired feature of tools which 
use these types of control. Devices such as these do 
contribute greatly to our understanding of the 
underlying physical acoustic systems we often use to 
make music, and the gestural primitives we associate 
with acxpressivc~~ performance. They do not contribute 
to the expansion of the sonic palette available to the 
composer, or to our understanding of how acoustic 
artefacts arc interpreted as  <~expressivcn. 
The growing understanding of how an instrument's 
sound. its form and control arc all closely related 
emphasises the depth of the problem of how to control 
paramctcrs that have no physical corollary. 
Many pieces require unique controllers, specifically 
dcsigned for a single performance, installation or  tour. 
This situation is not conducive to encouraging 
musicians to spend years of practise mastering the 
subtleties of expressive potential within a control 
paradigm. On the other hand, systems likc Pro Tools, 
Kyma, MaxlMSP, Reason, Csound and others do 
provide a paradi-m within which virtuosity is both 
possible and valuable. They also impart a sense of 
being able to 'play' within the environment in a largcly 
unstructured way. Pait of thc reason for this is that 



ss two more i 

without painstakingly leaming syntax and para 
synthesis parameters, beyond ASDR, LFO, etc. control as is available in Csound, or Moog 
Resynthesis algorithms have undergone considerable 
development and improvement in recent years [14], but field of novel controllers may be beginning to allow 

consistent over its r 
akin to the con 
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granular synthesis and we briefly outline the curre finite number of cells. Each instant is described 
approaches to conhol; second, we describe the form through the stochastic activation of certain cells in the 
system in terms of the two levels that compose it; diagram (a "screen") and each screen has a fixed 
finally, we see how the system can be viewed as a temporal duration. The sound/composition is an 
generalization of the note approach and the stochastic aggregattol~ of screens collected in a "book" in 
approach. "lexicographic" order (as in the series of sections of a 

tomography). In Tmax ([lo], [7]), massive sound 
texture is obtained via the juxtaposition of multiple 
grain streams (-voices", like in pol\phony): the 

I .  T H E  CO\IPOSI'l'ION WITCI GRANULAR parameters of each grain stream are c~nrrolled through 
SYNTHESIS tendency masks representing variations oter time (i.e. 

timbre selection, eequency range, temporal density, 



2. GEOGRAPHY: A TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM n n ~ n  

FOR GRAIN GENERATION AND CONTROL 
STRUCTURE 

In this section we describe the formal system A 

GeoGraphy, that models the composition process with 
two components, one for the generation of grain 
sequences, another for the parametric control of 
waveforms. 
First, we introduce some terminology. A composition 
is a set of t rack;  each track is a grain sequence (Figure 
I), where the single grains are waveforms that result 
from granular synthesis and parametric control. The 
formal system GeoGraplly consists of hvo components: 
a graph-based generator of grain sequences (i.e. 
hacks), and a map-based controller of grain waveform 
parameters. 
The grain generator (level I) is based on directed 
graphs, actually a multigraph ([HI), as it is possible to 
have more than one edge between two vertices (Figure 
2). A vertex represents a grain; an edge represents the 
sequencing relation between two grains. Grains can he 
either sampled waveforms with fixed durations, or 
waveforms generated by a synthesis process with a 
duration that is overtly marked on the vertex (all the 
vertices in Figure 2 represent sampled grains). A label 
on an edge represents the temporal distance between 
the onset times of  the two grains connected by the edge 
itsel?. A grain sequence is a path on the graph, that in 
case a graph contains loops can also be infinite. The 
generation of a grain sequence is achieved through the 
insertion of dynamic elements into the graph, called 
grapli adants. A graph actant is initially associated 
with a vertex (that becomes the origin of a path); then 
the actant navigates the graph by following the directed 
edges according to some probability distribution3. 
Multiple independent graph actaots can navigate a 
graph structure at the same time, thus producing more 
than one grain sequence. 

Track -1 giainl.2 I+- ... 

Track F b - l  .,. 

Figure 1 : A musical piece 

' All durations in the fonnalirrn can be mode dependent on some 
probability distribution. so to nct as a gcncml stochastic gmin 
generntor. This feature togcthcr with Ule tmck (or voice) structure of  
Ihc musical piece allows GroGrephy to simulate Ihe cxprcssivc 
powerofQSGS. 

For lhosc readers that me Fdmiliar with Petri nets, a gap11 actant 
can be v iwed as a loke,r. Tllc probabilistic control ofthe token also 
reminds to slochastic I'sui ncls. 

Figure 2: (a) A complex multigraph; (b) A graph 
of one vertex and one edge; (c) A graph consisting 
of three disconnected suhgraphs. 

In Figure 2 there are three examples of graphs. The 
graph in Figure 2a is a multigraph with several 
connections (almost completely connected). It also 
contains loops. One possible result is in Figure 3, 
where some amplitude control, a typical Gaussian 
envelope, has been applied to avoid clicking. Starting 
from vertex 4, the grapli actant generates a grain of 
duration 43 milliseconds (vertex label), then it reaches 
vertex 1 with a delay of  124 milliseconds (edge label), 
it loops hvo times on vertex I ,  generating two grains of 
51 milliseconds with a delay of 63 milliseconds, then it 
leaves vertex 1 for vertex 2 and so on. As grain 
duration and delay of attack time are independent, it is 
possible to superpose grains (vertex label > edge label, 
see the last two grains in Figure 3). 
In Figure 2h there is a graph with one vertex and one 
edge that loops on the unique vertex. The grain 
sequence produced by such a graph is the exact 
repetition of the grain associated with the vertex; each 
repetition starts after 63 milliseconds with respect to 
the beginning of the previous repetition. 
In Figure 2c there is a graph consisting of tlvee 
disconnected suhgraphs, each with one vertex and 
three edges that loop on the vertex itself. If we assume 
a single actant on each graph, the system generates 
tliree simultaneous streams of grains. If we associate 
each vertex a grain of fixed frequency, we yield a 
spectrum consisting in three rows (Figure 4): a 
"stratus" in Roads' typology ([I I]: 165, [2]: 104). 
In order to Control the setting of the parameters 
associated with the grain waveforms, the idea 
iniplemented in the GeoGraphy system (level 11) is to 
position the graphs in a space, and then to control tile 
parameter values by navigating the space (control 
space or niap af'graplls - Figure 5). Once the single 
sound streams have been defined through the 
generation of graphs, the composer distributes die 
graphs onto a map, and then designs a trajectory that 
allows to decide how the several sound streams 
contribute to the piece. The control of the parameters 
occurs with reference to the spatial metaphor: 
parameters value ranges are mapped onto spatial 
distance, and the nearer is a trajectory to some vertex, 
the higher is the value of some parameter for the grain 
waveform represented by that vertex. 





bandpass filter (bw: bandwidth) (c) Space actant as a 
scanning device (audible circle compressed to 

Figure 7: Starting from one of the vertices 1-3 every 
path has a duration between 143 (vertices 3+6+9) 
and 22 1 milliseconds (2+5+7+8+9). The subgraph 1- 
9 can consequently be considered as a note event 
leading to the note event, resulting 60m the 
subgraph 10-1 7 

Note that the timetfrequency domain, and hence the 
stochastic approaches, can he considered a special case 
of the map space in which: a) one axis represents 
6equency; b) the other represents time: c) the 
trajectory coincides with the time axis; d) the circle 
surrounding the space actant is compressed to its 
diameter parallel to the frequency axis; e) there is not 
distance threshold or, if present, it is as large as tlie 
frequency axis. 
It must be noted that a map space should be used with 
caution in simulating a timelfrequency space. In fact. 
tlie map space is filled not with actual events but only 
with potential events (vertices), in the sense that it is 
possible that a grain is emitted at the very moment in 
which the space actant scanning the timeline trajectory 
is passing (as the result of the activations of the 
vertex), but it is not necessary, as it depends on the 
grain generator (it is like scanning a sky filled with 
pulsating stars). Also note that density does not 
depends only on spatial distribution of the grains on 
the map. but mostly on graph structures. 
Also the note approach can be simulated in 
GeoGraphy, i.e. GeoGraphy allows composers to work 
with vertices that represents events of greater 
complexity than grains. Consider the graph in Figure 7. 
In the example, vertices 1-9 represent a subgraph in 
which all the possible paths starting from 1-2-3 have a 
duration in range behveen 143 and 221 milliseconds, 
which can be considered as the duration of the whole 
subgrapli as a higher-level note event. The whole graph 
can be considered as a two note cell, the first resulting 
from subgraph 1-9 an the second one from subgraph 

10-17. The vertices 1-9 are grouped so that four sets of 
increasing edge and vertex labels emerges (a-d): with 
oppomne tuning, this kind of relation can be used to 
model a typical percussive noisy attack with 
subsequent periodicity and decay. 
The advantages of the GeoGraphy model for the 
composer rely mostly upon the symbolic approach, in 
that each graph structure represents a set of relations 
between vertices, which can be thought as ohjeu 
sonores ([24]). Sound objects as defined by Schaeffer 
are symbolic objects encoding sonic properties apt to 
be used in compositional practice. In this sense, they 
are considered meaningful-to-the-ear objects. while 
physical dimensions need a continuous monitoring to 
be musically relevant. Sound objects have been placed 
at the analogous of  the phonological level in language. 
as sets of relevant sonic features (acolrlogie in 1241. 
sonology in Laslce's term, see [25] for a general 
discussion). Geography is intended to be a model to 
structure sequences of well-fit sound events (objels 
corn~e,mbles), of which notes in traditional 
composition, but also microsounds, are special cases. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper has presented a formal system for the 
algorithmic control of composition based on granular 
synthesis. The system features a grain level. that 
organizes grains into a graph structure, and a spatial 
level, that distributes the graphs in specific locations of 
a space. The composition process is the design of a 
hajectoly in the space, appropriately interpreted to 
control a number of parameters of physical and 
musical relevance. We have also seen how the system 
can be viewed as a generalization o r  the current 
approaches to composition with granular synthesis. 
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ABSTRACT 

Driving a bowcd string physical model using a bow controller, we 
explore the potentials of simulating the gestwes of a violinist us- 
ing a virtual instrument. After a description of the software and 
hardware developed, preliminary results and future work are dis- 
cussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the aspects that made the family of bowed string instru- 
ments successfull is the incredible degee of nuances and expres- 
sivity that a player can obtain with a bow. In building virtual 
bowed strings instruments, the same expressivity is a desirable 
characteristic. The issue of enpressivity in synthetic bowed string's 
rescarch is well known in the computer music field. The impor- 
tance of controlling a bowed string physical model with input pa- 
rameters that simulate a physical gesture was first underlined in 
the work of Chafe [3] and Jaffe and Smith [6]. In this research 
the combination of tlie input parameters of a bowed string phys- 
ical model was used to reproduce different bow strokes such as 
detach&, lcgato and spiccato. 

Although the goal was to reproduce a particular sound spe- 

instrument. This is due also to the lack of liaptic feedback (be- 
cause of the lack of elasticity of the tablet compared to the bow 
hair) and the dramatic difference behveen its ergonomics and that 
of  a traditional violin bow. 

This lack of force feedback was compensated for when con- 
trolling the same bowed string physical model using the Moose, 
a device built by Sile O'Modhrain and Brent Gillespie. Expcri- 
ments show that the playability of the bowed string physical model 
greatly increases when haptic feedback is provided 181. 

In order to introduce both force feedback and ergonomics that 
are reminiscent of a traditional violin interface, Charles Nichols 
built the vBow [7 ] ,  a haptic feedback controller. The goal of the 
vBow is to be able to inhoduce a new violin interface that ad- 
dresses the prior limitations of MIDI violins as well as to provide 
a controller that can also play other real-time synthesis tools. Ex- 
tended technisues for bowed shine ~hvsical  models have been ex- -. . 
plored using the Metasax [2], an extended tenor saxophone de- 
signed by Matthew Burtner. 

3. ASPECTS O F  PLAYABILITY 

In virtual musical instruments and musical acoustics, tlie word 
pluj,obili$ lras different definitions. Whilc in this paper we fo- 

a bowcd string physical model using devices other tlran the tradi- 
tional mouse and keyboard was proposed in the early 90s by Cadoz 
and his colleagues at ACROE. Using a device capable of provid- 
ingliaptic feedback the player was able to feel the synthetic bowcd 
string. Recent results of this research are detailed in [4]. 

Recently, an increasing intzrest has been shown in controllers 
for virtual bowed strings developed using physical models. 

Preliminary experiments [I I] used a Wacom tablet to con- 
trol a real-time waveguide bowcd string modcl developed in the 
M d M P S  environment. 

The Wacom tablet allows a straightforward mapping of the 
parameters of tlie bowed string physical model, since it is able 
to capture the pressure and hvo axis position of the pen provided 
with the tablet itself; these values can be easily mapped to the bow 
pressure, velocity and bow-bridge distance. Moreover, the tablet is 
able to detect the horizontal and vertical tilt angle of the pen. This 
immediately shows an advantage of the Wacom tablet versus more 
traditional input devices such as a mouse and a keyboard, i.e. the 
possibility ofhaving the same degrees of freedom as a bow in con- 
tact with a string. The tablet, however, shows limitations that arc 
mainly illustrated by the difficulties of using it as a performance 

. . 
According to Jim Woodhouse [15], playability of virtual in- 

struments means that the acoustical analysis of the waveforms pro- 
duced by the model fall within the region of the multidimensional 
space given by the parameters of tlie modcl. This is the region 
where good tone is obtained. In the casc of the bowed smng. good 
rone refers to the Helmholtz motion, i.e. the ideal motion of a 
bowed string that each player is hying to achicve. The Helmholtz 
motion is given by an alternation of  stick-slip-sticl\--slip, in which 
the string sticks to the bow lrair for the longest part of its period, 
slipping just once. Experiments show that simulated bowcd strings 
have the same playability as real bowcd strings as calculated by 
Schelleng [lo]. 

Further experiments also show that the playability of virtual 
bowed strings increases when accurate friction models that ac- 
count for tlie thermodynamical properties of rosin are taken into 
account. 

This above mentioned definition of playability is interesting 
from a musical acoustician's point of view but does not reflectper- 
formance issues. In these experiments, in fact, the input paranie- 
ters that drive the bowed string model corresponding to the right 
hand of the player arc kept constant for each simulation. This is a 
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ized between 0 and 1, where 0 corresponds to the bridge, 1 corre- 
sponds to the nut, 0.5 corresponds to the middle of the string), bow 
pressure, bow velocity, and amount of bow hair in contact with the 
string. The model has been implemented as an external object in 
the Ma.dMSP environment. 

Figure 2 shows the waveforms obtaincd by running the model 
with a constant bow velocity of 0.05 m/s, and varying the bow 
force and bow position between 0 and 5 N and 0.01 and 0.4 re- 
spectively. The waveforms are captured after a steady-state motion 
is achieved. Inside the hvo straight lines appears the playability 
region as measured by Schelleng with the same parameters' con- 
figuration, Note how the synthetic model and the real instrument 
are in good ageement concerning the playability region's results. 

4. THE BOW CONTROLLER 

The bow controller provides three different types of measurement 
that reflect the nuances of gesture that may be observed in tradi- 
tional string instrument bowing technique. The controller's sens- 
ing system employs commercial MEMS accelerometers to mea- 
sure three axes of acceleration, elechic field sensing to track bow 
position and bridge distance from the bowins point, and foil strain 
gauges to detect clranges in the downward strain of the bow stick 
as well as in tlie ortl~ogonal direction (toward the scroll). 

Figure 3: A bowed shing instrument and the corresponding sim- 
plfied block diagnm of its model. 

These sensors were chosen so as to offer a player and com- 
poser the ability to capture data concerning all of the parameters of 
bowing that contribute to the interaction between the bow and tlie 
shing: bow speed and bowing point (from the position tracking), 
downward force and bow width (both reflected by strain sensors). 
Additionally, the accelerometers were included as a means of ob- 
serving with great precision changes in bowing direction as well as 
the differences in characteristics of various kinds of string attacks. 

Thc placement of tlie sensors and the accompanying electron- 
ics was carefully designed so as to provide the best results in mea- 

Figure 4: Data flow for the violin controller. 

Figure 5: One to one mapping of the bow controller to the bowed 
string physical model. 

surement, while also maintaining as completely as possible the 
balance. ivei&t, and feel of the bow. Also a priority in this imple- 
mentation is the protection of the hardware itself and robustness 
of the overall system, as the interface was intended for use in live 
performance and rigorous laboratory experiments. 

The strain sensors are effectively integrated into the composite 
material of the bow, as they are permanently adhered around the 
midpoint of the stick. They are protected From wear by a thin 
layer of flexible tubing, and their connecting wires run down the 
lower length of the boil, to the electronics board mounted on the 
frog (ivliile still allowing the frog to slide freely in order to adjust 
the tension of the bow hair). This electronics board houses the 
accelerometers. the microcontroller, and tlie wireless ha. nsmitter, 
which sends the acceleration and strain data to a remote receiver 
board containing a serial port. This board also sends two separate 
signals to either end of a resistive ship that runs the length of thc 
bow stick, acting as an antenna for the position measurement. The 
resultant mixed signal is received by an antenna mounted behind 
the bridge of thc violin, and this signal is connected to another 
electronics board that dctcrmincs the different amplitudes of the 
hvo received signals. 

The mechanical layout ofthe electronics on the bow allows the 
player to use traditional right hand bowing tcchniquc, wliile kccp- 
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ABSTRACT 

I started to writc a very basic library of functions for 
sound processing and for driving the gesture 
interfaces realized at CART project of CNR, Pisa. In 
thc long run the library became a very efficient. stable 
and powerful kamework based on pure C 
programming, that is "pure-C-Music", or pCM. 
This programming framework gives the possibility to 
write a piece of music in terms of synthesis 
algorithms, score and management of data streaming 
from external interfaces. The pCM framework falls 
into the category of the "embedded music language" 
and has been implemented under the Metrowerks' 
Code Warrior C-compiler. 
As a result a pCM composition consists of a CW 
project assembled with all the necessary libraries 
including a DSP.lib able to implement in realtime the 
typical synthesis and processing elements such as 
oscillators, envelope shapers, filters, delays, reverbs, 
etc. The composition itself is a C program which 
mainly consists of the Orchestra() and Score() 
functions. Everything here is compiled into machine 
code and runs at CPU speed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At "CART" attention has been focused in designing 
and developing original general purpose man-machine 
interfaces taking into consideration thc wircless 
technologies of infrared beams and of real-time 
analysis of video captured images [1,2]. 
The basic idea consists of remotc sensing gesture of 
the human body considered as a natural and powerful 
expressive "interface" able to gct as many as possible 
information from the movements of naked hands [3] 
such as the Twin Towers, Handle and the Imaginary 
Piano. The TwinTowers [4,5] is infra-red light sensing 
device for rcal-time control of electro-acoustic music 
which gives thc performer the sensation of "touching 
the sound"; the Handel system [6] is based on real- 
time FFT analysis of video capturcd images for 
recognizing shape, position and rotation of the hands; 
in the Imaginary piano, hands movements are 
recognized and used for controlling sound and 
musical structures of the piano. 

These dcvices and systems has been previously 
presented at both technical and artistical levels in many 
different conferences and contemporary art festivals 
[7,8,91. 
Another application based on the video captured image 
analysis system is PAGe, Painting by Aerial Gesture, 
which allows video graphics rcaltime performances. 
Video clips of performances realized with these gesture 
interfaces can be found at the reported web page. 

1.1. Interfaces and mapping 

Specific targets of the research consist of studying 
models for mapping gesture to sound. In fact the 
different kind of gestures such as continuos or sharp 
movements, threshold trespassing, rotations and 
shifting, are used for generating sound event andlor for 
modifying soundmusic parameters. 
For classic acoustic instruments the relationship 
between gesture and sound is the result of  the physics 
and mechanical arrangement of the instrument itself. 
And there exist one and only one relationship. 
Using a computer based music equipment, it's not so 
clear "what" and "where" is the instrument; from 
gesture interfaces to loudspeakers which actually 
produce sound, there exist a quite long chain of 
elements working under control of the computer which 
performs many tasks simultaneously: management of 
data streaming from the gesture interfaces [lo], 
generation and processing of sound, linkage between 
data and synthesis algorithms, distribution of sound on 
different audio channels, etc. 
This means that a music composition must bc written in 
term of a programming language able to describe all the 
components including the modalities for linking gesture 
to sound, also said how to "map" gcsturc to sound. 
"Mapping" maltes therefore part of the composition 
[I 11. 
In order to put at work the mapping paradigm and the 
facilities offered by thc gesture interfaces we realized, 
at first we took into consideration the most popular 
music languages: MAXIDSP and Csound. 
Unfortunately, both languages resulted not precisely 
suited for our purposes mainly because Csound was not 
so realtime as declared and Max was not so flcxible for 
including video captured images analysis code. 





GetNextEvent(..) tool-box function which retums the 
x,y position values in the "Event.whcre.v/h" variable 
and used as follows: 

pan = Event.where.h/1023.; 
freq = Event.where.v+ZOO.O; 

These two lines make part of the Score() which is 
automatically and repeatedly called by the main 
mechanism. Since the mouse spans between 0 and 
1023 horizontally and from 0 to 767 vertically, the 
variable pun (ranging between 0. and 1.) and freq 
(ranging between 200. and 967.0) communicate 
proper values to the instrument for changing 
frequency and panoramic position. The following 
example explains the dynamic relationship bchvcen 
the Orchestra and the Score. 

3. AN EXAMPLE O F  COMPOSITION 

A composition consists of five different sections: 
1- global variables declaration for communication 
between the Orchestra() and the Score(); 2- Init(), for 
opening channels, declaring envelopes, reverbs and 
delay lines, loading samples, etc..; 3- Orchestra() 
where sound synthesis and processing algorithms are 
defined; 4- Score() defined in tcrms of algorithms and 
management of data streaming from external gcsture 
controllers; 5- End() for closing channels and 
disposing envelopes and samples. The following 
listing reports a real working example. 

//======== FMouse ======= 

/ /  global variables 
float frq.pan.vert.va1; 
int enva, samp; 
boo1 mousePressed; 
Point position; 

int Init ( ) / /  -----.-.-............... 
i 
float envll={3, o.0.0.0, 0.1.1.0, 

4.0.0.0); 
enva = NewLinEnv(env) ; 
mousePressed=false; 
OpenAudio ( )  ; 

) / /  ............................... 
void End0 
I 
DisposeEnv (enva) ; 
CloseAudio ( 1  ; 

................................... 
void Orchestra0 / /  simple FM 
I 
iN = 1; 
if (noteonlll 1 TrigEnv(1) ; 

val=Env(l) *Oscil(l, frq+Oscil(2, frq* . 5 )  ) ; 
outR = valipan; 
outL = val* (1.-pan) ; 

1 

void Score 0 
I 
if (Button 0 && !mousePressed) 

iN=l; noteonIiN1 = true; 

pan = Event.where.h/1023.; 
f rq = Event.where.v+ZOO.O; 
mousePressed= true; 

I 

Functions in bold belong to the DSP.lib. Orchestra is 
automatically called at 44.100 Hz sampling rate while 
Score is called from 50 to 100 times pcr second 
depending on the CPU request after the complexity of 
Orchestra. 
Each time the mouse button is depressed (Score has the 
control) the predefined boolean variable noteonfiN] is 
set to true; then, the Orchestra trigs the envclope 
defincd in lnit and sound is produced with pitch related 
to the mouse vertical position and panoramic position 
rclated to the mouse horizontal position. 
Actually, the layout of both Score and Orchestra is 
more complex and consists of a number of " case N: 
breuli: " blocks which define different situations at 
micro level of sound processing and at macro level of 
events conhol. 

4. THE DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING LIB 

This is the library of predefined functions which 
perform the micro level computation for generating and 
processing sound. What follows is a very small excerpt 
of the collection of fuctions at the moment developed 
and upgraded when requested. 

float Noise0 ; 
float Oscil (int nosc, float frq); 
void TrigRarplusStrong(int nOsc); 
float KarplusStrong(int n0sc.float frq); 
int NewLinEnv (float v 11 i : 
void TrioEnv lint nEnvi : 
float 
int 
void 
float 
float 

float 

float 

void 
void 
float 
void 
float 
void 

d . . 
Env (int nEnv) ; 
Loadsample (char nomesmp [ I  ) ; 
Trigsample (int nSmp 1 ;  
Sample (int nSmp ) ; 
Bandpass (int nFilt, float inp, 

float freq, float q) ; 
Lowpass (int nFilt, float signal, 

float cutfreoi : 
Hipass (int nFilt, float signal, 

float cutfreq) ; 
NewDelay (int nDly, float dur) ; 
PutDelay(int nDly, float val) ; 
GetDelay(int nDly) ; 
NewReverb (int nRev) : 
Reverb (int nRev, float sign) ; 
OpenAudio ( ; 

It is possible to here rccognize the very well known 
building blocks for a software synthcsizcr such as 
oscillators, envelope generators, filters and so on. How 
to connect them for carrying out a synthesis algorithm 
it's a matter of C language syntax. For cxample. in 
order to reverb a filtered white-noise signal, the 
following codc may be written: 

float temnl = Noise 1 )  : 
floar c a n p 2  . Lowpsrsil,ce-npl.s:fa : 
floar s r q n  : Revert 11. cern;' ; 





The pCM framework has been efficiently used for 
composing and performing [many pieces of music 
under the control of the gesture hacking systems and 
devices realized at CART project in Pisa. It has been 
also included as special topic in the course of 
Computer Music 1 yearly teach at the Computer 
Science Facoulty of Pisa University. Special thanlcs 
are due to Massimo Magrini who greatly contributed 
to set up the pCM main mechanism currently in use 
and the many facilities for data communication and 
audio processing. Also thanks to Roberto Neri who 
recently graduated in Electronic Engineering at Pisa 
University with a thesis regarding the upgrading of the 
pCM DSP.lib. 
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u = sr,,rl 3: (3) 1 
p ' ( z )  = -2 C - 

(2 
(8) 

utL' 
and 

We list the main properties of y and y': 
n : = s n u  (4) 

I .  The poles of y(z)  are given by z = w. 

Following the example offered by trigonomehy we can define J1 - sn2 u 2. The principal part of p(2) at z = 0 is 1/z2 
and call it nl u : 3. y(:) = i3(-2) 

m ,u = d m  ( 5 )  4. p'(2) = -s3r(-z) 

It is easy to prove that p (=)  satisfies the Wcierstrass differential equation 

sn2 u + cn2 rr = I ( 6 )  = 4s33(;) - g2p(z)  - g3 (9) 
One can also obscrvc that sn v is and odd function of ,u, while where 
cn u is an even function of u. The analogy with sinus and cosinus 
is evident. 

g? = 60 w-" ,  g3 = 140 c (10) 

3. WEmRSTRASS'S ELLIPTIC FUNCTION p(Z) WEL' UEL' 

Figure 2: 3 0  plot and contour plot of the absolute value of Weicr- 
smss's p(;) function. 

where the sum is taken over the sct of all non-zero periods, de- 
noted by L'. This scries converges uniformly on compact sets not 
including the lattice points. The expression of the first derivative 
of (~(2) is 

Thcurcm. iljlv even elliptic firnctio~~ is u rational 
Jirnction of p(z). i l i y  ellil~ric/iwction J ( r )  curt be 
Mwitterl loliqur!v in rlze for,n 

~clrere g and h ore ratio,~oCfirncrio,,s. 
Corollary. Tlterr mists on algebraic relorio,~ be- 
rn,eell urr? heo ~llipfic/irnc!io,rs lmvitlg tlte sa~ne pe- 
riods. Inpurticrrlor: an?, elliptic/il,~ctio,r i.7 cowtec/ed 
ioith its de r i~~~ l i ve  by on algebraic relotion. 

4. CHOICE O F  THE PARAMETERS AND 
COMPUTATIONS 

In a sense, Weierstrass's $42)  and its derivative y'(=) are very 
much like two-variables analogues of cosinus and sinus. Thcy 
are doubly periodic. Every elliptic functions can be expressed by 
means of them. The theorem recorded in the last section could 
be intrcpreted as a sort of Fourier's theorem. Tl~crefore the sound 
synthesis method that we propose can be interpreted as a nontrivial 
version of additive synthesis. 

Orbits play a very important role in n-variable synthesis, their 
shape and geometrical characteristics affecting the final waveform. 
Close orbits will return pcriodic waveforms and open orbits (such 
as spirals) time-evolving sounds. 

It might be worthwile to give some experimental corroboration 
to the observation that Jacobian functions are similar to higono- 
metric functions. Fixing a variable in an elliptic function, one ob- 
viously obtains asimply-periodic complex-valued one. Taking real 
or imaginary parts, or absolute values, gives a real pcriodic func- 
tion of a real variable. I t  is enough to compare graphs of  absolute 
values of Jacobi's functions restricted to one variable with those 
of trigonometric functions, to realize that sn ZL and cn u (called 
appropriately sinlrs ai71plitudinis and cosinw unzplitrrdinis) are a 
sort of slightly distorted versions of sinus and cosinus. Distortion 
being more evident near the pole. 





Figure 7: Waveform on the absolute value of the function y(z) + 
y'(z)p(z) computed on the orbit: : I ( )  = cos(iil), y ( t )  = 
sin(nt.) 

Figure 8: Waveform on the absolute value of the function p2(;) + 
p'(;)p(z) computed on the orbit: z ( t )  = cos(xt), y(t) = 
sin(iit) 

Figure 9: Waveform on the absolute value of the function p2(z) + 
Y'(z)672(2) computed on the orbit: z ( t )  = cos(st), y(L) = 
sin(iit) 

Ficure 10: Waveform on the absolute value of the function 
u 

pi(=) f p'(z)h~(:) computed on the orb~t: z ( t )  = cos(iit), 
y(l) = sin(xt) 



The GenOrchestra (Genetic Orehestrn) sound engine 
is based on a modified version of the standard Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) [I]. GenOrchestra employes a novel different types of MatingiCrossover. The most us 



while not done do 
g:=g+l 
Select P(g) from P(g-I) 
Crossover P(g) 
Mutate P(g) 
Evaluate P(g) 

end while 

before mutation amH BSEflfl 
after orutation Hmm & 

3. TIIF SYSTEM'S ARCHITECTURE operator. In our implementation, a cut point is chosen 
for everv section in the tune shucture and for everv 

Figure 2: An example of the Mutation 

The GenOrchesha underlying evolutionary process has 
to be an Open-Ended one, i.e. a continued evolution to 
relative maximum points without nor temporal ending 
either evolution to a single absolute maximum point. 
The main feature of the system is its generality 
concerning the faceable musical genres and the 
capacities of self-judging the composed tunes by 
evaluating the melodic, harmonic and rhythmic 
qualities based on the ordering of consonance of 
musical interval. The aforesaid evaluations procedures 
are integrated with the web surfers and expert human 
composers evaluations, through the GenOrchestra site. 
The architecture is composed of six main modules 
(Figure 3): 
* Composer: Handles the system compositional 

process. This module inputs the composed tunes and 
receives their evaluations. 
Maestro: Embeds the overall consonance fitness 
evaluations. 

0 Feedbacli: Is responsible for the human evaluation 
of composer tunes. 
Arranger: Takes the user tunes, submitted via web, 
and applies musical transformations in order to 
arrange the musical materials. 

* Learning: Handles the pure documentation side of 
the \\,hole system. 

- W e b  Site: Makes up the system Internet interface 
through which users can interact with the system. 

Figure 3: The general architecture o f  GenOrchestra 

4. THE CHROMOSOME FORMAT 

GenOrchesha is based on a Steady-state GA with 
tournament selection and multi-cut points crossover. In 
a Steady-state GA, every new population presents an 
overlapping between the old and the new generations. 
In the tournament selection the population is grouped 
in several individual families, the best two individuals 
of each family mate with the crossover operator and 
the new solution substitutes those in the family with 
worse fitness. GenOrchestn applies a multi cut points 

layer. The cut point has not been chosen at low level 
(such as the note or the chord). but at the measure level 
to avoid the production of new individuals with length 
measure that differs from the parents one. 
In the genetic algorithms, the representation of a 
solution is usually called the chromosome. The goal of 
GenOrchestra is to continually evolve populations of 
tunes, so the chromosomes have to reflect the shucture 
of a musical piece. We can simplify a piece of music as 
a significant set of sections, differing each other by the 
melodic theme and possible scale, time and beat 
variations. Every section can be repeated in the tune 
execution so if we have three sections, A, B and C, 
then the structure can be any disposition with repetition 
of these three sections. Furthermore a tune has some 
initial features such as: Scale, beat, note unit length 
(eight note, half note etc.) and playing tempo of the 
note unit length. These values can be different in a 
given section and from section to section. Evely 
section is made up of a certain number of measures; a 
measure is a not unique set o f  notes where the overall 
length is equal to the beat value. What we hear in a 
piece of music is, usually, made up of three sonorous 
layers: a bass layer, a harmonic layer and a melodic 
layer. In the first layer we have the bass score, in the 
second layer we have the chords score and in the last 
one the tune theme or  solo score. So the chromoson~e 
is defined as an array made up with so  many 
components as the sections in the structure, each of 
these components points to a three-layered structure 
containing the aForesaid scores. The user can initialize 
the chromosome by setting the following tune 
characteristics: 

The tune structure, a string of sequential sections 
(ABABC. etc.). 
The number of measures per section. 

= The initial beat. 
* The initial scale. 
* The tempo. 
Moreover any ofthese features can be generated by the 
system automatically. The chromosome generation 
starts from the initial scale; on the ground of this scale 
the initial chord is built up with a random generated 
length that cannot exceed the length o f  the measure. 
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Figure 6: Mehical structure for a 414 meter 

sequence From being called metrical. Another aspect of 
meter is the notion of periodic alternation of strong and 
weak beats, in a) sequence no such distinction exists. 
For heats to be strong or  weak there must exist a 
metrical hierarchy. The relationship of strong beat and 
metrical level is simply that, if a beat is felt to be 
strong at a particular level, it is also a beat at the next 
larger level. This is shown in figure 6. 
So given a note unit length and a starting meter we can 
built up the relative metrical structure as follows. 
Define a first note unit length level fumed by a 
number of beats calculated by the expression: 

1711111 - 13al* la1 - 1170s 
beats = round( 1 (2) 

ilnlf 
Where beats is the number of beat per level, ~izrnz-la1 
is the number o f  movimento per meter, sal-11rov is the 
value of the meter, ~n l i t  is the note unit length and 
finally the rou17d function round up the ratio result to 
the next integer, if it is a float. While beat is greater or 
equal to I duplicate the lrnil and then calculate the (2) 
again. We refer to this structure as perfect metrical 
structure. Given this structure, the metrical patterns 
for every measure in a given tune defmes how many 
pitches start time occur in a given time-span. We refer 
to this pattern as the actual metrical structure. Then 
the closer the actual metrical structure to the perfect 
metrical structure the better the evaluation. 

a) b) lead to a speciation of the initial population P after the 
, . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  evaluation phase: the population P,, made up with 

individuals evaluated autonomously and via web and 

6. THE HUMAN EVALUATION 

Figure 5: beat sequences example 

So far we discussed about tlie automatic evaluation of 
the tune features. Nevertheless, a musical composition 
should be evaluated for its aesthetic qualities. 
GenOrchestra integrates the GA fitness function with 
the human evaluations of the produced tunes. The 
tunes produced by the GA are made available on the 
GenOrchestra Web site and, users accessing the site 
can listen them and provide their own scores. Users 
scores are averaged, Tor each of the evaluated tunes. 
and are summed up to the GA evaluations. The 
involvement of human users is an effective solution to 
the subjective evaluation of tlie tunes, but, on the other 
hand, it represents a bottleneck of the GenOrchestra 
system, due to the time consuming. To overcome this 
limitation, we  assigned a fixed interval o f  time for the 
user evaluation of each generation of tunes. Indeed. not 
the whole population available on the Web will receive 
a user evaluation for the aforesaid drawbacks. This 

the population P, of autonomously evaluated tunes 

mutation phase, ready for a new iteration of the GA 

passed unseen on tlie web. As a consequence. each run 
B e a t s 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1  corresponds to two separate evolutionary processes 

. . . . . . . . . allowing the selection operator to work on individuals 
with comparable and homogeneous fitness. The 
separated populations merge into one afler the 

7. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we described a prototype of an 
evolutionary based system able to autonomously 
produce tunes presenting a good consonance degree, as 
c o n f m e d  by a human expert. Comparing 
GenOrchestra with other creative evolutionary systems 
we can conclude that it is a more complete system 
because of its goal (to generate a complete tune). 
However. a main weakness of the system is that the 
produced tunes do not yet correspond to a really 
human-like composition and a human composer is still 
needed to arrange the musical output into a finished 
thematic development. Further development will be: 
* A  user tunes consonance evaluation module, by 

which the system evaluates human composition with 
the aforesaid function, so an evolution to reach that 
value can be made. 

* Formalization of a given musical genre in order to 
make the system able to compose in a given style, 
without any extensive knowledge. 
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ABSTRACT 2. INTERPRETATION OF MUSICAL PIECES 

we propose a formalism for specifying interactive picces, Various levels of interactivity have to be taken into account. The 
In this paper, we focus on interpretation of musical pieces that are lower level consists in just pushing a button in ordcr to a mu- 

smctured as temporal hierarchies. sical piece without any more interaction. The highest one consists 
in providing all data necessary for sound synthesis and musical 
structures. This level is the objective of many electroacoustic in- 

1. INTRODUCTION struments like the metai,is/nm~ml of Serge Delaubier or tlie Es- 
hersj~stenr [MWR98]. But they are generally more sound-oriented 

Morc and more musical creations involve interactivity during live 
oerfomance. The concention of such musical nieces necessitates 
various levels of specification. Interactivity is often specified by 
the means of bindings between inputs coming from sensors, or 
gesture analysis, from one pan, and musical parameters from the 
other part. Those musical parameters can be either parameters for 
sound synthesis, either attributes of low level objects, like sounds, 
or higher level objects like melodies, musical parts, and so on. 
Thus, composers usc interactivity in various manners and provide 
very different musical picces examples. 

There is a need for a formalism to simplify the specification of 
interactive pieces. Such formalism should lead to an operational 
model providing: 

help tlie composer to specify bindings between input and 
output events, from sound parameters to musical ones. 

o easy maintenance and diffusion, by adapting a creation to 
various types of sensors or gestures. It should be possible 
to substitute a gesture by mother one in case of substitution 
of sensors, for example. Thus a musical plece should be 
able to evolvc with technology. 

e to adapt easily a piece to every musician. whatever his skill 
is. The musician may be a child [DCKOZ], a handicap per- 
son [HS98] or a macstro for a; O I V C ~  sensor. 

In order to reach all these objectives. a flexible and power- 
ful model is needed. We propose in this paper abstract machines 
as formal basis for this model. This formalism comes from func- 
tional language interpretation (lisp language) and provides a way 
to speciiy formally thc execution of a progmm depending on its 
instructions and its environment. We found out that a shucturation 
of the musical material is necessary in ordcr to provide a comfon- 
able way to specify various levels of interactions (either sound or 
musical ones). Moreover, since those levels become explicit, they 
can be changed dynamically. 

than music-oriented. Behvcen these two extremities, we have the 
level of  interpretation. Interpretation of musical pieces based on 
the operations of activating and releasing notes has been very well 
studied by Jean Haury [Haul. In this case, the piece is entirely 
written, and the musician can activate musical events. He has tlie 
choice of the starting dates and the velocity of the events. 

In this paper, we focus on interpretation of interactive musical 
picces. That is, we consider that the piece is completely written 
and that the interaction is limited to the interpretation. This linii- 
tation peimits to focus on the temporal aspects, putting aside (for 
now) sound synthesis. 

3. DEFINITIONS 

Interactivity process involves a static musical part e that is defined 
before performance, a computer program in wldch is intended to 
execute during the performance, a dynamic pan c that correspond 
to the input of in during performance and a resulting piece o that 
is the piece which is finally heard. 

For a given couple < p, ni >, several resulting pieces can 
generally be obtained, depending on the input. Thus, we define in 





Then the following temporal relations holds : 

Let US suppose tlvtt the type ofthe sounds is MIDI : t~ = t:! = 
t3 = AIIDI and let us consider the channel C and the velocity 
1,' as the hvo parameters of the notes and that they have the same 
value for the three notes = p. = 113 = {C, Tr } .  

We also consider that the set of control nodes N is reduced to 
one node at one time. 

In this example, the physical access is reduced to one button 
that one can push and release. Thus only one discrete control is 
provided which is associated to the button : S = [I, .TI. The 
symbol L. is sent when the button is pushed and the symbol .? is 
sent when the button is released. In this example, we decide to 
i g o r e  the parameters coming from the input device. The action 
of those symbols on tlle machine are defined as follows, where the 
symbol t denotes the date, and 01V and O F F  are the MIDI codes. 

e BUILD(r, p, {n}, t) = [OA7,p(l%), t ] ,  where n = n l , n ?  or 
rr:,, and p is the list of parameters of the node 71; 

COMMANDS(l:, +lr})  = fl, where n = ol,ax or 113; 

BUILD(E, p, {,IT,}, t)  = [OFF,p(n,),  t], where 9% = n,i,  n? 
or n3; 

COMMANDS(Z, { T I } )  =(RIGHT), where ?i = n l ,  o ~ ;  

COMMANDSIZ. {o:i}) = fl. 

In the case where the control node is ?n, the building of the 
output string is more complicated. because it is recursive: output 
strings of children have to be built by using the values of duration 
that are indicated in the nodes. This mechanism is not described 
formally here, but an cxample follows in this subsection. 

Note-level example 

Let us consider the following sequence of control symbols: 

At the befinning, t = 0, 0 is empty and = {n , ] .  To sim- 
plify the presentation, we omit the list of real parameters coming 
from the input device with the symbol, because they are not taken 
into account during the transitions. Thus we obtain a sequence of 
transitions as follows: 

3 (< ~ < , { n i )  >,:r:~,< [O!\.,p~.d~] >.36t) 
x i  

-i (< hi, (0,) > , ~ z : r , <  ~O!\',pl,lil],~o~~,pl,:~J~] >,.id/) 

3 (< 111, [o?] >,zZr.  < [ON,p1,61,] >,[OFF,p1,361]. 

[OX, 1'3 ..IrTt] i.361) 
61 t it. -+ ... - (< 17.1, { o ? ]  >,zZz, < [OA7,iq, Ji], [OFF,p~,36f] ,  

[O!\', pr., 161] >, n61) 

b i 
--: (< :11,{,1?} i:.rT.r:T,<: [CI:V~~~,~~I],[OFF,~~I,:~J~]~ 

[OK,p.?,!,i~j >,(n  + 1)dl) 
6 ,  - (< AI, {on] >,xi.r:t. < j O 3 , p ~  ,,it], [OFF,pi ,  3611, 

[OR', p:, IJl.], [OFF,p?,  (ii + I)iil] :>, (n. + 2)Jl) 
6 ,  

-t (< 211, {an} 3-, zZzZr, s: [0F,pi ,dh] ,  [OFF, pi, 3,i1.], 
jO!\',p?, 461.1, [OFF,pr., I-n + i)bl], 
[OAr\',pn, (n + 3)&] i ,  ( n  + 3)61) 

// ,. - (< ~1.1, [OJ] >,z:Ez5z, < [OX;p1,61], [OFF, j,1,36~], 
[OA',p?, Gt],  [OFF,),?, (n + 1 jSL], 
[0.hr,p3, in + 3)61] >, !n -L - l)bc) 

d t  -, (< 111, {a3} i , z . ~ z ~ : z ,  < [O!\i,pl , Jlj, [OFF.p,. USf,], 
10!\r,pa?.-16L], [OFF,),?, (n 4- 1)6t], 
[OA7,p:,, (n 4- 3)61,] i , ( n  -b 5)61,) 

d i  - (< dl, {nj  J >,:rZ:rTzr. < [0!\;-pi, 61.1, [OFF,ppi, 361,], 
[01V;p3,1cir], [c>FF,p?, (n -+ l)bl], 

[0R7,pj, (n  + 3)61], [OF1~,pn, (n + F)dl] >, (n + F)dl) 
at,  - (< AI, ifl > ,  zZ.z.Tz.i, < 01\', pi ,  iJl.1, [OFF,pl ,  3511, 

[ON,p?, -Lbl,], [OFl',j,?, ( n  + 1)61], 
[ON,p:l, (n  + 3)61,], [0FF,p3, (li + f i)Sl,] >, (n f i)61,) 

At last, the output sequence is the following. 

Melody-level example 

Let us consider the following sequence of control symbols: x be- 
tween 0 and 6t, and f behveen ( n  + 5)6t and (n + G)&. At the 
beginning, t = 0 . 0  is empty and N = {n l } .  

Let us suppose that the durations that are written are just t l ~ e  
same than the ones that were played by hand in the preceding ex- 
ample. Then, the sequence that are input by the BULLD command 
on the node m will provoke exactly the same succession of transi- 
tions than we computed in the previous example. The transitions 
of the machine are the following ones (we have skip several tran- 
sitions): 
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ABSTRACT 

A system for extraction of metrical and rhythmic 
information from musical audio signal is described. 
The purpose is to drive a virtual 3-D dancer (puppet) 
directly from musical audio data. 
Several approaches have been considered to synthesize 
a processing model robust enough to be extended to 
virtually any kind of music. 
Scheires's and Sepinnen's model has been chose as 
basic refers framework. An envelope extractor model 
has been developed to derive reduced data to be 
processed for onset detection. 
A click-train signal is derived from a musical audio 
signal. This is the primary information to feed a comb 
filter bank resonator to detect the frequency of the beat. 
A tatum-based search has been implemented to reduce 
comb filter bank computing complexity. 
Fuzzy logic processing has been used to obtain a non 
linear model for accent detection. 
A demonstration of the system is done using a virtual 
puppet droved to dance on baroque music. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
<<...Imagine that you are walking down a quiet city 
alley and enter a jazz club. The door opens and 
suddenly you hear the music. In just a second or  two 
you have a strong impression of the "feel" of the music 
- in particular, the way it "srvings" - its "beat" or  
"pulse"...>> 

Richard Pamcutt 

Most peoplc do not have any trouble to tap with their 
foot or clapping with their hand in time when hcar a 
picce of music. It's an easy task, but not so easy to 
explain. This human activity is called "foot tapping" 
and the s~mulation of this activity with computer is 
called "beat tracldng". 
Beat is the pulse of a musical piece, the same click that 
a musician follow with metronome when play a 
musical composition. When we talk about rhythm is 
the same as we talk about a pyramid and the beat is 
only the base of this pyramid. 
Musical rhythm is a structure composed of accented 
beat and not accented beat, but we can consider morc 
than one level o f  metrical structure. 

A goal is to build a system that can understand more 
than one level of metrical structure from an acoustic 
signal and allow to a puppet or a virtual character to 
dance on it in time. 

1.1. Previous Approaches 

The extractions of metrical and rhythmic information 
from audio signal andlor symbolic representation of 
music have been a topic of active research in recent 
years [I]. Povel and Essen [2] proposed one of the first 
computational models of rhythm prediction. 
They described an algorithm that could identify the 
clock, which a listener would associate with such a 
sequencc of intervals, given a sct of inter-onset 
intervals as input. 
Pamcutt [3] prescnts a modcl with a direct relationship 
between inter-onset intervals, durational accents, 
moderate tempo, and the perceived beat. In addition to 
the beat, Parncutt's model also estimates perceived 
meter, metrical accents, and expressive timing 
information. 
Rosenthal [4] in his work called Machine Rhythm. 
formulated a symbolic meter analysis system for 
~ o l w h o n i c  music. The modcl comnutc an Inter-Onset . .. 
Interval (101) histogram used for a first beat period 
prediction. The bcat and its subdivisions and multiples 
are then used to construct the initial hypotheses for a 
multiple-agent algorithm. During thc search of heat 
period, accentuation is attributed to onset events. 
The Large-Kolen [5] model is one of the first models 
to use oscillator units for representing meter 
perception. When a non-linear oscillator unit is 
stimulated with a pulse train within its characteristic 
frequency range, it responds with synchronized 
pulsation. If we have more than one oscillator with 
different frequency. some of these synchronize with 
different mctrical levels of a pulse input, while others 
fail to synchronize at all. The model is symbolic. 
The algorithn~ proposed by Scheirer [6] is a signal- 
processing modcl of beat tracking from an acoustic 





There are two important features that we must consider 
in onset detecting: exact time of note onset and the 
amplitude of the onset. To improve this step we use a 
process similar to IClaupuri's model [I21 and for the 
thresholding problem we use a fuzzy logic 
computational model. 
The output of this stage is a signal similar to a click- 
train. A click-train c with period P ( c )  = L o r  
frequency F ( c )  = 1 /h ,  phase @ ( c )  = $ and peak 
C is a discrete signal with 

We can see a representation of a click-train with 
P (c)  =8 and C=l in Figure 3. 

The final step of  onset detection is to convert onset in 
symbol for accent recognition. 

2.2 Resonator filter bank 
We use a bank of resonator to detect the frequency of 
the beat. A comb filter has the feature to resonate with 
maximum peak only if the frequency of  a click train 
filtered is that of the filter. If the frequency is not the 
same, the filter resonation is smaller or none. Another 
important feature of a comb filter is that it resonates 
with maximum peak at integral multiples of its 
characteristic frequency too. 
Comb filters was introduced for beat detecting by 
Scheirer and optimised for real-time application by 
Duden. If we have a large number of comb filter we 
can detect a large number of frequency of  a pulsation 
train. But a great number of filters mean more time for 
processing step. To improve the performance we 
search the tatum. Tatum is the smallest metric unit and 
was discussed by Sepanncn in his thesis. The first step 
to find tatum is the 101 detection. 

2.3 Inter Onset Intervals 

To  find the tatum unit we must consider the 101. Given 
two onsets at times tl and t2, t l  < 12, the 101 between 
the onsots is defined as o = tZ - t l .  The 101's are not 
only computed between pairs of successive onsets; 
according to Sepannen the tatum is equal to the 
greatest common divisor approximation of the 101's. 
We first define a 101s histogram by which we can also 
retrieve information about the MRMU (most recurrent 
metric unit). 
After the definition of this information we can set the 
resonant filter bank. Each filter delay will be a multiple 
of tatum or an integer around MRMU to decrease the 
filter's computing complexity. 

2.4 Accent feature and fuzzy logic processing 

In this stage we referred to more previous work: 
Rosenthal, Lee [13], Pamcutt, Temperlcy-Sleator, 
Toivianen [ I j ]  and Sepannen. Task of this step is to 
select the feature that allows recognizing accent into 
the symbolic representation of onset. 
According to Lerdahl and Jackendoff [I41 there are 
some notational properties that constitute the 
plienomenal accent: 

1. onsets of notes, 
2. sforzandi (louder notes) and other local 

stresses, 
3. long notes 
4. sudden changes in dynamics or timbre 
5 .  leaps to relatively high- or low-pitched notes, 

and 
6. harmonic changes 

For accent recognition we consider only durational 
accent. This means that we don't consider harmonic 
change, pitch accent and other accent that need a 
frequency analysis of the music signal. 
After the selection of accent feature we use a fuzzy 
logic processor to detect accent From the symbolic 
representation of onset. 
Fuzzy logic processing has been introduced at this 
step, as it is too complex to obtain a linear model of the 
accent detection. A f u v y  processor enables to transfer 
the expertise hnowledge (musician) into its rules and 
membership functions. 
A fuzzy logic processor is then trained to recognizc 
accents in the audio musical sequence using as input 
harmonic changes, pitch accent and other extracted 
information. 

2.4 Beat, accent and measure 

The last stage has the task to use the information 
recognized to find the measure of the musical piece 
and to create a synchronization file. After the resonant 
filter bank step, the period of beat is evaluated 
selecting the frequcncy of the resonator that has thc 
maximum peak. Other functions are applied to this step 
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ABSTRACT hands. which makes it a oowerful but hard to learn tool. Finallv. 

LllvPond 1s a modular. extensible and oroerammable comn~ler for . u 

pro>ucing high-quality music notation. In this article wc briefly 
discuss the background of automated music printing, describe how 
our system works and show some cxamples of its capabilities. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

LilvPond was started bv the authors as a nersonal oroiect to in- . . 
vestieate how music formatting can be automated. Over the years, 
the system has matured, and it is now capable of producing sheet 
music of respectable quality. LilyPond has not been desimed with . . .  - 
specific applications in mind, but has been used to print orches- 
ha1 parts and scores, early music, as well as pop songs and piano 
works. 

LilyPond is a modular, extensible and programmable compiler 
for producing high-quality music notation. The program produces 
a PostScript or PDF file by reading and processing afile containing 
a formal representation of the music to be printed. The output can 
be printed, or further post-processed, e.g., to produce images for 
web pages. 

The system is partially implemented in the language Scheme [I] 
(a member of the LISP family of languages), and the promam in- 
cludes the GUILE Scheme interpreter [TI, which all&s;sers to 
override and extend the functionalitv of LilvPond. Iliis ranacs 
from adjusting simple layout decisions to implementing complete 
formatting subsystems. 

LilyPond may be frecly copied, used and modified under terms 
of  the GNU General Public License, and can thus be described as 
"Open Source" software. In principle, users are not dependent on 
vendors to get bug-fixes, updates, and can download and use the - - 
program at no cost, virtually without any obligations. 

LilvPond has an active communitv of users tlrat offer suo- 
port to newcomers, and a small band of developers that continue 
to improve the program on a voluntary basis. Documentation, 
downloads and tyneset examnlcs are available from the website. 

2. RELATED WORK 

There are many music notation programs on the market, but most 
of these are proprietary systems, whose inner workings are kept 
secret. In the academic world, computerized music printing has 
received only little interest. The MusiCopy project [3], imple- 
mented and documented a system to m e s e t  music notation. Un- 
fortunately, the MusiCopy system is no longer available. TEX [4] 
is a programmable system for typesetting mathcmatics and text. 
It has become a basis for a number of macro nackaecs to m e s e t  - . . 
music notation, of which MusiXTEX [j] is tlie most prominent. 
MusiXT@ puts formatting conhol almost completely in the user's 

. . 
we mention Common MusicNotation (CMN) [6], a highly flexible 
notation system implemented in LISP. The input to CIvlN is also 
coded in LISP. 

The input to LilyPond is a text file that encodes musical infor- 
mation. In other words, the format is a music representation that 
specifies music formally in terms of nested structures of pitches 
and durations. The format also allows for special instructions; 
which control layout of the printed output. In this sense, Lily- 
Pond resembles the GUFDO [7 ]  and Haskore [8] format, which 
also contain primarily musical infomiation in nested structures. 

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

LilvPand is a batch oroeram. When the nromam is invoked. it . - . u 

reads a file. which is then processed without any user interaction. 
Internally, the program executes the following steps. 

1. The input is parsed and hanslated into a syntax Wee. 

2. Musical events are translated into of graphical objects; to- 
gether they form the unformatted score. Il l is step is called 

3. The unformatted score is formatted. 

4. The formatted score is written to an output file. 

Hcncc. LilyPond combines a music representation and a for- 
matting engine. The conversion from music rcprcsentation to graph- 
ical layout is done with a plug-in architcchlre. In the next subsec- 
tions. we discuss these three concepts in more detail. 

3.1. Input 

The task of the prowam is to generate music notation with a com- . - - 
puter given input in some format. Since the core message of a 
niece of music notation simolv is the music itself. the best cmdi- . . 
date for the source format is exactly that: the music itself. 

Unfortunately, this observation raises acomplex question: what 
really is music? Instead of pursuing this philosophical question. 
we have reversed the problem to yield a practical approach. We 
assume that a printed edition contains all musical information of 
a piece. Therefore. any representation that can be used to print . . 
a score contains the music itself. While developing the program, 
we continuallv adiust the format. removing as much non-musical - < - 
information as possible, e.g., formatting instructions. At the same 
time the program is improved to fill in this infomyation automati- 
cally. When the program is "finished" at some point, all irrelevant 
information will have been removed from the input. We are left 
with a format that contains exactly the musical information of n 
piece. 

The input format was also shaped by practical concerns. Lily- 
Pond users have to key in the music by hand, so the input format 





Figure 3: The input format shown in an XML format. This output 
is generated directly from the parse tree of the example in Figurc I 
using a short (I00 line) Scheme function. 

3.3. Layout 

The product of the interpretation step is a collection of graphical - .  
objects, the itn/brmatted scare. Each musical symbol in the score 
is re~rcsented bv a zra~hical obiect. Relationshins such as con- . - .  
tainment, alignment, or element spacing are also represented by 
al~stroct graphical objects. Figure 4 shows a simplified version' of 
the unformnncd scorc for the example of Figure 1. 

Objects contain variables t h a t ~ d ~ s c r i b e ~ ~ r o ~ e r t i e s  of the bo- 
icct. These variablcs lobiecl oruorrfies) are used in the formattine . "  . . " 
process in many ways. 

Global style settings are stored in properties. All objects 
share a global defaults, for properties. For example, the 
global default for beam objectshas aproperty t h i c k n e s s ,  
which is set to 0.48 staff space. 

Formatting adjustments are also storcd in properties. A 
stem can be forccd up by entering a simple command in 
the input filc. This command adds d i r e c t i o n = L J P  to the 
definition of a stem objcct. 

Pmpcrtics containing subroutines define formatting proce- 
dures and other behavior of graphical objects. For example, 
in Figure 4, the height of the container objcct is given by 
a function group-llei~hl, stored in the property h e i g h t .  
These functions may be replaced by user-written Scheme 
code. 

Objects can refer to each other. For example, the stem and 
note head objects have n o t e - h e a d  and s t e m  properties 
pointing to each othcr. 

'The enamplc in Figure 4 has been highly simplifi ed. In Lilyl'ond ver- 
sion 1.7.1, the ii le shown actually is translated into 33 different graphical 
objects. The line breaking process multiplies this to 59 objects, most of 
which are abstrdct. 

obj,: objz: c 
g l y p h - n a m e = " t r e b l e f r  g l y p h - n a m e = " f o u r f o u r "  

objl: @ o b j ~ :  
p o s i t i o n = - 6  l i n e - t h i c l i n e s s = O .  1 2  

obj;: @ obj6: h 
p o s i t i o n = - 5  l i n e - t h i c k n e s s = 0 . 1 2  
stem=-objr,  n o t e - h e a d = - o b j a  

obis: co111uine1 

Figure 4: Graphical objects from the unformattcd score for Fig- 
ure 1. Eacli objcct stores style and layout settings in variables. 
These variables arc generic, and can contain any tqpe of object, 
including numbers, strings, lists, procedures and pointcrs to othcr 
objects. o b j  8 is "abstract," i.e. it does not produce output. 

Object properties are stored in Scheme data structures, and can be 
manipulated in user-written code. 

In the formaning step, spacing and line breaks are determined, 
and layout details of obiccts are com~uted. For exam~lc,  stem ob- 
jects nktnally do not hive a prcdefincd length. ~ u r i n  the format- 
ting process, a length is computed and filled into a l e n g t h  prop- 
erty. The result of the formatting step is a finished scorc, which is 
writtcn to disk. A helper progam po~t-processes the output to add 
paee brcaks and titline. and produces a readv-to-view PostScri~t 
~ ~ P D F  filc. ~ i l y ~ o n d b y  default outputs the notation in a TEX fife, 
but other output formats are also available: there is cxpcrimcntal 
support for SVG and direct Postscript output. 

4. EXAMPLES 

Since none of thc freely available fonts satisfied our quality de- 
mands, we have created a new musical font, called "Feta". based 
on printouts of  fine hand-cngaved music. A few notable aspects 
of Feta are shown in Fisure 5. The half-notchcad is not elliptic 
but slightly diamond shaped. The vcrtical stem of a fiat symbol is 
slizlitlv brushed: it becomes wider at tlic ton. Fine endings. such - .  
as the bottom of the quarter rest, do not end in sharp points, but 
rather in rounded shapes. Taken together. thc blackness of the font 
is carefully tuned together with the thickness of lines, beams and 

. - .  
the music. A piece should not contain unnatural clusters of black 
nor big gaps with white space. The distances behvcen notes should 
reflect the durations behveen notes, but adhering with mathemat- 
ical precision to durations will lead to a poor result: the cye not 
only notices the distance behveen note heads, but also hchvcen 





and current work focuses on implementing the variety of printing 
styles of Gregorian notation. 

Figure 8: The same fragment of music in three ancient lay- 
out styles: historical print (top), contemporaly mensural notation 
(middle), and modem notation with ligature brackets (bottom). 

Finally, this paper itselfshows an application ofLilyPond: tent 
and music can easily be mixed in the same document. The input 
format is ASCII based, so one can enter snippets of LilyPond input 
in othcr ASCII based document formats, such as ETEX and HTML. 
With the aid of a small helper program, these fragments can be 
replaced in the output by the corresponding music notation, in the 
form of pictures (for HTML) or TEX (for R X ) .  For example, 
Figure 1 was created by entering the following in the ETEX source 
file 

\begin [verbatim] {lilypond) 
\notes { c ' 4  d'B ) 

\end{lilypond) 

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented our progress on LilyPond, a free music enpav- 
ing system, which converts a music representation to high quality 
music typography. For some pieces. LilyPond output is compara- 
ble to hand-engraved music. The propam is focused on producing 
high quality notation ur~ronruricull.~. This makes it an excellent 
tool for users who are not notation experts. 

LilyPond can run without requiring keyboard or mouse input. 
This makes it an excellent candidate for generating music nota- 
tion on the fly, e.g., on wehservers. The degree of automation also 
makes it a suitable candidate for ha. nsforming large bodies of mu- 
sic to print automatically: for example, LilyPond has been used to 
produce an automated rendering of a database of 3,500 folk songs 
stored in ABC [13]. This is lielpcd by the fact that LilyPond in- 
cludes (partial) convertors for a number of music formats. among 
others tvlusicXML [14], MIDI, Finale's ETF, and ABC. 

Beaming, line breaking and spacing are the strong points of 
the formatting engine. In some areas the engine still falls short. 
For instance, placing of fingering indications, articulation and dy- 
namic marks together is a complex problem. We plan to improve 
collision handling for these notation elements, so manual adjust- 
ments are no longer necessary in this case. Other plans for future 
work include improving formatting of slurs and adding page layout 
to the system. 

Tlie program has no graphical user interface, and always pro- 
duces all pages ofthe final output. To see the result of achange, the 

program has to be rerun on the entire score. In effect, this h-ans- 
forms music editing into a debug-compile cycle, and fine-tuning 
layout details is a slow process. We plan to explore solutions that 
make manual adjustments with LilyPond a more interactive and 
efficient process. 
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ABSTRACT 
In lhis paper we will introduce a malhematical model 
of a highly directive auralization device, composed by 
a baffled driver whose acoustical field is reflected by a 
focusing paraboloid. Highly directive devices can suh- 
slantially help in solving the puzzle of auralizing music 
and speech, both in outdoor and indoor performances, 
even in adverse conditions - as nowadays often hap- 
pens in public shows. 
The target of this work is to provide a first foundation 
for calculation and performance forecast methods, in 
order to make further improvements possible, together 

Figure I. Holophone with a correct design, dimensioning, oplimization and 
engineering of this device. A highly directive emission makes it easy the efficient 
The model here introduced is based upon the Fresnel's transfer of large amounts of sound energy lo the audi- 
approximalion of the field integral formulation. The ence, saving in this way electrical power, and conse- 
resulling "radiation diagrams" corroborate indeed the quently weights, volumes, and costs. Directivity brings 
directivity gain obtained by means of the paraboloid, also, in indoor performances, lo a more simple rever- 
and qualitatively gives reason of the actual overall be- beration scheme - even in large premises - helping in 
havior of the device. this way an effeclive control of the perceived direclion 
Further researches will make possibly use of a less re- of sound and the perception of sources motion. The 
strictive method or of a BEM, avoiding the Fresnel's application of psychoacustical motion and spatialisa- 
approximation restrictions (several wavelength of dis- lion cues becomes also more effective. Briefly, such 
tance, namely frequencies not mo low, and small axial directivity makes it possible what the composer evoca- 
angles). This way, it will be possible to cope with the tively calls "wave-front sculplure" - considered as 
analysis of the behavior of Holophone's cluslers, for constitutive part of composition and performance. 
which an improvement in directivity is expected at the This is maybe the main attraclive feature of this device 
low end of acoustical spectrum. from a musical standpoinL 

Last but no1 least, with lhis device tlle finest sound de- 
1 INTRODUCTION tails hold their intelligibility even at large distances and 

The composer Michelangelo Lupone, with the help of in reverberating premises. This suggests lhat interest- 

one of us (Lorenzo Smo), has recently developed pro- ing results can also he achieved in speech applications, 

totypes of a focusing auralization device at the Centro such as Conference Halls, and in speech and music au- 

Riccrche Musicali. The idea was to use a reflective ralizalion in Churches. 

paraboloid in fronl of a loudspeaker to improve direc- 
tivity. These prototwes - called "Holo~hones" - are -. 
today currently used in several Italian and international 
indoor and outdoor music festivals. Pcrccptual results 
are generally considered as highly satisfactory. 
Thcse devices have been basically developed as an at- 
tempt to cope with the various problems encountered 
when auralizing music in ill environmenls and condi- 
tions, which are often typical of today's exploitation in 
public performances. 

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD 

To cope wilh the large bandwidth of musical signals 
our approach is fully ondulalory, making use of the in- 
legal  formulation of the lincar field equations in terms 
o i  Grccn functions [I] 121 131 151 over the boundaries. 
The prototype of the Holophone (Figure 1) is com- 
posed by an illuminator ( a  = 20 cm.), a metallic arm 
carrying the entire structure and the fiberglass rellec- 
tor, which has the shape of a rotation paraboloid ( a  = 
1.5 m.) with a focal length of about 83 cm. When ap- 
propriale, all the numerical calculations have been 
made laking these dimensions into account. 





.e-f ' r .JO(p, ,  . tan(y)) .p , ,  .dp,, 

Where I; = &A) and : 

PI, , p , , = k . p  and : , ,=I ; . ;  (13) Z ; , ( P , , ~ A ) = ~ . ~  
2 Z . M  - ~ -~ 

Here ; is the dislance of the observing poinl from the 
pnmboloid vertex, c p  is the axial position of the pislon, 
y is the angle from axis of the ohserving point. Jo is 
the zero'"-order Bessel function. The integration vari- 
able p i s  the parabola abscissa (see eq. (9)). 

5 SIMULATIONS 
Figure 4 shows the typical swings of near-field vanish- 
ing waves. The flex field region ends at about the last 
peak. @ 5000 Hz this means 7 m. of distance from the 
Holophone. In this Figure we made use of the nomal-  
ized distance :,, = 2 .  k . Amplitude in arbihary dB 
units. 

son to the wavelength, when lrequency decreases. All 
the plots involving tbe Holophone has been limited to 
+10", as a consequence of Fresnel's approximation. 
In all these polar diagrams, frequency grows as the ax- 
ial (peal<) values do. Frequencies are 320, 640. 1280, 
2560, 5120, 10240 Hz. Reference pressure is arbitrary, 
but it is the same for all plots, allowing direct compari- 
sons. 

40 

30 
dB, ahtwry 

degree, 
20 

~ , , ~  ~ j o 1  
Figure 5. clr 20 cm. piston acoustic pressure field in dB l3 @ IO m. 

a 150 em, the iemc npcnure as tlic Holophonr. 

Nonnaiizcd dirwnce :I,. 

Fixure 4. Plot oi the acoustic pressure (in dB) at 5120 Hz for a Holo- 
phone with an I50 c m  exit apenure (cD), a ' 320  cm driver :and focus 
@ X 3 c m  

Figure 5 and Figure 7 allow a comparison belween the 
Holophone and its piston. Figure 9 shows this com- 
pwison in the form or a ratio. Figure 6 shows the be- 
havior of a piston of tile same aperture as the Holo- 
phone, outputting the same power at the lop frequency 
as the 20 cm. Piston. Figure 10 shows the ratio be- 
tween the Holophone and this pislon. The two gain 
diapams show quite clearly that the effect of the para- 
bolic reflector is not limited to the directivity im- 
provemenl with respect lo a smaller source. It shows 
actually an improvement also in comparison with a 
plane aperture of the same size. exciled with the same 
power. This means that the use of a pilraholic reflector 
is not merely equivnlent lo an increase in size o l  ihe 
aperture. Of course. this gain decreases with liequcn- 
cies, becoming more and more negligihle when ap- 
proaching the lour frequency limit (see Figure 10). This 
is an expected feature. because the acoustic mirror cur- 
vature becomes more and more negligible in compari- 

from thc reflec~oi. for the same set o i  frequencies. Thc piston is ot 
iociil poinr. 

Figure 8 shows how defocusing can smooth the fre- 
quency characteristics of the Holophone, widening the 
useful angle. They are actually used close lo these con- 
ditions 
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ABSTRACT 

The present paper highlights the evolutions concerning 
the VM-Zone (Virtual Music zone) project, whose 
purpose is to make available a set of hardware/software 
tools to explore both acoustical and musical worlds by 
means of sensors and virtual instruments developed via 
MasiMSP software environment and I-Cube sensors to 
MlDl interface. These tools may constitute a valid 
didactical approach in order to investigate about 
acoustical phenomena as well as musical micro and 
macro-structures. Moreover, they offer the possibility 
of exploring the more or less subtle, intertwined 
relations existing between objective (physical) and 
subjective (perceptual) world by means of sensors; the 
purpose is to make the users 6ee  to experiment with 
various k i d  of physical properties like pressure, 
proximity, speed and so on. Here we will present some 
practical experiments concerning this project, 
developed in a real didactical environment. The target 
were pupils from an elementary and medium school. 

1. In t roduc t ion  

One of the common limitations in the production and 
execution of computer music is the lack of naturalness 
and full interactivity with timbres and compositional 
structures [12]. 
Students in the classroom can interact with the system 
described below in a way that is determined by the 
virtual interconnections between sensors and 
mechanisms of sound production. These meclianisms 
may concern the microstructure of sounds, thus 
allowing modifications of their timbral features, their 
weight and their time evolution. The overall sound- 
scape is accordingly modified. 
On the other hand the control may he exercised and 
directed to compositional rules, altering in real time a 
predetermined musical structure or creating an entirely 
new one. 
Based on didactical experiences devised and developed 
during the past fiReen years, this new project is bound 
to the following main educational goals: 
1) acquiring a basic knowledge of sound and music 
parameters by means of a "physical" interaction with 
sound 
2) creating awareness of the link between gesture and 
music and sound production in a 3D space 

3) increasing the expressive power of both individuals 
and coordinated groups. 

1. T h e  VM-zone p ro jec t  

The VM-Zone (Virtual Music Zone) project consists 
in the configuration and realization of a workstation for 
the production of sound and music for didactical 
application: the real time control of sound and music 
synthesis is accomplished by means of sensors [4,5]. 
The underlying key idea is that of augmenting the 

input channels for sound and music control and also to 
give full cooperative control of the sound production 
mechanism to students in a classroom. 
The system is built around a Personal Computer 
equipped with a sound synthesis card, which may be 
upgraded to a more powerful sound system such as a 
midi polyphonic module. 
The system is connected to a set of sensors and 
actuators by means of a MlDl controller (in the actual 
realization an I-CUBE sensor to MIDI interface by 
Infusion Systems). 
All the sensors are intended for remote motion or 
presence detection. They include ultrasonic and 
infrared detectors as well as pressure detectors. System 
modularity allows tlie use of any kind of sensor up to 
the provided number of input channels. 
The task of sound synthesis is accomplished in the PC 
under MaxIMSP environment. a powerful object 
oriented sofhvare. both for real time synthesis, MlDl 
control and even music composition; intensive use is 
made for the purpose of the trn7ellrle object [9,10,1 I].  
The sensors used in the present project were developed 
in our laboratory for inexpensive applications in order 
to allow its use in any school environment. 
In the present case we use inexpensive LDR sensors 
for both triggering events and controlling sound 
parameters. Since the sensor may detect, at least in a 
robust way, only a h~nary information (odoff) special 
patches were developed in order to obtain an analogue 
performance, by means of integration. Therefore you 
may increase or decrease a chosen parameter just by 
triggering continuously an accumulator. 
Main use of the system was in the range of basic 
musical education. at an elementary level. 

2. T h e  a c t u a l  implementation: sensor s  f o r  t h e  
VM-zone 

The inexpensive LDR sensors are shown in figure 1. 
They are simply used in a resistive partition net. The 
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The pupils could control tlie frequency of each of the 
oscillator pair, both incrementing or decrementing it in 
time. This patch was very efficient in order to develop 
finer pitch evaluation, and a deep understanding of the 
underlying acoustical phenomenon. 

The third experiment used a patch for synthesizing a 
cluster of 128 sinusoidal oscillators. The pupils were 
given control of the fundamental frequency of tlie 
cluster, of its bandwidtli and also updating rate. 
The result was the creation of complex and rich sound 
textures, whose complexity and evolution changed 
over time. Also in this case the complexity and the 
novelty of tlie resulting unusual sound, far kom the 
daily listening, was a rich experience for all of them. 

Figure 5: The sensors on the school desk 

4. Further developments 
As a development we are building a matrix of 
photodiodes, in order to provide bi-dimensional 
detection of controlling movements. The resulting 
image will be acquired by a patch in order to be 
translated into control parameters for the virtual 
instruments. 
Future application will practice also real time control 
of sounds and even of composition, in accord with 
presence and movement of actors on tlie stage. We 
may refer for this kind of use to the work on a 
theatrical automaton [I]. 
These sensors are displaced in a room of 
approximately 10 square meters, in order to detect the 
movements and the shadows of the people in tlie room. 

Finally. with the same purpose we are going to use a 
digital video camera, in order to obtain more complex 
control on the events, including presence, absence of 
motion, speed and others. The connection to 
MaxIMSP environment will allow easily developing 
proper patches for this purpose. 
As far as regards mode of use of tlie system as a 
development a second range of controls may regard 
high level synthesis processes: 

= algorithmic composition: information from 
the sensors are used to modify the 
compositional rules of an undergoing real- 
time composition[2], [13][14]. 

* Control may be also exercised on the process 
of executing a score, by means of interactive 
modification of execution parameters [3]. 
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XIV CIM - CONCERTS 

PROGRAM NOTES 

Jacopo Baboni-Schilingi 
Le Clrrifcnrr (2003) 
for voice, women's choir and live electronics 

Original text by Yannick Liron 
Conrsrissioned hj, Cerrtro Ternpu Reale 

Le Cl~rirenl~ originated from a commission assigned by Luciano Berio to BabonGSchilingi in 2000. It is a work created in 
collaboration between the poet and writer Yannick Liron and the Milanese composcr.Le Cl~iruntr is one "scene" of a larger 
project for voices, instnnnents and electronics on which Baboni Schilingi and Yannick Liron havc been working for some 
time. In the scene presented at Florence the main character (played by Nicllolas Islienvood- solo bass vocalist) recalls n 
castle (from which derives the titleLr Cl~ritealr) which lie saw years ago. He remembers a lake beside the castle, the noise of 
the water, as well as the park and the windows opening onto the garden. This gentle recollection is mingled with other 
memories of  an impossible love (represented by women's voices) for a woman he saw years ago and has never found again. 
As regards technical aspects, the composition employs the technique of Composition through Interactive Models- for the 
part dedicated to the voiccs - which provides a control of morphological rype over the composition material. For the 
electronics instead Baboni Schilingi has utilized a system of granular synthesis through which the voices are processed in 
such a manner as to give the impression that the electronics anticipates the voiccs and not - as is frequently the case -the 
contrary. 

Elisabetti Bossero 
Ditto 

Comoosed in 2000. Diiro was technicallv re-elaborated in 2002. The startina sound for the entire comoosition is merelv a 
h:tn~l.,n:on chord i.ihc~ iroin ;I :.lnipo>lli.~~l hy 111110 S:llu,~i c.4lcd .Ilr,~~(wirl\ 
'lhc t'ori~l:tl nr8,lccl ~f the nwcc 1s hued . ~ r l  a .I,,\\ ' rccomno~ir~on" o i  JI>IIIIC<~.II:C~ ~ lc l i l cn [~ .  I j r  rcrinncd in t~mhrc iiom . . 
the source, which break out into the evocation of a tango. 

Matthew Burtner 
S-i)for'c-S 
far a singing bowl soprano saxophone 

S-Morphe-S explores the coupling of a disembodied soprano slltophone with the virtual body of a singing bowl. The 
saxophone signal is uscd as an impulse to the physically modeled bowl by Stefania Scralin. The result isa hybrid instrument 
with the articulatory chamcteristics of a sopmno saxophone but the body of a singing bowl. 
The saxophone uses varied articulations such as key clicks, breath, trills and sustained tones. The shape and material 
properties ofthc bowlare varied in n a l  time creating a continuously metamorphosizing body. 
In Greek Morphe means form and in Greek mythology Morpheus was the god of sleep; of disembodied forms. Tlie cnglish 
word commonly uscd for a transformation between hvo objects is m0rph.a shortening of metamorphosis, derived from the 
Greek. The title of this piece is meant to evoke all of these meanings -dreamed imagcs, tmnsformativc bodies, and 
disembodied forms. 





Riceardo Dapelo 
TIVO strtrlirs rnr digilol SJ~IJ/!I&S of i ~ ~ z n g ~ . ~  o~rdsorrrni 
(Installation version) 

For some time now I have sensed the need to cxplore the interaction between image (generally abstract) and sound. 
Naturally it is not a case of adding sound to prcxxisting images or the reverse. My interest is the exploration of the 
gnemtive moment; that is, an environmcnt-system in which these two worlds come into existence and interact 
simultaneously at the level both of conception and of perception. A hazard may well be hidden in this intention: in our 
social system of communicatun image lias predominance (if not absolute power) over sound. My intention is not to align 
myself with this tendency but rather to refine the perceptive chamcteristics of a system of communication through the 
resonances of visual and aural stimuli, the pssibility of transferring techniques of sound synthesisltransformation to the 
image and vicc-versa. It could be said, from the point of view of the musician (sound designer, sound sculptor), that the aim 
(as h r  as listening is concerned) is to insert the paramcter image in the global composition. The problem immediately 
becomes complicated, since the image (either dynamic or static) is already in its turn "composition". However, it is a 
problcm (in the case of image in movcment) of "composition" as functiol of time; consequently it can be treated with 
compositional parameters that are generally applied to sound composition: dynamics, tension, texture, accumulation, 
dispersion, density. Thcse two sllart studies are the first stages of this explontion. 

Sl~rdio I - liariatiorrs rfcon~plex n~arbers over a green space 
This study explores Rdimcnsional spaces, generated by means of complex numbers over a continuously changing green 
background. The application of complex numbers states the overall dynamic shape of theimages, as well a 
shadowing and lighting position 

Stz,dio II - Drr~~ririg lir~epatlerr~s or1 the border.line beta,ee!r dorhress m d  liglrt 
The second studio is based on dancing line panems, trying to create anthropomorphic (or simply expressive) movements 
with a simple element (a line). This study is a preliminiily exploration for a system in which the line movements will be 
controlled in real time by a dancer. 

I~istrrllafio~~ irrsion 
In this version the two studies are interpolated, mixed and super imposed each dllers with particular compositing effects 
and different sound generation processes, with the aim to explore every nuance of the composing materials (the relationship 
in the imageisound synthesis). 

Agortino Di Selpio 
Ecosislenriro rrrlibilc n.1 (Irr~pulsc Rr,spor~ae Slrrrly) 
for live electronics 

A little "audible ecosystem". made of sound powders, residual sonic events. abrasive textures of variable density, precisely 
arranged over several time scales. A "sonorous niche'' is created during the performance, emerging from the interaction 
between a computer-controlled DSP unit and the room or hall hosting the performance and the audience. All exchanges 
between DSP unit and tlic external amibence takes place irr sozrnd, as it is mediated by micropllones placed around the hall. 
"Ecosystem": a composed network of object5 and functions considered in their symbiotieladaptive relationship to the 
surrounding ambience. Ec'cusistraico r~dibiie n.1 is the implementation of a rea!-time process whicl~ makes somctliine to the 

- - . - 
to its ambience (the hvo, together, make up the specific "ecosystem"). Almost a microsonic "chronicle" of the real space, 
which is actually "listened to" as the dynamical shapes of sound, as timbre - here arzrl now, space is not the object of 
representation, not something out there that we presume to be able to describe. to reprcsent, to name. Space is eapcrienced 
in what it makes to the picce, and the latter is only experienced in what it m k e s  to the host ambience. 
At the core of the performance there is a feedback process at subaudio range, mainly concerning the reaFtimc analysis and 
generation of control signals. The "sensitivity"of the DPS unit to thc room resonances changes in time, and selfregulates as 
it constantly adapts itself to the different cmergent properties of the overall sound fabric. A good performance of this work 
is one rvl~cre the interconnection of the system components - room resonances, the microphone mediation, analysis and 



well-how italian j a z z  saxophone pla I* to a piece where improvisation and el 



Francesco Galante 
Remscwn - merrrorin di rrrra vote 

The theater of Pl~orrG, therefore as it was meant from the famous italian author and actor Carmelo Bene. is the Dretest in 

- 
and various noise-organized morphologies were produccd in that way. Then 1 digitally explorated the granulated audio files 
as one sculptor impresses space and energy forms to the matter. In addition the sampled voice appears in thc picce as a 
"sound photograni", a sequence of photograms able to model a reinvented dmmaturgical line within an episode of electronic 
music. I believe there are many analogies between tlie acousmatic thinking in electronic music and the 70's advantgarde 
theater by C. Bene. He has explored a sort of "theater of the listening" by using of the sound of wor&text, and his main 
objective was to cancel the visual performance and the scene. 
On this hypothesis I have realized this homage to the memory of Carmelo Bene. By an electronic thinking I hyed to 
errand his idea of theater. The form of the niece is like an "ostinato". but the sound is broken bv actor'svoice or bv 
silence, and the dramaturgia it is developed h i  the use of the both original and transformed voiccs,and it is transformed 
until the nure decomoosition. It becomes a sound texture while the noiswreanized shuctures develones themselves in a - 
progessive sequcncc of high density enerzy microforms in similar way to one molecular reaction. 
Gmnular synthesis, amplihldc granulation, filtering, pitch altering, reverberation are used in the piece and my work has 
been one exploration, perhaps, in the backstage of C. Bcne search. Carmelo Bene died in March 2002. 

Thomas Gerwin 
Fcrrer-lf'erk (Fire liTork) 

The sound material of this concert piece originates almost solely from fire. Every S ~ N C ~ U I ~ ~  elementsofthe composition are 
inspired from a pure fire sound, which can hcard in its simplicity and with all its inharent variaty in the first third of the 
picce. The longer I listened inside this sound the more complex and interesting sound conglomemtions, hythmic patterns 
and even wide reaching, long sound movements and mutations appeared in my Sinner ear'. This inner point of 
view(listening) was even made deeper then by filtering the material in different 
manners. To open this hermetic perspective, I introduced other sounds, which relate to lieat and fire later, such as lighting a 
match, floating lava or sounds from an earthquake. These sounds are also shucturcd by following the found forms in the 
formerly mentioned ipure form of fire'. This way the whole piece is the discovering and modelling of tlic inner musical 
circumstances and possibilities of 
a simple firc sound - from its smallest sound particles up to the overall form. 
I am aware of the fact, that with this picce 1 only started a longer process of t k  investigation of ifire as musical 
phenomenon'. 
Production: inter art project- studio for media art Bcrlin 

Pietro Grossi 
P o l i ~ h i a  nrix 
Tempo Reale version 

During the Seventies the pioneer of  Italian computer music Pietro Grossi disegned a series of automated sonic processes 
that leaded to t l~c creation of single compositions (m Polifonio, Monodia, Unending music) or series of different pieces of 
the same lo@ (Sound Life, Unicum, Mixed Unicum). During the recent inausuration of the Renzo Piano's Auditorium in 
Rome (april 2002), Tempo Reale staff included Grossi's music in the big sound installation realized in the foyer where threc 
of the above-mentioned pieces were mixed and moved in space; this musical structure was given the name ofPoli/orziu r l r h .  





this movement to be disguised by is contmiy, just like a figure and a backgound that switch roles inconspicuously. Then 
I'd like surprise to bring a whole new different context: a vast space with apersistent iteration whcrc thc variations are slow 
and predictable. Therefore. 1 would still makc usc of surprise to re-evoke the beginning, with vague hints, and cventually 
gcnemting expectation. Of what? Of a juxtaposition of identity and contrast in which order is paced, in a wonderful chaos, 
with a subtle touch of childish ingenuity. 
I listcn and listcn again with headphones. I never have the same impressions and sometimes these are conwasting ... . 
What a curious game! 
I hy with loudspeakers. I llave a pair. Let's see what happens ... other sounds. Somctimcs entirely unknown objects appear 
but  lrefuse acceptance of all of them. I try with a different pair of loudspeakers a n 4  then again, I surprise myself 
approvingly and disapprovingly. 
I'd like to try with many other different loudspeakers, experiment with a large number of them. in different psitions witli a 
different setting, so as to organize the sounds. 
1 would also like to try with strange sculptures of any possible material or form, which diffuse and project sounds in their 
own particular nature. 

Bruno Maderna 
bf~tsica sit dtce ~Ii~rrer~siurti 
for flute and tape 
Musica su due dimensioni for the first time draws live music near music modified by elechoacoustic effects. A synthesis of 
both the existing possibilities, that 1 call "dimensions", seems to mespecially fruitful, due to the fact that the performer - 
mecting the sonorous materials fixed on tape, created by the composer or controlled by himself- reaches a deeper 
contact with the author (in fact he not only reads the score, but at the same time hears what the composer wants). On the 
other hand the author must to fulfil the same synthesis in himself if he wants to create such a complex form, in which the 
immediate interpretation and what lie fixed meet theirselves. (B. Maderna). 

Matteo Mnlavnsl 
Sor~lo grid0 rrrl h r d o  
For hotebols, saropltonc and tape 

As breath turns to a breeze, and the breeze to nature, the ear plunges into tlic soul of the woods, into the heart of the storm, 
into the echo of something - o r  someone - wafring through the music. Then, suddenly, it is silence again. And so the short 
season ends, as lightly as it started. 
(Riccardo Giandrini) 

Marco klnrlnoni 
I n  flre blir~ded roorrz 

Iii (he biirrdedroorrr is part of a triptych of works for tape alone, which have thc peculiarity of assuming as starting material 
for sound ~rocessine the recordinn of some nocms read bv the author. In the case of111 llre blirrded roorn tlic nocm is 

Thomas). 
The momlloloeic chamctcristics determining the structural direction of tlicsc works are: . - 

I. (micro-formal - gestural level) ascending negation of source bonding through nortlinear (adirectional) processes of 
a. fracmentation (confioction). 
b. ~Gtification (dillj.&/ion), 
c. diffusion (modulation of concentration sradient): - 

2. (macro-formal - textural level) monodircctionality and non reversibility of directional motions: 
3. (perceptive - esthesic level) integration of vertical dimension and horizontal dimension gesnrreJ?ar~iOrg) 

In particular, two are the ideas at the basis ofin rlre bli~rdrd rooll1: 
a. defocusing: fra-mentation of time axis and superimposing of more time axes: 



BrACc 

BrACe (Bnno con Automa CEllulare) is the result of m y  personal experience o f  interaction and integation betwe 
rigorous construction o f  musical form and an empirical attention to the acoustic properties of the sonic material. 
compositional pocess o f  the piece is i n  fact founded on a continuous exchange, at several levels, between algorit 
procedures and the hearing o f  the sonic material. The algorithm used is based on cellular automata, and i t  holds a cen 
role in the composition. First o f  all, it is a process for generating musical forms: the automaton made the init ial soun 
evolve in time, generating musical structures. At a higher level o f  formal organization, moreover, the structures have bee 
connected with one to another according their own sonic properties, 'disregarding'. in one sense, the formal aspe t 
hence, i n  this meaning, the algorithm is also a process for generating sounds. The first step in the realization o f  the 
been the design and the implementation ofeight digital synthetic instruments, using the Csound language. A l l  ins 
have a sonic common characteristic: the 'noisy sound', for some instruments intended as 'white noise', filtered 
r ) ~ c s n f  fillers: ior orbtr instrumcnrs inrcndcd ;IS . p l i ~c l~ ' .  as " I i ~ t r ; ~ l  nolie' gcncr~rcd by ~ h u  discontinuous poi81tc i l l  I IOI~ 

.,inusoid~I >ouod ,r,avcs. Thc insrrumcnrs are nllcd by Csound ,core;. \vrrh 10 undergoing ccllul:~r :iurom:ick lop~c, gener;rrcd 
by ;I cunrpur:r progr;un purposely designed ;lnd irnplcrncnrud by nlc. S:vcr;ll talks h;~\e bccn ;~shigncd ro rhc cc l l~~ la r  
Iurornnron, rn;~king ditYercnr r y c s  o f  as\c,c~arioni bsn\ccn ir :ind aumc cl~.~roct:nsriu* 01' 111: ciglll digiral insrmmcnls: 
ins~rumcnrs ;eri\;lrion ;tnd in;lcri\:lriun. sr<rco poi l lor l ing a i  rhc rallnds. sclccrion d :~mplitude :lnd frsq~cnsy gcilurch. 
iniri3l xnd lin;ll talucs for rhcsc Sc*turu>. lyir>t of;11I, a ccnain oumber of;~udiu fragrnmrc 11:1\r. hvcn :cocrarcd: rhcn, I r u n  
croatins the p~cc: by  i e l c c ~ i o ~ .  uscrnbling. s~lpcrirnpo\ang :ind placillg side by i d c  rhcrn. :lccordinp lo runic rcl:~rit~n' 
,119gc5rcd hy lhcartng, In a scnaill conionnrry with diffcrcnt~;~riun 2nd l n r c ~ r ~ l r o ~ r  crilcria. Funhcrmorc, new formuriun~ud 
fr:tgmcnt; Ih;t\.c been pcnr.r;irr.d. whcrc the grojrlng piccc rcql~cslcd it. ' l l~ i r  is 11,~. bi\.alr.,rl role o f t l le  atomaton: on lhc one 
h:tnd ;I; ;I 1001 for gcn:nrinp f~ f i~ rnun t r  \vllich in1rinric;llly sugpcstcd scv~.r.~l k,nn:ll rclatioos: on Illc orllcr as a tool for 
gc~lcrarin? imgm:ots s l ~ i c l ~  c;in be ori:nrcd b) sp:c~fic fonnal needs. So. rile aulom;iron h;ri bucn the presuppolron for the 
iontlal >rruclurxion ofrhc pice:, wen i f  in ;I rncrcly : l u r ~ l  ;~nd norhllgorirhrnic 3:nic. :lr !his le\,cl. In ~ h c  2nd. r l ~ c  yu~lcrdtcd 
.ludio i~rulcrials ru\cilled a ccnnln arlniry u i rh  l l ~ c  honi; ~n;~rcri;rl o f  Ccr~~r.wr HI. piccc for holu 1:lpc r~.:111?cd h) lulllis 
Yen:~his in 1058. Uifircnr s o ~ n d  ~ctlcmtroll mclhod~, dlrfcrcn~ ium;il coortruu~iun, hul \ .-ry clrdr pcrccpru;~l \imil;triricr. 
I b i s  h i i ~ o r ~ c : ~ l  clcctrunic piccv lha\,c hccn c\plicirlg qllolcd in my work: >omc fr;~yrncnL\ bx\c heen sclcstcd ;lnd ;~s*crnblcd 
to :in .-\~dcnr pcrccpl~bl.- manner, as a reverent tribulc ro Ycoakls. \Vhich >;!id: "sorncone rbinks rl1:11 rn). rn115io origtl13les 
:~lrirely by calculi. IIIII bclbrc dccl;tring ;In opinion i r  s11t~~ld he necessary lo  lisrcn lo  il. In no music, in Clut, tllc c:llculus c m  
i\crcisc:i I~CII CLI~ITLII." 
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NPS (Alfonsi/Chiggio/klarcga/Rampazzi) 
Ricerca d(1965) 

The Ricrrclre I .  2. 3, 4 are realized wit11 close groups of frequencies that proceed maintaining the constant duration of 10 
seconds each, departing gradually from the middle roncof thc sound spectrum and diverging so far as to reach the two 
audible extremes in the highest and lowest zones. Tllc groups proceed without pause. Ricercn 4 has becn completely 
reverberated and the dynamics results naturally from tl~e density of the groups. 

"We step into the same river 
but not into the same waters. 
Impetuous currcnts 
from opposite dircctions 
have struck us 
but have not swept us away. 
Tamed the _meat 
wildriver 
has become a form." (Heraclitus) 

Ffxmrs was born of the ambitious desire to s m c h  for and find a form tl~at \would be more suited to thc means we possess 
today for making music, to the technological level and world view that have together called for and led to the creation of 
these means. 
The computer suggests forms that can repeat no past and that reflect our philosophy of Heraclitean stamp, where nothing 
can ever hlm backward. 
The acoustic signals thus flow one from another and one after the other in a ceaseless process of evolution. 

Giuseppc Rspisarda 
i l lrr~nyrru~ 

Imagine you hem a drop ... 
... a single drop of water could seem unimportant because it is like only one star in the sky ... 
... but it's a door that allows you to go insidc the soul of water: a virgin world that keeps many undreamablesecrets. 
A drop of  water sometimes lights the most intense fcelings and raises life from desert. 

JcawClaude Risset 
Saratile 
for soprnno saropl~onc and tape 

Sat-arile is dedicated to lannis Xenakis on the occasion of his seventieth birthday. The tape was realized at the Atclicrs 
UPIC in 1992. On the UPIC synthesizer, the frequency curves of the music can be specified by drawing. The tape includes 
some gaphic  allusions to h!el~lrtoslusis. 
The title means "living among ti? rocks": i t  cvokcs the relations bchvecn the s;utophone and the tape as encounters bcween 
the biological and thc mineral realm. Initially the tape sounds rcvolve around a givcn pitch, then they glide and drift, and 
finally they are dispersed as grains. Despite this diversity of morphology, they come from the same realm, like strata, rocks 

UPIC, and Solenn. 
T l ~ c  tape for Sumtile was entirely realized from drawings reillizcd on the tablet of the UPIC graphic computer music 





Stefano Trevisi 
Sll~ollo,,r 
for female voice and electronics 

Swallow is an open project about phonetic sounds: at the moment it consists of hvo independent sections, tile first one 
which is rather gestural, and the second one wtich is characterized by a gmdual cyclical movement. Both sections are a 
study on how sound materials can be perceived by overlapping them, basing on different time-stretch in_^ processes, to create 
different levels of energy from conshuctive organic processes (when different layers have the same phase) and deshuctive 
ones (coinciding with opposite phase). 
The research is based on phonetic gesture which results from spoken materials, excluding components of singing. It has 
been developed from a poetical t c y  Mashcazione, by Claudia C;astellucci, wl~ich is cl~amcterizcd by a pregnant pl~onetic 
rhythm, although it is not an onomatopoeic text, and by a strong gesture. The poem contains a detailed description of the 
chewing and the swallowing of a fig, and it has been completely crumbled and then re-coagulated basing on pllonetic 

th; conservatory of Music "A.Boito3' (parma); the voice has been recdrded and mixed i t  the GmcLab (Barcelona). 





 


